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Prepared Eggs.

The

IIi*‘ American
Company of Kcokuk. Iowa, an: now preparing .'(.ititti
dozens of eggs daily by the following
I he eggs, after careful hand1.'] '"'"SS:
ling. are broken and cleared of their
shells by machinery and delivered in the
font) of a hatter, the whites and
yelks
thoroughly combined. This batter is
then discharged, by a
peculiar arrangement. upon rapidly revolving metallic
cylinders, under a strong blast of heated
aii.
these cylinders are automatically
at a temperature
degrees Fahrenheit, and so
maintaining at that point all the egg
dried upon them, in spite of the greater
heat ot the blast. The dried egg is scraped
Horn the cylinders in a granulated form.
on much resembling coarse corn meal,
and is subjected to a
subsequent curing
process which lasts about thirty days.
1 he desiccated egg
readily desolves and
seventy
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Fencing.

According to t inted States statistics,
worm nr \ irginia fence costs ninety-live
cents. ] nisi -a t id-rail one dollar and thirtydollar and

stone wall two dol-

lars and thirl', -lour rents per rod in this
State. This estimate is Imsed upon hoards
at sixteen dollars per thousand and rails
at lift>■-six dollars. From the same source
it would seem that of our fences si\t>sevett per cent, are of the kind known as
worm or snake fence, seventeen per cent.
• if
post-and-rail. twel\ e per cent, of hoard
and only lour per cent, of permanent stone
wall. The returns embrace l."»ti.:i77.s-il
rods ot fence, inclosing hi..'174.till acres,
al a cost of
17! t, Sit I, IP |. of a I the rate of
nine hundred and fifty-live rods to each
one hundred acres.
The annual expense
of repairs and interest upon the investment is sIP-.-mi. 1 'g. The interest-bearing national de 1 it. tiie cost of our fences
and tlie value of the live stock of tile nation, till figure up to about the same
amount. Each dollar's worth of live stock
requires one dollar's worth of fence to
keep it in order. That twenty-live per
cent of this fencing is needless and may
he dispensed with, is undoubted.
1 low
much of the remainder would he rendered
needless h\ a properly connected system
of pasturing and soiling, it is hard to say.
~

Farming

In

Massachusetts.

Front an extended area of observation
and inquiry we incline to the opinion that
in Massachusetts the area under cultivation in grain and roots is fully forty per
ceiit. greater than that of any year since
ISP7. and the old familiar sound of the
llnil, with the more pretentions clatter of
the thrashing-machine, are now heard
quite often in the Old Hay State. Rye is
turning out litteh and bids fair to yield
fifteen bushels to the acre, instead of the
low average of eleven to twelve that lias
prevailed the past few years.
Mr. lii'ii. Lewis of Sterling lias forty
per cent, of all the land he cultivates
under wheat culture this season, this being liis first year, though having experimented with wheat in California he was
induced to try it here on his return. The
heads of 11is wheat measure six to seven
inches, with straw strong and healthy,
and lie-will raise seed enough to enable
the farmers of Sterling to raise all the
wheat site consumes for one year. Sterling has increased her cultivation of
wheat nearly four fold this year, and will
raise at least one-twelfth of her consumption, while tlie State of Massachusetts
averages hut l-7(i() of what her population consumes.
[American Cultivator.
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.lake Hazard shouted this snatch of sea
top of his pleasant voice, as
he pushed his old whale boat oil' the
beach on the reluctant rollers, and at last
launched her in the water.
“That’s tollin', ain’t it
inquired Hosy
Long with a comic cast of his eye across
the boat at Jake, as he shoved at her
other side with brawny shoulders and
deep breaths of efforts.
■•Haw. haw !” roared Jake. “Ain’t you
smart. Hosy! I ’xpect you can see through
a millstone’s quick’s the next man !”
llosy grinned horribly; be was not a
brilliant creature, but he could catch fish
better than any man on the shore, and
when you go blue fishing that’s the sort
of company you want.
Now. everybody in Sandy Creek knew
Jake Hazard was mortally in love with
Mary Ann Tucker: he made no secret of
it. and she, being a born coquette, treated .lake iu cat and mouse fashion, till he
was as nearly crazy as a hard headed
young fellow with no nerves and a mighty
digestion can possibly be. If I said Mary
Ann was the prettiest girl in the town, I
should do ln r great injustice: for slit1 was
the only pretty girl there; the two or
three tanned, freckled, good natured
daughters of the Hazards, and Tuckers,
and Conklins, who were "the girls" of
Sandy Creek, never pretended to be
pretty ; they went their way in peace,
dug clams, baked short cake, made
chowder, and darned stockings undisturbed by lovers or rivalry; in due time
somebody married them, because everybody couldn't marry Mary Ann. and
thereafter they lived their lives out as
they might; but at Mary Ann’s feet sooner or later every young man in the town
bowed down and fell.
She was a very pretty girl
Her long,
thick hair, of the darkest, richest red,
waved in great loose ripples to her knees
when it fell out of tile heavy braid in
lie skin was fair bewhich she wore it.
yond all tanning, and if it was a little
freckled nobody saw il in the abundant
and lovely color of her rounded cheeks.
A low, wide forehead, a dimpled chin, a
saucy nose, full scarlet lips, and a pan of
wicked, laughing, dark eyes, with lashes
and brows of deep brown-red, make up a
fair catalogue of charms.
And then she was “everiastin’ smart.”
Nobody kept so clean a house as she did
for her father, nobody made such sea pic
chowder or clam fritters. She fried fish
to such crisp perfection that the light
house people always wanted to stop at
Sam Tucker's when they had city company and took them out fishing, but Miss
Mary Ann did not approve of “keepin'
tavern." she said, so the light-keeper had
thereafter to fry his own fish.
Then she
was exquisitely neat; a virtue rate among
a fishing people familiar with the unsavory produce of their nets, as heads, tails
or shells lie about the doors, tlavorous if
not ornamental, till the very hen's eggs
But Sam Tucker’s
have a fishy flavor.
door step was always swept of every grain
of sand or bit of refuse. Two little posybeds boarded up against tbe wall sweetened the air with pinks, sweet basil, and
a very few hardy roses in their season:
there was a scrupulously white bit of curtain across every little window, and the
well-scrubbed floors had bright rugs here
and there where foot of man might rest,
and save the planks needless stain or
spot. If the curtains were old cotton or
bits of sail cloth, they were still snow
white; and that the rugs were braided
rags, scarlet shirt s worn beyond any more
patching, or the remains of a bright blue
petticoat, or a gray vest, and black list
which the tailoress gave away did not
make them less gav and tasteful of tint.
old Sam's cloihcs wore patched with
such neat patches, the buttons so invariable. the red shirt always so bright, that
he was a matter of wonder and admiration all along the shore. And if Mary
Ann did her house work and scoured her
tins and floor, and weeded her posy bed,
protected by a big crass blue apron and
a slat-sided sun-bonnet, when the apron
came oil', and she sat down to knit or sew,
or strolled on the beach in the afternoon,
then she was always arrayed in a neat
and pretty calico gown, or a deep blue
gingham ; always some white thing about
her throat, not the least shape of fashion,
to be sure, but a clean and pure ruffle, or
a queer old collar starched out to perfection, or a strip of coarse lace tied in such
a trim bow.
When you capped this full,
wholesome figure and clean attire with
the beautiful, sauev, rosy face, shining
under a wide black straw bat that Sam
Tucker bought for his ‘‘gal" years ago in
Boston, half with an idea that it was respectful in her to have “a black bonnet,’'
as lie called it, because her mother was
dead (poor woman, she had been dead six
years then), and half because, having seen
a very pretty girl at White Rocks, where
he went every year to take out sailing
parties, with just such a hat, ho thought
Mary Ann would become it—then, though
you did not see a Broadway belle, you
song at the
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lovers secret

The lobster loves the lobster pot.
The mackerel loves the sea,
And I, 1 love but thee. Mary Ann:
Mary Ann. Mary Ann, Alary Ann.
Alary Ann : Alary Ann. I love but thee!
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I'li' American Agriculturalist informs
its readers that ‘-while the butter made in
September has not usually the rich flavor
of that made in June, next month’s
product is mainly that which is put down by
farmers and dairy men for winter's supply.
Much of the success in keeping butter depends upon the duality of the salt used
in packing,
ft' the -Domestic Society’
(there is much more of the name) of the
little State of Rhode Island was not the
first to discover, it was. we think, the first
to publish the fact, that the poor
keeping
of butter was due to impurities in the
salt.
had
made
of the
They
analysis
'itrious brands of salt, and it was found
that those kinds that were found best in
practice, were shown by analysis to bo
the least contaminated by salts of magnesia. Among the various brands of salts
in the market, none bear a higher reputation for purity than that known as
Vshton’s Factory Filled.’ and so firmly is
this reputation established that in some
important butter making localities no
other brand can tie disposed of.
The
duality of the salt is of so much importance that butter makers, if none is sold
near at hand, had better order it
from
New y nrk, t ban to risk the use of a 1 irand
the purity of which has not been tested."

twenty-six cents, and

ot the

sure some

<)f the old and happy lay
Merry songs and merry singers,
.Merry hearts when love is king.
Every summer brings new lovers.
Every year fresh leaves to sing.

the third year of successful manufacture
and sale, and the product is already well
ki own in the eastern markets, and meets
with a sale so ready that the supply has
never yet been equal to the demand.
It
is largely used by bakers, shippers, hotels,
;n the mining regions, etc., and has been
introduced in the army. Sales have been
made in Europe, the West Indies and
Central America, and there seems to he
no limit to the possible market.”
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Never

by breakage, decay, etc., can he more
easily imagined than estimated. Tins is

swallow, swift, and night-hawk
the guatv bans < if : lie atmosphere :
eil, k the ilici ea -• < <f insects 1 hat
otherwise overload it.
Woodand chickadees. Ac.
el.-..pel
guardians of tlie trunks of trees.
and ii' catchers, protect tlie
l. laekliirds, thrushes, crows and
•r,*teet iIn si,rfaco .d t.ie soil: snipe
.ieoek, tlie soil under the surI e. 'n triln‘ lia- its respective duties
n
ei the economy <,f nature : and
ilii iollbted fact that, ii’ the birds
swept from the earth, man could
i:]>.ill it. vegetation would wither
m.-eets would become so numeral u
living tiling could withstand
;i-ks
The wholesale destruction
<:u i liy
the grasshoppers which
doi ustated tlie West, is un'•■dly .-ause.I le. the thinning out of
r. Is.
-ik'Ii as grouse, prairie-hens,
a
) Ii
li ti-e.l on lhein. fin great and
i.aic,- good done hi the farmer,
I- nei. ami florist by birds is only beku.'.'ii In sail experience. Spare
nirds and save tin fruit.
The littliand truii taken In them is .more than
litk I'nr.vTu Cuor tx Nt:w Hami*pen-aied in the vast quantities of
,\loi]s insects destroyed. The long persixikk.
The Manchester, X. II., Mirror
'ted ,•!on lias iktii found In actual ; and Farmer, of last week,
says:We are told by farmers living in several
pet iment to do lai more good by the
i-r quantity of grubs and insects lie deI different counties, that during the past
ls than the little harm lie does in the
week the potato hugs have almost entiregrains of corn he pulls up. He is one ly disappeared from their vines and burtile farmer's best friends. [Farmer’s rowed in the ground. We hope this is
\d\ neate.
generally true, and that for this season at
least, we have seen the last of this most
A Successful Corn liaiscr.
troublesome pest, lie lias appeared in
nearly every town in the State, but has
i.Vrcnth a
:aer in Middlesex ('(unity.
not as a rule been very destructive.
For
sold limit Imslicls of .Massachusetts
some reason
the lings have not here
a
for future delivery from his own
to more than half the size which
.which latter will yield him fully grown
attained in their palmy days in the
they
live
shelled
corn
bushels
and three
■:ityand though it lias taken a groat
fodder to the acre.
I'.ased on tile West,
deal of work to do it. they have been disi'U' returns
in- Id7.">, ibis farmer will
of before they have become very
this year onc-lifth of the yield of the posed
destructive. The rust is damaging some
iole town, and yet there are I .‘fit farmers
hut w e are sure, of one
ssessed of farms that average more potatoes just now,
of the largest crops ever raised in the
••tvs than ltia.
This is one straw slmwState. Even now tlie best of Early Rose
i- that
.Massachusetts can raise all the
can he bought in the up-country towns
■in she consumes, when her producers
for fifty cents a bushel.
prepared to make the attempt.
A other is that it is more difticult this
Small Tmstis. Every farmer sin mid
ar to lind stalks of corn with but a
have a small room, tight and warm, winch
:._lc ear than it is to lind lho.se that
he can lock and where he can keep his
We hope our farmers
e three ears.
small tools. Then he wants a good, solid
•a> he encouraged to double their area
work-bench, with an iron vise on one side
■i corn another
year. [Ain. Cultivator.
and a wooden one on the other. For iron
working lie wants a solid piece of iron for
Mammoth i’tiTAToiis.
Mr. Hiram E. an anvil, a seven-pound steel-lace hamWhittier lias shown us to-day Hi Earh mer, one large and one small cold chisel,
l!"si potatoes which weigh Hi pounds. two or three punches from one-fourth to
fhc\ were grown on a liog in the north- t hree-eights inch, a rimmer and counter1
ast corner of llcrmon. They were plantsink, to he used with bit-stock, a screw
ed in rows four feet apart, the distance plate that will cut a screw from onebetween the hills being Id inches, lie fourth to three-eights inch; then, with
dug 1 bushels to-day and found that it round iron of tint various sizes, and
tool; hut 17 hills to a bushel.
The hog ready made nuts, he can make any
'■as worked altogether with a
hoe, no bolt he wishes. For carpenter work, he
plow or harrow being used. The four wants a square, a shaving horse, drawing
bushels were dug on about 11 square knife, a set of planes, auger from one"ds. The yield is therefore at the rate half to two inches, a line hand-saw, with
of about 4<«i bushels to the acre. [ Han- coarse cross-cut and rip saw, large crossfur Commercial,
cut saw for logs, and a grindstone.
Aug. f!0.
■

p and down they dance ami quiver.
Hack and forth they sing in glee.
bile the whistling winds stiii louder
Eipe their merry minstrelsy.
Ail along the woodland borders.
East the reapers and their sheaves.
Still tin* rippling music greets you.
l

W

returns to its former condition of “batter”
when the requisite proportion of water is
added, and thus, if beaten the same as
shell eggs, it gives the same results in
cooking. As live hundred dozen of desiccated eggs arc packed in a single barrel, the saving in transportation is enormous, and the other savings, from loss

Down

Secret.

Oh ! they make such merry music.
Gaily dancing in the breeze.
Every tiny leaf a tremble
On the solemn old oak trees.
That you know some happy secret
.Must have stirred some winsome elf
To those bursts of fairv laughter.
And you fairly laugh yourself

sellcooling, remaining

Putting

Sweet

Have you ever caught the secret
Which the leaves forever smg,
Through each balmy day of summer.
M lieu the birds arc on the
wing !
Have you listened to their language.
And' tii eir laughter soft and sweet !
Have you watched their
shining glances
Through the noontide's glowing heat!

■■
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saw a

wonderfully pretty girl, especially

when the old black hat was set off by a
plume of grass from the salt iuarsli, a
cluster of pink wild roses, a string of
glittering yellow shells, a garland of gay
sea mosses, or a pompon of rich golden
sod put in with an artistic effect that a
French milliner’s lingers might have
longed to imitate and longed in vain.
Moreover the girl had a good straight
form of her own; there was room in the
shapely chest for a cherry, ringing voice
that was the delight of old Sam as it
trolled the quaint songs of the fishermen
or a good loud Methodist hymn, and her
strong arms, if they were not white, were
both round and dimpled.
No wonder Mary Ann had so many
lovers.
IVrhaps no wonder that site diil
It is pleasant as well as
not choose one.
provident to have a good many strings to
your how, and when Jake Hazard had to
go blue lishing in earnest, not for fun,
and she did not want to bit crowded with
dead fish and wet lines, and two or three
men, into a dirty boat all day long, there
were always Joe Tucker and Ephraim
<'onkling to go after berries with her, or
some other ('onkling, or Tucker, or Hazard to take her crabbing, or shoot peeps
for her, rewarded thereafter by a supper

—

ol'crabs, or peep pic. savory meats which be asked thereafter with wholesale and ami suddenly darkened these level western rays with stern and sail
Mary Ann perfectly understood prepar- persistent denial.
aspect.
^ et after all he had done Jake an un‘‘Have you made up your mind. Mary
ing. So she really never seemed to care
about marrying anybody
She had her conscious service, for Mary Ann was fully Ann
lie asked her distinctly and sorfather to look after, and time enough to and fairly brought to ask herself if what rowfully.
enjoy her youth, her beauty ami her she had just now said in her sudden anMary Ann was vexed ; this was too
adorers. Jtut all this prelittetl the adorers ger was really the truth. Suppose Ilosy much. She
snapped hack pertly enough,
nothing. She eluded any grasp that might told Jake what she did say, and he took “Xo, I haven't! and 1 shan't never if you
it
hx her anywhere, like a
for
granted that she reaily did not care are going to pester me so !’’
sagacious swallow
that will wheel and hit about your head for him at all! It was a small point to
“Yes you will.” was the deliberate reif you sit still enough, but if you move rankle in Mary Ann’s mind, but it was
ply. much in the tone of a schoolmaster
hand or foot darts off into space with a the point of a wedge. She cooked the to a naughty box. and Jake walked
away.
twitter, is seen no more. So the lovers big blue-tish for supper with her usual It ho had turned to look back he would
oil.
skill,
and
while
its
brown
surface
would
have
have seen her crying bitterly, half with
gradually dropped
crisp
They
given their very best possessions to move and creamy Hakes of tlesb were being rage, it is true, but at least half because
her careless heart, hut it was evident that disposed of with sundry Mattering re- lie walked away.
the inducements they could offer were marks both to fisherman and cook, she
Another week went by, and one hot
useless. They were practical beings, men fretted inwardly a little, while she was afternoon Mary Ann and three or four of
■wanting a home and a wife to keep the pleased enough with the commendations. her friends had gone down to bathe. The
Inane and them tidy and thrifty. SentiHut Mary Ann was not metaphysical— girls at
Sandy Creek knew how to swim,
ment being put out of the
question, tlicv there are some benefits after till in a want as well as the boys ; and these extemturned to the creed of "the fat-faced of education ; if you do not want to anapore mermaids liked to splash about in
curate Kdwnrd Hull”:
lyze your emotions and take your •‘in- the fresh coolness of the water almost as
wardness'' to pieces as a botanist does a well as if they had been the
A pretty into is good, and this is
good
genuine kind,
lu lr.iw a d.iinc indours that trims us
up
Mower, you tire spared much futile spec- though there xvas nothing siren in their
And keeps us tight."
ulation into profitless subjects, much soulaspect. They had bathed and dressed,
finding plenty of good honest girls in the wearying and unhappy consciousness, and and were going home from the retired
scattered village, less coy and scornful
than the beauty of Sandy Creek.
Hut
•lake Hazard remained faithful: his nature was strong and true. The
quips and
cranks ot his tun and good-humor were
hut a crest of foatn hells on a. forceful and
persistent depth, a constant and mighty
tide setting toward one shore.
Perhaps
Mary Aim did not perceive this fact: perfir
him
haps
thought
gav and careless,
as young men are
apt to be. It certainly
never crossed her
mind, as a real anil
earnest question, whether she meant to
marry .lake, or even if he meant to marrv
her, but on his part the matter was
thoroughly settled, though till to-day lm
had never spoken of it.
Perhaps it was
a brilliant day, for it was
June, and the
air was vivid with sky above and sea below, and the cool salt breath of the ocean
inspired even languid lungs and fainting
vitality like a powerful elixir. The great
green waves reared up along the shore,
shaking white crests of foam in splendid
defiance, and dashing their mighty length
upon the sand, crumbling hack with inssing crush of ten thousand tiny 1 nibbles
on their line,
only to rise and charge
again with swing, and roar, and crush,
till the shore trembled. Outside the longwaves swung the old whale boat
up and
down with mad delight. The blue fish
leaped at the bait with eager, venomous
beads, and tore and plunged when they
felt tlie hook, showing such tight that it
was keen sport to draw them,
gleaming
and jumping, through the water and
over the gunwale, and throw them onto the glistening heap that already covered the bottom. Jake's grey eves glowed
with excitement, the blood rose to his
tanned cheek, his white teeth showed set
and firm, under the half-opened lips, and
his swaying muscular figure would have
been a study for an artist.
“Ginger! this here's sport, ain’t it!"

llosy Long.
“Pretty good, pretty good!" Jake shouted hack to him, setting his teeth together
in a short, sharp contest with the biggest
sung out

blue lish ot the haul, who in another minute lay flapping and bouncing at Hose's
feet.
"Hang it all! that's a most monsterous lish. Jake.”
t hat’s tla* sockdolager, old feller."
“Well, namv, said llosy, keeping the
boat trimmed earet'nlly while Jake re
baited his line, “that are one would he
tasty for supper. I tell //ott, hriled on the
coals, ml buttered up, long o' some good
short-cake 'ltd some store ten."
llosy paused and gloated on the line
tat lish with blinking eyes an.l broad,
red fan1, that was the picture of good humor.
Then he took to speech again :
“Kf you'd got an old woman, now, Jake,
to your house, I ’xpeel yam 'ml me would
have a first rate supper for one time,
wouldn't w e
"I reckon,
answered Jake, feeling on
his taut line to see if it were stretched Wythe ebbing tide or a pulling lish.
An' what's more, llosy, I'm goin' to
hev a house "n homo afore I’m grav. I
tell

ye."

“Isir. now! you he ! What doe Mary
Ann say to (her sareumstanee ?”
‘•She's got to say somethin’ afore long.
I’m tired o' foolin’,
muttered Jake between his teeth, giving a v icious jerk to

may live and die

even

simple trust and peace.

as

a

blossom in

little

Mary Ann went
special self-tor-

about her work with no
ment after the tirst uneasy idea (it

Jake
and his possibilities had entered her mind.
If she thought of him a little oftener and
remembered what tilde H'yal had said
about ‘‘them Hazards," as a family, and
how Aunt Seinanthy had echoed,' “Vis:
they're dreadful reliable folks, allers was ;
Gnufther Hazard was one of the smartest men ever ye see.
Good for a lishin'
’bout to ninety years old ; spiv as a cricket : didn't hev no sickness so to speak
•lurin’ his lifetime, an' died of a slmekalmni palsy to the last."
W hy all this
wtis v hat she knew before, so she thought
no more about it the next day, but hurried her work over, and putting on her
hat, took a basket and set her face inland toward a hill where wil l straw-berries grew thick and sweet. There was a
long walk before, her across the fields, and
tiie sandy lanes were too heavy to choose
as a path w hen the short turf lay
erisph
in the lots, so she stepped over the low
wall of loose stone, and thereby came
within range of Jake's vision just as he
dragged his boat up the beach, having
been across the bav to the light-house,
lie overtook her soon with his long
strides, and .Mary Ann was glad enough
to have his company.
With a certain
native tact, .lake forchorc to intrude his
passion on her notice till the basket was
tilled with fragrant berries, and they sat
down for a moment to rest on a laden
tree.
Xeither of them consciously admired nature, hut yet they felt a serene
calm that hung over the view spread before them -the gently heaving, blue sea,
the still blue heaven, the distant and incessant murmur of white waves lapping
the shore, the dull green fields bordered
with tawny sand, and far away the lighthouse tower ami the sailing ships that
drilled to or from the horizon, all these
stole into their senses and kept them si
lent fora while, hut .lake's heart burned
within him.
It was not his way to put
oll'ii crisis, to mince matters ; he w as full
of curt courage and resolve, and now he
had business of mortal importance to him
to settle with Mary Ann ; he neither could
nor would delay it, so he broke the silence somewhat abruptly.
"Mary Ann," said he, "I suppose you
have seen 11uit• a spell that I like you
fust rate.
I've spoke il loud enough in
actions, hut I know folks has got to use
words sometimes el they want answers,
and Ido want one ihe wust way. Will
you many me, .Mary Inn
The lmt color rushed up to the girl’s
face.
She was startled, and a traitorous
echo in her own heart startled her more
than .lake's words. She had a bunch of
sweet fern in her hand, and began to pull
the odorous leaves oil one by one. as an
excuse for keeping her eves east down.
"
"Will you .’ Sat ! repeated .lake.
"We
I
I hain't
ell,
don'o, .lake.
thought o' such a thing.”
The coquettish nature was uppermost
Her lips curled at the corners with
now.
a wicked little smile, her eyes sparkled
and her voice grew arch.
"Time you did," retorted .lake. "I've
been bangin' round jr this two year,'s
though the sun rose 'nd sot in your face,
I want to
’ml I can't stan' it no longer.
know sulkin' lor sartin’ .Mary Ann."
■•Well you see," slowly pulling the
I haven’t
fern leaves, "I don't know
made ip my mind yet about marryin’."
-Make il up now, then."
"Mercy to me, Jake Hazard! What
an idea ! no, sir; 1 ain't a goin' to hurry
I can live ‘thout getting
for nobody.
married, I guess, el you can't."
“1 didn't say I couldn't," growled Jake.
■I don't ealkeilate to die for nobody: but
I shan't marry nobody hut you, M iry Ann
Tucker, and I want to know if I'm goin’
to do that.”
Mary Ann gave a little laugh, it was
not heartless, though it seemed so to
Jake, who was in dead earnest. If was
merely an outlet of the inter excitement
she really felt, and she followed it up
with the truth, though she spoke with a
certain levity. "I don’t see how ye’re
going to know when 1 told, ye 1 hadn't
made up my mind.”
‘■Well, laiw long is it goin' to take ye
to do it ?" ventured the w rathful lover,
who wanted to shake her soundly for her
naughtiness, thoroughly misunderstanding her, as men will misunderstand women till the day of Judgment, especially
if they are in love with them.
“ldont know that.’ she answered,
•lake controlled his rage manfully.
“Well, then,” said lie, rising and looking
down at her,
give ye notice, Mary
Ann, 1 shall keep askin’ till 1 liud out:
unless I'm unlucky enough to h'lieve you
don't want to know yourself.’’
She laughed again, hut made no answer.
They walked silently down the
hill together, and parted at the door.
She meant to have asked him to tea. for
she was about to prepare that barbarous
dainty, a strawberry shorteake for supper.
Aunt Semanthy having brought down
from her farm a pail of cream the day before.
lint .lake had unwittingly deprived himself of the feast : and even if Mary
Ann had not been too disturbed to ask
him, both luscious berries and unctuous
shortcake would have been gall and bitterness to his lips, for he was terribly disappointed. Perhaps he would not have
been so miserable if she had said “No,”
finally. There are some natures to whom
suspence is worse than despair, and his
■

his line, that was raging up and down at
the mercy of another lish, which, however, he speedily hauled in and added to
the Happing heap. “I say, llosy, ’tain't
no good to Hounder round on a hook. I'd
got oil' on't ef I tore my jaw out, soon’s I
found ‘twas for sport folks was ketehin’
me; hi/.ness’s another matter."
“Wall, wall, she's a young crctur.
Mehbe she dono what she wants."
“That ain't my sitovation. by the Lord
sir I know what 1 want emiy way, and
I'll hev it or let it go. smack and smooth,
afore a new moon comes agin, or my
name ain't Jake Hazard."
llosy'.- simple soul quivered at the
stern and almost fierce energy of Jake’s
declaration. Not that he was afraid himself, hut he saw breakers ahead as he
would have phrased it. storms of passion
and excitement, an end to quiet fishing
hunts with Jake, lazy, pleasant strolls after blue-berries with Alary Ann. and cosy
lie was ait
suppers at Sam Tucker's,
ease-loving, weak-kneed brother, readv
to sell what lie called his soul at anytime for peace or pottage, the very type
of a man who wrecks his own life and
ruins others for tlie want of a little
courage and candor, whose cry was
always the sellish howl of “hot me alone,"
‘-after me the deluge." Hut. llosy's lazy
longing lor peace could work no wreck or
woe in Jake’s a Hairs, though he made a
feeble eiliirt to “save the pieces’’ in an
interview with Mary Ann that very night,
being deputed, as soon as they came in
w ith their spoils, to carry the big lish
up
to Sam Tucker's as a present from Jake.
Ann
met
him
with
Alary
beaming eyes.
“Well, I declare, that's jest what I
wanted, for Aunt Semanthy’s eotne to
supper, 'ltd I'ncle Royal, and I hadn't a
special thing for 'em, bread 'll butter, 'n
.suss, 'n dried halibut, that’s all."
“This is the king o' a crowd,” said
llosy, looking at the beautiful silver-bellied blue-backed creature with honest
admiration.
“1 guess he made 'em lly down below, I
lie come up with a rush now, 1 tell ye,
but Jake was too much for him. Jake's !
a masterful critter as I ever see.
Say.
Mary Ann,” and here his voice fell into
an ominous whisper, “You look out for
Jake. Counsel with me now. EfI be a | was one.
Mary Ann, fortunately for herself, had
poor fellow I've got sense into me. You
let Jake hev his head ginor’lly. 'Twill ! an absorbing object in view, besides her
he a vast hotter for you if ye do.”
| housework. There was to be a clambake
“What are you a talkin’ about, llosy at Point Peter on Hie Fourth of July, at
which all the village of Sandy Creek,
Long?” resorted Mary Ann with an air even
to the babies in arms, expected to
of genuine astonishment.
be present: and long ago she had prom“Oh, nothin’, nothin’ much, nothin'
.lake to go in his boat : not alone for
pertiklcr, only T 1 was you I wouldn’t be ised
the one to get atli’art o' Jake’s hawse, llosv Long and Anny Hazard and Joe
Conkling and his wife were of that boat
not el'—”
“I’d jist hev you know, sir,” snapped load, as well as her father: so that her
late interview with Jake need not emMary Ann, the quick color rising, “angry
and brave,” in her glowing checks, “I'd barrass her on that occasion. Hut she had
jist. hev yotr to know that Jake Hazard's to make a new dress and some fresh rutiles,
nothin’ to me, nor I ain't going to cotton both necessitating a drive to Natick Pier,
to no man because he's masterful. 1 guess the nearest village: and then the shapI can be masterful myself, if I'm a mind ing and sewing of the festive attire at
to, so there.” With which shake out of home, after it was bought, occupied her
her Hag she slammed the door in Jlosy’s head and hands for at least tw o weeks,
face, and that dejected being bewailed in the intervals of housework.
Hut Jake thought of her all the time,
himself plaintively enough.
(Hi, Lord! I’ve gone an’ done it now, on sea and land: dreamed of her by night
and sang about her by day—w hen he was
of 1 never did afore.
I hope to glory’ll
goodness she won’t never tell Jake. I’m alone, and far enough from shore to be
darned to thunderation of I don’t believe unheard. Nor did he leave her quite at
sho will ! Oh, Joerusalem !”
peace: for once, when she sat on the
And llosy betook himself to the lisli doorstep busily stitching at her gown,
house, scratching his sandy poll ruefully the sunlight gilding her burnished hair,
and deepened the hue of her bright cheeks
as he went, but resolved to say nothing
to Jake, and to deny everything he might and lips, Jake carat' up from the shore,

!

cox e w hich was set apart for their
use, xvhen Jake Hazard appeared, carrying an armful of lishing tackle, bait,
scoop and lines, ami a big basket of lisli.
His way home led by Sam Tucker's door,
xvhiie the rest went further down the.
beach.
Mar Ann walked on a little before him. her long, dripping tresses hanging to her knees, coiling and curling, as

liosy's

Who
-Mary Ann was exasperated.
would not have been
She faced .lake
with the look of a creature at bay in her
dark eyes. "No, sir! and I'll never find
it rill you stop pesterin’: there!"
.lake looked at her full-faced, with a
determined expression that almost daunted her "1 never shall stop—till I know."
he answered gravely : and went his way.
Mary Ann was angry : but she was also
scared. When a man falls hack on his
..
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things demands that a woman shall
give way. And she does, though she
does not always show it, Mary Ann began to feel rather than to think that .lake
was. in her fashion of speech, "the biggest," and from that moment began to
tind out that she loved him.
Hut do you
think she told him so
The Fourth of July came at last
bright, hot, beaming, as holiday weather
should he
and at nine o’clock Man
Alin’s life was out: her house was in order: her big baske t of bread, butter, cold
coffee and pickles nearly packed, her fa
tiler sitting on the doorstep, and she beA prett.t
side him, waiting for the boat.
picture the> made Sam in his Sunila)
clothes, with his coat over his arm, his
spotless shirt sleeves scarcely whiter than
the silvery hair that showed under his
brown felt hat, and his wrinkled, kiiulh
face and keen, dark eye pleasant as the
day itself: and Man Ann. in the new
pink and white calico, her pretn head
rising from a full, soft ruble: clear and
snowy, and her old black hat smartened
up with a white muslin scarf about the
crown, and a hunch of pinks from the
posy-beds fastened in the hou their clean
spicy breath perfuming tin; air about her.
.lake Hazard looted at her with ador
jug eyes. His mind was made up even
more than usual, if that wen1 possible ;
for he had devised a plan, to he earned
out that day. which should, once for all.
end his suspense: since he too had concluded, in the spirit of the old distich :
of
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III* l-itlllT f**;irs bis lilli* In,! null'll
< »r his ih'scyt is sumll,
\\ ho tears to put it tn tin* touch.
To win or lost* it all.
Ann would not have
toward her late as well as ilie
boat- -with such a happy smiling lai r,
had she. known what was he lore her.
The journey over to Point Peter wadelightful. A light breeze Idled the -ail.
and Mapped the long read pennant abow
it. There was plenty of fun andlauglilei
Jake himself seemed as gay as the rest :
Vim owned to herself, as
and .Mary
she looked at him furtively from under
her broad hat, that he was “awful goodlooking." And less prejudiced observers
Jake's simple
might agree with her.
costume of white duck trousers and a
dark blue llanncl shirt, a wide-brimmed
straw hat set well on the thick curls of
his line head, and the keen animation of
his clear-cut, honest face below it, were

<

Certainly .Mary

for the rest of the company were there
for a wonder all went
before them.
right : there were no mishaps, no v exations. The simple hsher-folk. in their
primitive fashion, enjoyed the rare holiday to the top of their bent. After dinner, Jake proposed to Mary Ann that
they should take a row-boat ami go up
Natick Bay to Blueberry Island, where
the low blueberries already dotted tile
turf with dwarf brush loaded with tur-

quoise spheres.
“If llosy and Anny will go," said Mary
Ann.
So

llosy was sent for. Anny. and Mary
.Vnn walked down to the boat with Jake,
and sitting down on one of the seats, with
her face shorewerd to watch the others,
Jak-e, being behind her, silently put the
oars in place, and with m e sudden sweep
of his powerful arms drove it oil'.
Mary
Ann cried out,
“Well" tranquilly replied Jake, ••Wo
might as well he rowin’ round till they
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“ft’s fair to tell you

one

thing, Mary
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high and dry 11•». not cv.-a-tb dry either on !■gent of fat men xvere gathered t“ rereivi
I iho<ml;>
Iwalkeri out very tarel'iilly
the sand.
the Now Yorkers upon Now K.ngland sni
I had in-i panl my luxedeal ot life th>
a
and to the ample embraces of In r solid fi.rgood
ui
I
a
for
ni.
had
cliariu
the year a id life
men.
They then marched together to a hig header «-omi m. ami I gra-p. .! tin- rop. ll:.the scales which had been placed on the was put out lor the aid <T tin* bather.'. I rasped
* * the
ntt. r m-elect *.!
lawn, and one after the other they sub- it tiriuly with !»< >t ti haml-.
v
a
Iat.il
It
the waistbands ol my trouser'
mitted to the test of membership. Kx'ery 1 error, and before 1 laid
the ua
bum t" r.-pai;
Min
lnembei must not weigh less than
and mmit'- a:
broke over me. ! shat uiy
u aim'
pounds avoirdttiois, nor he ashamed to belli over t*. recei\ e 11n* '-stima
•■!;. ab-b»".''oa
.-eieniili*'
careful
By
As well-known men xvere tried
own it.
gallons *if water, falling a distane -i .-uty lyt
and found to have lost or gained during calm- in over tin*
landed in
top of my pants a
the year, they here rallied w ith such im- the seat of t hem. h-a\'' g in pant
pant I--."
pertinent remarks as How long ye been amid a crow .1 of ladies.
t.'.!;«* t
It you will oeiise tin*. I will n-.t :i
sick !" or “Better go to Colorado." or
explain how 1 got hack into t .at bathing li"1*-.“Weigh him after dinner." Willard Per- live sei-omls by the watch Tlu-r* an- -otim t!-kins got a cheer for his
although Pe- to., terrible to *•* .ii tern plat" some <•: s in "iir
1
lives that we cannot look back *m a tin- t a si
ter lieiil expressed the opinion that Perwe do not like to lay bar.*
kins ought to be ashamed for not making del': some sears thatovet
and now as l look
it a round -tun. Mrs. Susie Lake ot Hamp- ami good, ami rammed as full of vent' a- a -a:
den proved hersidf a solid woman, with dim* box is with sardines 1 cannot recall a -mmuM .av- L*.
minute *.f tm existence when I
this pounds on the scale, and Mrs. S. K
n-m my
for s
small an a:a min
Burnett of Norwalk was admitted to he bought
'• ie-n
••-.!
1
1»
at
k.-ng
that eventful *!ay
But
spoken in the same breath with the fat alom* among the litimln *1- w it!i>-nt any irow
N nety
1 won’; sa\ any more, f >r my i'i'-.ing' ar*- sulhn
men because she weighed 21W.
entlv lur *>\vi-*l up tiovv t* plant.
men who were xveighed aggregated 20.(M
V!
(I KOUl.i: A
7.'!0 pounds, or an average of 2:101 pounds
•.
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to each.
\ number of applicants came
to he xveighed who were allowed to step
upon the scales, but were unable to as-

the xx eights had
been arranged only to suit persons of
more than “(ill pounds, and those venturelies xx ho lacked a fexv ounces were
some
unmercifully jeered with for their failure
From the scales attention xvas turned to
the hake itself, which had been under
Its fragrance Idlway for several hours.
ed the air, and no one had any difficulty
about finding the spot. The tires had
been lighted at 7 o'clock, and four cords
of hard wood had been used to heat the
certain their xvcight.

stoxes.

At

I!

as

o’clock Sam

Weston the

champion datu-hake manager of the
neighboliood, superintended the stacking
conic.’’
up oil the red hot stoves of provisions
Mary Ann observed that instead of enough for a regiment. There were III)
"rowin' round,” the boat was beaded bushels of clams and
oysters, him chickstraight for the month of tlie hay, and re- ens wrapped in cloths and laid ox er the
monstrated accordingly.
clams, 1(H) lobsters, (ion pounds of blue“Well, well, Mary Ann, I'll just put y e fish xvrapped in cloths, •'! barrels of sweet
ashore on the Hock, 'ml go hack and fetch
potatoes and 2 barrels of white potatoes,
’em along of you say so.
You’ve always and to
top all l(K)(l ears of green corn in
hankered to go onto the Kook, you said, the husks.
This heap xvas covered with

when we was coinin’ over.”
The rock was a little bare islet, with
one dwarf cedar on it, stunted and spread
by driving rain and furious winds into
the. rough shape of an umbrella, and commonly reputed to be a wonderful place
for pretty pebbles.
Mary Ann eared less
for the pebbles than for getting out of a
tete-a-tete with Jake, bo she jumped at
the proposition. Now the I lock was
quite out of sight of l’obit l’eter, and full
a mile away.
Jake drew his prow close
to tin; abrupt edge of the islet, where one
upward stop safely landed his passenger,
drove t he boat a single stroke's length oil',
and then deliberately drawing bis oars,
spoke as follows:
Aow .Mary \iiii, I've Donned at theend
of your string as long as is reasonable : I
can’t do it no more. There y ou lie, and
here I tie ; and here both of us 'll stay t ill
you've finally made up your mind.”
.Mary Ann was dumb. She was stunned
for a moment: then she was angry.
“flow dare you, .lake Hazard !”
“Well, you see, I've got to a pitch where
1 darst do a’inost anything.”
Mary Ann looked at his set mouth, his
steady, resolute eyes, his air of stern selfpossession, and felt that he spoke the
simple truth. But it was not in her to
give up. She saw, or rather felt, very
plainly, that she did not want to lose him :
that site liked him very, very much ; but
not the less did she feel rebellious and
outraged by this extraodinarv proceed-
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>

gone

certainly picturesque.
They landed at Point Peter in the best
of humors ; and immediately the preparations were made for the clam-bake begun,

drouth

-•

the salt breeze blew them about her. in a
thousand darkly shining rings, and her
white shapely ankles betrayed by the
short skirt she wore, for the day was so
hot she had gone barefoot to the beach.
They went along in silence, till, just as
they reached the door, Jake said, in a
low voice, perfectly audible, however, to
this one hearer:
••Maty Ann, have you made up your
mind ?”
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>
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It utilizes a good deal of water that would other
wise be useless. It is a good thing to be cie<«m I
keep clean myself. ‘‘Cleanliness is next to gorili
ness." and when one has a good cistern and not
much religion, he is nearly as well oil'as though it
was vice-versa with him.
This is about the season when bathing is dead
ripe. The peach crop may fail us. and the aquatic
melon float away from us. but there is always a
sure crop of bathing for those win. hunger for it.
As I sit here and look backwards over my
shoulder a dozen pair of troubled years, my
thoughts crowd in on me. till 1 am obliged to put
out a sign that there is not even standing room for
\h! those boyhood days! those days
anymore.
when l knew nothing about bathing as we under
Ann.” he began again. “If you finally stand it now. Bathing was too aristocratic tor me
make up your mind against me, I shail then. Tho.se were the brigtit days when 1 used to
clear out of these parts for the future.
I run away from school and steal my pockets full of
and
down to
beneh’aiid go in swim
couldn't stay here.” An unconscious tre- apples, No go who hasthe
ever stooped on tin- sharp
miug.
boy
mffr and sadness was in these last words : edge of a lntissh- shell with his
bale fee*, or in.id
and Mary Ann felt it. She saw, in a Hash
of a li\.*
vertently got his toe within the
it
ean
unless
he
lobster,
has his l.n-mon
forget
ot imagination, what Sandy Creek would
out of him with a shovel.
dug
lie without Jake,
indeed, all her own
Bathing to me meant standing over a wash-bowl
life! lint this did not move her outward- and washing my face and neck, and I always
that I struck just the angle where nine
she
noticed
sat
still
on
the
ly:
stone: she
quite
tenths of the water always run down my back. 1
forgot all about the pebbles; she only never,
even now. see a boy trying to wash his neck
thought of Jake's demand, and resolved but what my handkerchief
instinctively goes to
never to yield to it. if she sat there a
in search of a tear.
eye
my
’But to go in swimming meant a dith-rent thing
week. And she might have sat there
to undress and throw mv clothe*' ia
long enough to discomfort her jailer and It meant
and put a rock on them to anchor them while
herself both, had not a certain sound ap- pile,
I was gone.
1* meant to stand on the shore, the
proached her ears—for the wind had sud- hot sun burning my back, and dreading to go into
the
water,
and
veered
round to the east—a dip of
denly
yet w ishing I were in. It meant a
a plunge, a yell and a half hour'' sport in
slowly pulling oars. And in a deep, na- jump,
the water, and then a run on the bank, the salt
sal voice, which she recognized as
llosy drops sparkling like glass beads on my bare skin
Long’s, the following "long-shore ditty, II always wore a bare skin bathing suit), and final
coining nearer, from the direction of Point !y it meant to transfer what water there was on
me to mv shirt, and then to put or the wet gar
Peter:
ment and dry it with tin* heat of my body.
I iH'li' Keziah mill his sun Sum
I didn’t understand mid fullv appreciate it in
They went to sea ill the shell of a clam.
those days, but now. in my old age. 1 can realize
A u-ntsiile the 1’Hit!
he*/ much 1 owed to that Providence that made
A 'lurched bosom,
a boy's shirt minus a. bosom.
They put up the helium an’ put her about.
after enacting the part of a towel, would be liable
The sea went ill. all' Sam he went uout.
to be a strong witness tor tin* prose* ution. when a
A o utside o’ the P'iut!
court; of enquiry was held at tl;** dinner table. :•»
lTieie Keziah lie cussed mi lie s.core
leani where the son and heir hud been during tin*
forenoon
Ah! thos- grand little e**n*»n sliirts of
He 11 lie ei" y> to sea in a shell an v more,
A u utside tlie P int!
uiy boyhood! Those shirt* that would soak up a
of water and dry in half an hour, and tell m>
Women arc ••cur'us creturs," as llosy quart
tales (shirt tails i mean). It didn't muk» any dif
was wont lo remark: whether it was the
ferenee whether you got them on >»:ie 1< side
All you had to !•> was t<» >*•<■ that
terror of approaching olise wers, or the
front or not.
the collar hand was round your neck, and it \va> aii
ludicrous drawl of
song, or the
with
the
shirt.
plea.-ant
weary waiting and heat, or soni" tii-ree ! They never euliseri me any agony In
.::*•*•. an l
and subtler influence she kn *w not how 1 shall never forge! that time, as hum as cloth i>
sold by the yard ! had ocen in swimming several
to name, suddenly Mary Ann's heart gave
using li.y little shirt for a towel, til’, ii iiad
way without her will or wish, she broke times,
become as salt a> Lot T wife: at least there was
down utterly, and with an unconcealed lot* of salt in it. i was in the water one
day.
soh of agitation, stretched out both hands
and had ii-tt my elothes under a hush in the tiehl.
I nfortunately for me that field w as used as a sheep
to Jake.
When I wei.t
divs> I found a sh*-ep
“Pome!”she said; and when Jake took past nr*
in devouring n.;
hint, for tin- 'a!r tie re
her in his strong arms and lifted her int" engaged
was in it. Just as 1 appeared tneeellar 'Tiny slii-r
the boat like a big baby, he knew from au*l the sl.eep were disappearing. 1 H i--d *. .-a,,
the soft, shy look hi her beautiful eyes her lmek. 1 said to her. "Will ewu giv.-m*- back
1
hut sheep p
; *r tie- ..and the lingering of her arm upon his my shirt
1
F ewe will bat
m
1 yelled out,
shoulder that Mary Ann had made up her anger
>a
1 ‘H ram the rest ot my (•!*>:!:.*>
mind at last, and that lie need’t go away you old mutton-head:" but she jump*-*! m
ba a's and left right oil' I was in hopes that I
forever.
should meat her again, but l never uid.
I hit before either could speak, llosy
Tin* accounting for the loss **f hat tr: i< i• *»i
appeared around the corner.
parel bothered me. I finally told my moth.*;
■•Wa'al." he shouted,
this is kinder I was out in a thundershower, am! a ll;:-'
struck me and tore my shirt « A
M;
upsottin’. why couldn't ye wail for a fel- lightning
mother lived a good litanv years after tiia1 l»ut !
ler
--!i
d*> not think she ever lived long enough
“We did wait a minute," laughed.lake. my story I remember that sin* looked at im- sadly
“TVe was cornin’back for ye, Mary Vnn lor a luoineiit and then saiil "(ieorge. m would
wanted in land on the iioek to look for make a w hole barrel <T soup, ther.• is so inm-h lie
somethin she lost i other day.
II was singular, though, what an ell’ect tlm!
I >id shelind il
asked tin- interested lunch hail on the sheep. I heard tim owner t*-l!
a
that when he came t<> male- tin! fleere a*.
man
llosy.
< huh. the cloth was more than hall cotton.
The
••No
I did." drily replied Jake, and
owner went nearly crazy over it. !••• m- thought
Mary Ann looked over the gunwale into | had got a new
breed of cotton and w -ol
p but
the water. She lias alway s professed to he never sneeeeiled in getting any more of that
Jake that she never did or would forgive kind of cloth. In my opinion that sheep never ! 1
him. but .lake only laughs, knowing very but one shirt to his *aek.
The sea bathing of this age i> a great iuslit ni i"i.
well there is no happier or sweeter wife
II costs about y.» a day to keep bathed at .* laslm n
and mother on all the shore than Mary
1 enjoy sea bathing very
able watering-place
much. I can sit on the shore and see bathing be
Ann Hazard, and that in her secret heart
ilnshe is very glad that lie made her know an extended amount ot time. Surf bathing
! never tried :t but
wet test kind I know of.
her mind, however he did it.
and then I got a surfeit. When my inroim- t-oiii--'
in faster than is go*. I for m*-. 1 am obliged !<• *le
vise some mean* to get rid of it. I spent one sea
fat Men On A frolic.
The season wa< short with
sou at Long Branch.
1 had a wry
it didn’t last over only one tide.
Tile annual gathering of the fat men at me :
tidy time, however Long Brandi s*mis to b«- a
Norwalk, Conn., on Thursday. was a jolly
;:
to
was a tin*
me tluil
It occurred
Til*-** place.
alfair, as usual. Fav> ted by line weath- place to scour tin w are and rusty kn '. s ll .*1!
sand there. The beach is all tin-* 'amt. but iln*
er the hi ax y men assembled early on the
sand is not; m t all line beach, u.r tin* sand *-\
grounds, coming long distances and rep- tends back into tin* interior. It Mowed th. I
resenting many States of tin- I 'liion. The was there, and considerable sand extended t*. n y
great elmir of the Association, made oi interior. everything tiler-* remind' you-a
;
People all wear sandals, ami they feed out- Oil
hickory gnarls, artistically "rough’, was wi*
-.-d with >ami p*
lies, and the beach m
an object of interest to those accustomed
d bin', and t!:
m*I the lad.ies sp*>rt sumlaiu
to see chairs of ordinary size, but 1’resi
that lus bath
lord puts out hi' and assuret"
tIn*
hotel
llions**
dent Murphy p'iilli) had to make only
’aiuiy
bath
It is a custom with the baMml'S t*» u* .ii
slight efforts to eonx inri them of the iiigsud. I don't know
why I*i.l sm-Ii i> tie i.n-t
need of so stupendous a structure.
The
tint"
in
bathing
in
go
If you should unri-rtak*
tat men from Nexx York wen taken to i*ri in it i v»* style ot the Carden ot laien. you would
Norfolk by -pedal boat, and they funned lie likely to get into \dalii scrape l r« paired to
bathing house amt disrobed amt occupied a ball
a
jolly exctirsihn party up the sound, ing suit 1'ln‘se b ull house- an* mod*
-i iittle edi
l’rominenr among these festive men xvas tie.-:-. I'.-lllimli la "Ilf
1"
llial
iy they a:*
"Pete" lxcid of New \urk.a cherub of simple 1 11 !*• domiciles that do m»t cost over >.>oo
each,
'flic suit I had was one formerly worn hy
dS7 pounds, who sang, ••Meet me by
was a little spar il of
I he hear came the TarditV giant. Nature
moonlight alone" and
material when l was eoiistrm-te*l. ami 1 am n.-t aoxer the mountain," in a mellillous tenor
I had a in.-nd
large as a g;.-at many larg*-r lm-n
a:i*i as We
iillilii
voice, mill h (u tile eiitertaiuineiit of his with me who was all expert
.* h
follows.
i lii'ii- were not a few fat ladies emerged from the dressing room on to the
the sight was more novel 1 ban any •!;*• >t l b.-l.*•;
on hoard, and ibex seemed to enjoy tile
..•*'• 1
-. 1
V' I gazed uj">u t:,*- crowd >! .a
spun as keenly as I lie men who were gift- waistbands of my tlanm-1 trouser', aial b<-M *.n
ed with an uncommon quantity of adipose wit!, a strong grip. By actual nn-a-mmm. nt tietissue. At the dock near Dorian’s Hotel waistband of my suit would go h-und n iwi*-e
and this fact miturally made me a hub* n.imi lb
was an immense throng waiting, and the
fore me the big waves came tow ering up. and
Connecticut and Massachusetts contin- would break oil tin* bathers ..ml wash them u-

Proiit.

lor

and then xvith seaweed, and as
the steam rose through the mass there
escaped odors that sharpened the appetites of the excursionists, and made the
fat men impatient for the word to be given for removing the cover.
At 12: fin it
was ready, but not until 2 o’clock xvere
the tables filled, and the mass of fish, fowl
and vegetables disturbed. The dinner
was eaten in the open
pavilion before the
hotel, and xvas at first a rather exciting
seamble for everything by everybody.
But there was more than enough for all,
and those who came last fared best. For
one hour or more the fat men, the exceedingly fat ones, emptied pan after pan of
the hake, and filled up other pans with
the refuse shells of clams and lobsters.
But while the fat men did nobly, ii xxas a
singular fact that the thin men in the
party xxere much better eaters, and raised tile highest heaps of refuse ill quicker
time than the fat men.
canvas

About ibis time of year the weary editor, worn out by his labors, and feeling
badly in need of rest and recreation for a
few months, is visited by a deputation of
the readers of his popular and intluential
journal, and presented with a purse containing si,boo, more or less, to pay the
expenses of a trip to Europe ! Well, why
not? Doesn't it take as much brains to
run a paper as to preach one sermon a
week? [Boston Traveller.
Magirie Mitc hell is said to bo -II years olil ami
has two children.

Praying

to

Neptune.

(Loin; Urantili I 'orn g’ii,!"1 e N V ti• imI.I (
People bathe mi all sorts ol j n o t i
Yonder i..,i sweet-faced, wifely woman,
all alone at midday in the waters, where
she tarries every day so long that they all
surround her. ••You will take a chill here ;
You stay too long! I'll tell your husband
of il !"
Hut the doctor is on the beach
lie says nothing
tin1 medical authority,
rehirkefully. hut nods his assent as tie
little. Cattish, hlue-nosed lady, wlmiv:
fears and dislikes the water, comes up
last, worn out under the kick of the wa
and holding to a rope; yet. disliking the
sea, she still outlasts all other hat I
from day to day.
Finally sin disapp
••That porpoise of a woman has ;mii
home.” tliev say
The doctor disappears
about the same time
What is it ; Pure,
yet queer. There had been once a baby
in that family.
Heaven took the babe
and never replaced it. A fortune came
to the husband after that
a fortune with
out an heir.
The memory of that first
happy motherhood, the fear of that child
less husband's affection departing miles'
she could interest and detain him with
another babe, the obstinacy of nature in
refusing the boon, and the desire of her
own parents that she should bind the for
tunc to their blood, led the lady to the sea.
‘•Pray to old Neptune," said the doctor,
“lie sometimes blesses with children.’'
And thus we beheld in modern times an
ancient miracle still credible the barren
woman pleading with the god of the wa \ es.
he who replenishes the land with rains and
multiplies mankind with his fishes and
freshens the world with brine.
Fat women make patient bathers.
Sometimes one sees here a really beautiful woman, of tine animal spirits, with line
teeth, white feet and plentiful hair, sud
dcnly overcome with obesity. In the
bright heyday of beauty and admiration,
she is swollen up as if with elephantasis.
Then she diets in vain : she exercises in
vain; nothing is left her but the sea. And
good liaturedly, hopefully, she plants her
rotund charms in the surfs, and is knocked about two hours every day. praying to
he one of the lean kine.
■

The meanest mail in Conueeticut has
moved to Canton. Keeently two young
men from (iranby were driving by his
place with a heavy load, when a sudden
shower came up and they went under his
shed for shelter. Heeameout and ordered
them oil', saying, that he wanted his
chickens to go under the shed, and they
were afraid of strangers.

Terrible

ITre

in

New York.

(lows. Then four men jumped, from the
3d story, all seriously injured. One truck
captain is certain that twenty or more
perished. Ho saw two or three at every
window on the fourth and fifth stories.
Several jumped. Some climbed half out,
others were in attitude of prayer. The
screams were terrible
A woman in The third story of a neighboring house says she sawmen struggling
at each of six windows in the Sth story
of the new building, and others in windows below. They fought to get down
the leader. Several were hurled to the
yard, and some were pushed back into
the flames. Those who did get on the
leader fell off. One man climbed outside
and dropped from sill to sill, kicking in
sashes with his l'eet, lie fell front the
third story to the ground, two followed
him, but quickly fell. The lack of water
was caused by the small street mains.

Nkw York. Sept.
A fire on west
dorl) street extended from Hale’s piano
factory to the south side of the street, destroying the entire block between 10th
and 11th avenues, ('onnolly's barrel faetor.. Graham <Y Co.’s silk factory and several houses adjoining the same; also
Walker's charcoal factory north of :15th
street and a block of frame houses between
•'15th and .‘Kith streets. A steam fire engine was burned.
~.

FUtTHEU DETAILS -A HCSDRED
LOST.

LIVES

1 he Kvcniug Telegram's
report of the
lire at Hall’s piano factory, says all hands
". ere at work when the fire
started and a
large number must be more or less injured.
I wo bodies have been recovered and it,
is feared that a hundred lives are lost.
Wives and families of workmen arc sobbing and wailing about the ruins. There
is now no
hope that a single vestige of
the block bounded by :15th and :id streets
and 10th and IJ th avenues will be left,
it was painfully evident as the fire spread
that there was little chance of the workmen ever getting out alive.
About 5000
persons were gathered about the fire,
sparks fired the Gospel tent on :14th
street and was consumed.
fhe Host says the factory was an eight
stoiy building and the ilames spread
with extraodinary rapidity. The firemen
could probably have prevented the Ilames
spreading but for the inadequate water
supply, 'fhe tenants of houses were unable to obtain water except from gutters,
i he lowest estimate of the loss is one
million of dollars. The rumors of the
loss of life are conflicting.
It is probable that some of the workmen in the
piano factory were unable to escape. Kdw. id Haekmastcr was fatally injured
by
Two others
imping from a window.
were seriously hurt.
A Aoman died during the fire, but whether in attempting
to escape from the building or from excitement. is not stated. Twenty-live or
thirty girls employed in the upper stories
of the factory perished.
Ambulances
have removed Id or till wounded who
ilimped from the burning factory. The
tire is under control, but requires watching to prevent fresh conflagrations.
I’EKKIlil.E

SCENES

Hall

articles. All the available
space in the city building was tilled. An
excellent picture gallery tills the reception hall. The grounds of Presumpscot
Park presents an animated appearance.
The preparations are of the amplest character.
One hundred and fifty head of
cattle have arrived, mostly from .Maine,
and large numbers are expected to-night,
of the two hundred and fifty horses entered, only three-lifths have arrived. The
display of sheep and swine promises to
he very large. The poultry display, all
by Charles E. lleywood, of Peterboro, N.
11.. who lias 250 coops of different species.
The Yale mammoth tent, west of the
Judges' stand, contains a grand display
of agricultural implements, the largest
ever made in New England.

elapsed after the lire started before the inmates were alarmed.
Andrew Crist was observed working on
the eighth floor while all below was in
flames. In answer to a shout he came to
the window, but seemed to believe the
people were joking. As he returned,
however, he opened the door when the
rush of the flames drove him to the chain
escape. Before he reached the second
tioor the chain became so hot that he let
He says the
go, and fell to the ground.
men on his floor perished, as their aprons
dripping with varnish and turpentine ignited from the intense heat, and some
were enveloped in flames before he descended.
The firemen who first arrived in Btith
street, say they saw the men in all the
windows above the 3d story striving to
escape. Before the firemen could get
ladders up the flames burst from the win-

arranging

•

Presumpscot Park, Sept

3.

not

very exciting ; a heavy
northwest wind prevailed, much to the
discomfort of the contestants.
was
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The exercises commenced at 3.30 with
a matched race between Norman Taylor
of Vermont, and a horse, the former to
run five miles in twenty-nine minutes
while the latter was to run eight miles in
the same time. Taylor completed the
race in 20.37, the horse in 20.22.
The
race
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COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN.

The following are the chairmen of the
several Committees to serve during the
Fair:
Short Horn Slock—Benj. Sumner. Woodstock7
Vt.
Devon Stock—K. II. Hyde, Startford. Conn.
Ayrshire Stock—J. F. Brown. Providence B. I
Jersey and Aldney Stock— (ieo. K. Warren. New
port. B. 1.
Holstein Stock—Horace Bedwell. Acton.
Grade or Native Stock—C. Burleigh. Fairfield
Centre.

Working Oxen—John Morrison. Corinth.
Pulling Oxen—Wm. Peering. Saco.
Stallions fur general use—S. 0. (‘liver. Salem
Stallions four years and under five—S. 0. Oliver.
Salem.
Stallions three years old and under fon;—Peter
A. Jones. Amherst. Mass.
Stallions one year and under two and horse colts
—Thomas Saunders. Haverhill, Mass
Mares- Waldo T. Pierce. Bmigor.
Geldings. Mares and Fillies— E. S. Stowell. Cornwall. Vt.
Matched Horses and Ponies—J. P. Hurston. Norwich.
Draft Horses—W. \V. Pease. Anson.
Long Wooledand Middle Wooled Mucks-—George
Campbell. Westminister.
Merinoos—Geo. Flint. Anson.
Swine—W. W. Harris. Cumberland.
Poultry—Philander Williams. Taunton. Mass.
Agricultural Production—A. Brown, of Hampton Falls.
Plants. Flowers and Fruits—S. Bolfe. Portland.
Vegetables—Benjamin P. Ware. Marblehead.
Dairy Products— James AW North, Augusta.
Agricultural Implements 0. Brown Provi
deuce.
Dairy and Kitchen Ctonsils. Wooden ware. A t.
brass, tin. copper, iron work and stoves—P. M.
Dunham. Bangor.
B. B. Shepherd.
Corporation Manufacturers
—

—

Skowhegan.

Articles of Leather ami India Kubher- -Charles
Shaw. Dexter.
New Inventions—Executive Officers.
Carriages—Wm. Gunnison. Merrimac. Mass.
Machinery tor working wood, iron and stone—
W. H. Stevenson. Lewiston.
Home made bread, canned fruits, preserves,
pieldes. Ac.—Fred Atwood, Winterport.
Pictorial and Industrial Arts—Not yet tilled.
Carpenter’s work—Alpheus Gray. Manchester.
Noodle work, embroidery and miscellaneous
articles—Enoch Knight. Portland.
Mineral and Botanical Specimens—Wm. P. Lap
ham. Augusta.
Ploughing Match—Samuel Cragin Norridge
woek.

Portland, Sept.
Among the large
arrivals for the fair is the Pork Packer's
Exhibition, exceeding in variety and
magnitude any ever held in Maine. Five
hundred and forty stalls arc filled with
cattle, the Jerseys leading in number.
There is a full representation of the best
families of short horns ami Holstein. Tin
horse stalls are also filled. The formal
opening was held at II this forenoon in
the tent erected in the middle of the
grounds. The ceremonies were witnessed
by a very large number of f armers. Prominent on the stage were (Jen. Burnside,
•Jen. Sutton of

Ipswich, Mass., (lov Connor, ex-iinventor Perham, Mayor Butler
of Portland, and officials of tin- two societies. ('handler's Band played at intervals. The meeting was called to order
by Ceneral John Marshall Brown. President of the Maine Society, who spoke of

the great satisfaction it gave him to meet
the New England Society in friendly association and bid them a most cordial
welcome. He spoke of Maine as the
youngest of the New England States, yet
the eldest in actual settlement, alluding
to the French early settlers, Popliain colonists and some distinguished early men.
He welcomed them also to the ancient
town of Falmouth, alluding to its age and
famous record. Their coming would do
us good.
It benefits the farmer to get
away from his usual routine, lie did not
believe an agricultural fair could be held
any where without a marked beneficial
effect on the community. A large majority of the people are engaged in agriculture, although Maine is not called an
agricultural State, because the restless
young go into fisheries, lumbering, commerce and the West tempts them and
civil war took them away.
He thought,
however, since the war, a marked improvement was shown, many having returned. He closed by hoping that the
officers of the Maine Association would
not be found to have been idle and tendered the exhibition to the New England
officers.

Connor’s address.
Gov. Connor was introduced and received with great applause. He said: It
gives me great pleasure to be present at
this meeting of the farmers of New England. To the citizens of our sister States
I extend in the name of the Commonwealth of Maine a cordial and heartfelt
greeting. The people of the old Pine
State receive you with outstretched hands.
The chief object which brings you here
is improvement in agriculture which affects us all. New England, great as, she
is with her manufacturing interests, her
wide-spread commerce and unbounded
wealth, is not so great in this noble pursuit as she should be. Vast sums are expended for product of other soil which
should not go beyond our border. The
great question of the time is the problem
of capital and labor. Both should harmonize. We must do something to turn
the tide of population from the city
We never can do this
to the country.
until we convince young men that farming is profitable. This is your object.
Let labor and capital harmonize. There
will be harmony, with dignity, with aglie congratulated
riculture elevated,
them on the success of the fair and again
extended a cordial greeting in the name
of Maine and bidding them God speed in
their noble efforts. Dr. Loring, President
of the New England Society, then delivered his address.
Gen. Burnside followed with a few wellchosen remarks, in which be thanked the
gentlemen present for their welcome, adding that he came to be instructed and not
to speak.
ExrGov. Perham also made a
few appropriate remarks, closing the
morning exercises.
gov.

I

THE TROTTING.

The race for the three minute class
this afternoon was sharply contested, live
heats being trotted, the last three of
which were taken by Milliken’s b. s. Coupon, Drew’s b. g. Dion second, Hum-
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For
For
For
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....
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County.
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For
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Mr. Williams and the Bangor Commercial.

We believe

thoroughly

understand how

achieve

independ-

an

Indeed, it is diffi-

ent newspaper press.

cult to

in
a

paper

can

position in public estimation,

a

maintain it alter it has been achieved—

or

how the conductor

be self-respecting,
useful—unless it shall

can

his

publication
pervaded by a large share

or

be

of that in-

dependence which is guided by fairness,
honesty and honor, and which treats with
equal and exact justice each and every
question which arises. A public journal
advocate and

can

defend

Democratic

principles without being obliged

to follow

if

refer to

wo

former

a

campaign

in

under discussion in the papers, the
Commercial had an article in favor of

out.”

of that

is

It will be,

evil day for the
country w hen the press of either political
party shall be tethered to the unfailing
support of whoever may be put forward
tlie

by

an

irresponsible

and often

corrupted

majority of party conventions—when it
shall be wholly subordinated to the unwholesome

reign of King Caucus. There
such a thing as righteous revolt,

may be
demanded and sustained In the facts of
the

The

case.

judgment

of

a

newspa-

per, like the veto power of an executive,
should be, on proper occasions, interposed
between the hasty, ill-judged or corrupt
action of nominating conventions, and
the welfare of the party and the public.
Hut there is more than this required. It
must be made apparent that the remedy
is not worse than the disease—that the
censor

and

is influenced by proper
and is correct in judgment.

motives,

judge

first

in

ms

penalty

but the water gave out, and
there could be nothing done but allow
the city to burn.’’

lowed by

The Knox County
tion endorsed the

tion. no objection has
In respect to the first

or can

be made.

it may
be said that the purpose of the Democratic party, now' in a minority in the

objection,

State, is to swell its ranks by accessions
enough to place it in the majority. There

little.

a

through
Resolved, That whilst realizing his so-called
Southern policy is an experiment that is looked
upon by quite a portion of the Republican party as
oni? of doubtful character, our confidence in the
integrity, patriotism and statesmanship of Rutherford B. Hayes remains unshaken, and wo heartily
approve his efforts for the promotion of the harmony and peace of the country, economy and
faithfulness in even- department of the Government.

Our annual State election occurs next

Resides giving in their ballots
for State and county oflieers, the citizens
of Maine will be called upon to vote yes

Monday.

upon two

or no

important amendments to

the State Constitution.
lows

They

are as

solves of the

Legislature, approved

Feb-

ruary !>th, A. I). 1S77, to wit:

suggestions that he be not suppolls. On tho other hand,

at

when in tho estimation of Gen. Roberts

ed

the convention failed of its duty in condemning tho liquor law, ho laid his hands

I’resident Grant's

is

be allowed to

to

|

the

“comprehend

sentiments of the people far better than
those who moulded the platform,” and
that his successor is not to be allowed
even to attempt the comprehension of
that which is

this steering

ship-

a

alternately

His

to the

Convention by

bury

-now

rided

by

so

our

handsome

in which

speech,

lie

high

sense

of honor, his unstained

considerable

of poor

men.

Vet there

are

London

news-

to have all the rest of the

willing

retained,

that

so

our

naviga-

merchants

might be made free to buy large iron
steamships in the cheapest market. It

which would not interfere with their inSo long as the commerce between this
and
country
Europe goes in foreign built ships we
may as well share the profits of navigating them
as to let foreigners have a
monopoly of this profitable business.

“Mr. Blaine speaking on behalf of the shipyards
of Maine, says that the people of the United States
must not have free trade in ships. Mr. Blaine will
make a league in behalf of his position with the
sugar-growers of Louisiana, the hemp-planters of
Kentucky and Missouri, the iron and steel inter
ests of Ohio and Pennsylvania, the lumber interests
of Michigan, the cotton and woolen manufactur
ers of New England, and the alliance will be
very
strong in Congress.”

issue of the Bulletin, by a
coincidence, contains the follow-

same

singular

ing extract from the Dublin (Ireland)
Times, from which it appears we are now
in a condition to compete with the European builders of iron ships
shipbuilders had better look out or their
Yankee rivals will cut them out on their own
grounds. Some half-dozen years ago this country
had a most decided advantage over the United
States with respect to the cost of shipbuilding, on
account of the greater cheapness of labor and
materials, but since 1872 the price of American
iron has fallen nearly fifty per cent., and the pres
ent rate in North America is not much higher than
what obtains in the principal markets of Europe,
while copper is now turned out in such quantities
that it has become ail article of exportation. The
price of labor, that most important item in the
construction of ships, has also been greatly reduced by the use of machines, which are not employed iii this country. To show the progress made
by the United States of late years in shipbuilding
we may add that since M5K. when the first iron
vessel was constructed there, no fewer than 251
ships have been built, with a total tonnage of
197,500 tons, and valued at some fourteen or tit'
teen millions sterling.
Our

A revival ol our

shipbuilding industry

is very much to be desired; but we
uot likely to see it until the shipping

are
now

afloat finds more, and more profitable,
employment than at present.
the Mormon

Brigham Young

and President, died

prophet

Tuesday of last

of inflammation of the

week, suddenly,

His death is a hard blow to the

bowels.

saints,

on

and there

can

he but little doubt

that the false system of morals, society
religion which he combined and up-

and

hold, will
come
a

totter to its fall and be-

now

It lias been long

extinct.

reproach

enough

to the country and a blot upon

civilization.
Mr. Win. White, of Waldoboro', who is nearly
85 years old. did some remarkable shooting the
other day. At arm's length he hit the target at a
distance of lDU yards ten times out of eleven shots.

If the target

shooting

was

about if,

If it

good.

barn there

a

was

for

even

ten inch

was a

a

was

ring, flic
the side of

nothing remarkable
gentleman so aged.

We shouldn’t want to name to ears polite the place to which many Y ankee shipmasters think that ('apt. Semmes, of Alabama notoriety, went, when lie “passed

The late Capt. Semmes was a very expensive man to John Bull. He laughed

replies

Democracy

know of

as

follows:

of .Maine

no

Wo have searched diligently to timl a Democrat
in this section who will not vote tor Mr. Williams,
but have found not one. Neither have we found a
Democrat who knows of one who refuses his sup

port.
The Bangor Commercial holt will have
no following worthy of the name.
H. E.

Alden,

11. E. A W. <;.

of the well known linn of

Alden,

anchor manufac-

seventy in the United States House of
turers, of Camden, died on Monday, lie
Representatives, and swept even Massa- had been ill with consumption for some
time hut has kept about until about
week previous to his death,
lie was

a

a

very sultry locality.

to sec tile

Captain burning ships, but the

fun ceased when the little bill for fifteen
millions

was

presented

and paid.

but two feasible methods of

Every well regulated family in Bangor
a night blooming cereus.
And the

has

local

columns of the

newspapers

are

flowery and fragrant with their blooming.
The moons of .Mars can now In* soon with the
naked eye, simply by retlection in an ordinary
mirror. [Lewiston Journal.
So can the fool who tries the

experi-

ment,

E. A. Evade, son of the late John II.
Evade of tin* Bangor Whig, has bought
tlie Aroostook Sunrise, and will conduct
it in future.
About fifty of Brigham Young's children were present at his funeral, with a

large portion

of the back towns not heard

from.
There

ington

was a

on

snowstorm on Alt. Wash-

Monday,

and the thermometer

at the foot of the mountain went down to

BE
Col. John M. Adams of the Argus lias
been renominated as representative from
I Jeering.

a

publican papers had not had a pretext highly respected citizen, and engaged in
The much married Brigham Young left
for “parading the paragraph of the Gen- a
business that had a reputation as wide fifty-two widows.
eral’s speech in flaming capitals” can
as the country for the excellence of its
be told. The

—first

still be for

a

long time in the minority. It

is clear, then, that in rejecting the class
of which Mr. Williams is the type, we
should foreclose our only chance of success.
It is not best to do that, either
fur “principle,” upon which our Brother
Emery plants himself so firmly, or in the
interest of that “policy,” for which he is
accustomed to call others to account.
The second resolution of the Convento the interpretation of which, by
Mr. Williams, the Commercial objects, is
as follows—

tion,

The reversal of the verdict of the American
people, as expressed at the ballot box in November last, electing Samuel J. Tililon President of
the United States, was the most monstrous politi
cal fraud recorded in the history. The Democracy
submitted to it in the interest of peace. It must
not be repeated; and wo call upon Congress to
propose for ratification an amendment to the con
stitution which will render its repetition impossible, and subject conspirators attempting it to con-

dign punishment.
This is to a considerable extent

biguous.

am-

It says that a fraud was com-

mitted, but it directs the accusation to
no particular point, or against any man,
or

body

of

men.

It may be intended to

arraign Congress for the creation of the
electoral

commission,

for

anything

that

appears to the contrary in its language.
It may point at certain states, or at the
commission as a whole, or at Air. Justice

Bradley individually. And yet this resolution had the assent of Air. Emery, for
he

was of the committee, which unanimously reported it. The candidate, it may
be, somewhat puzzled at the labyrinths

which our brother had constructed, placed
the fraud where it originated, in certain
It was hardly expected that Air.
states.
Williams would, in the spirit of the famous Etna resolutions, declare the President to be “a traitor to his party, his

country and his God.” Air. Hayes is in the
Presidential chair; ho is there through

on

the

extra session.

“deficiency supplied” resolutions of

75, there

comes over us a

shadow of

a

doubt, like the

hovering evil.

Capt. Kaphael Semmes, commander of
the famous rebel ship Alabama, died at
Mobile on Thursday,
lie hasn't been

Did Gen.

Roberts, after all “supply the deficiency
in the platform” l We read in the record
that those excellent and reliable Democrats, James C. Hadigan, Goo. W. Stanley and L. D. M. Sweat were the official

much heard of since the Kearsarge sank
his ship in the English channel, hut has
lived in retirement. Congress a few years
ago removed his disabilities and restored
his forfeited citizenship.

committee to inform tho candidate of his
nomination. Their published letter records that tlioy did so, and appended a

Mu. Koitok: (Ain't you take it few more sub
I tun pestered bv borrowing neighbors
scribers
who rend my Journal nil to pieces before 1 enn get
it myself.

copy of tho resolutions. In his acceptance, dated two days after the alleged
speech, in which the deficiency is said to

Certainly.

have been supplied, the General says—“I
accept the nomination, and cordially endorse the platform so unanimously adopt-

though

the stars

from their

to

were

It is

shoot madly

day, and

at that which is cordially endorsed'! We
have always had a lingering belief that
the alleged speech was a slanderous in-

ered, and you should

spheres,

missionary

see

that it contains

Ho
on
no

sure

Monname

but your regular Democratic nominees.
There will he numerous split tickets ottsee

that

none

find

their way to the ballot box.
There actually appears to be more than
enough to talk of Hen
Hill and X. 1’. Hanks as a possible ticket

vention by the Bangor Whig, connived
by our brother Emery, “not that he

two persons foolish

at

Democracy less,

little

Democrats of Waldo County.
and read your ballot carefully,

as

and all that sort of
thing. What need of “supplying a deficiency” where none existed ? Why hack

loved

a

church.

ed.”
This makes one’s head swim.

.Inst do

work, setting before them the enormity
of their conduct, -in other words, convert them, and we will find room in the

but liquor license
If any one can

in 1880.

Why not Hill and Blaine ? There
solve the complicated and involved prob- is, however, one point of resemblence belem, let him address this office and re- tween Hill and Hanks—their politics are
“mighty onsartin.”
ceive our blessing.
more.”

But there it is.

In conclusion we desire to bear testimony that the above extract from the
Commercial contains one cheering maxim, that would do honor to any man of
any time. Amid the darkness and dismay
of this perilous hour, it lights the way of
the Democratic

pilgrim,

and “flames in

the forehead of the morning sky.”
It is
the noble sentiment that “Honesty is
THE HE ST rOLICY.”

It is awful to contemplate the number
receptions which would have been extended to Senator Conkling, and the num-

of

1

ber of speeches he would in consequence
have felt called upon to make, if his European tour had lasted six months, instead
of six weeks.

on

Ex-President Theirs, of France, died
Monday, at the age of 80.

The Democrats of Belfast are requested to meet
at the Court House ou Thursday Sept. titb. at ?
o’clock I*. M. to nominate a candidate for Repre
sentativc to the Legislature and to choose a city
Per. order Coni.
Committee.
Belfast. Sept. 3rd. 18/7.

Mrs. Alice Deems publicly horsewhipped A.
Beers in Newark. Thursday, for having slandered
her.
Gen. Howard doesn’t seem to catch the Indians4
but they manage to catch a good many ot his
horses.

Summer’s gone.

Dog days have ended.

Mr. Burleigh Pease of Bangor, has just lost an
eye from a nail that lie was pounding, flying and
striking it.
Dennis Dailey, of Boston, while visiting relatives
in Augusta, died suddenly in a hack on tin* way to
the depot. Tuesday.

This is
autumn

September,

ember

dying year—Sept

watermelon, at this

a

The nights and mornings
flavor to them.

now

have

a

cooling

and calm, dreamy, fruitful

is here.

Rev. Wooster Parker- of this

Dr. Stein or Steuer of New York jumped from
His
the Niagara suspension bridge. Saturday.
bod v has not been recovered

city preached

Bangor last Sabbath.
The fly now comes in at
feet at the kitchen stove.

Twenty days ago diptheria entered the Loomis
family at Stillwater. X. Y and has since carried

morning

The new ship W H. Connor from
rived at Liverpool on the 30th

hildren.

lion. Wm. Graves, ex mayor of Xcwbiiryport.
Mass., was found dead in bed Saturday morning
He was troubled with heart disease

to

warm

his

Searsport.

ur

I’lie Kelley bridge, that crosses tioose river,
the axe factory, is being rebuilt.

near

Jedediah Morrill, one of the oldest citizens of
Yassalboro*. died the 1'hii inst. aged ‘MH tears
He was a soldier of the war of 1SPJ.

Percy Sanborn

is

from scenery

lures

painting
on

the

some

excellent pit

Passagassawakeag

Rev. .1 .1 Blair of Rockland will preach at tin.
North Church next Sunday-—morning and eveuine

A tornado of terrific violence, though of short
duration, passed over Maysville, Md Saturday
morning, doing considerable damage.

Sch llenry A. of Belfast, from Bangor, wit
lumber, put into Newport 1st iust. leaking bad!.

A colored woman died in Providence, R. 1.. last
week, from the effect, it is supposed, of the bite of
a spider upon her lip while she was asleep.

The season has returned when a little ignite
wood in the lire place at morning and evening

The potato crop of northern Aroostook promises
well. Starch factories are preparing to devour
them at the rate of some thousands of bushels per

comfortable.
The

day.

Republicans

of

Palermo have nominal.
But will they

Mr. Cain tor Representative.
Abel to elect him

An adroit
000 in

swindler on the *.*dd alt. obtained ?-*u.
from the banking house of Zarilia A
Havana, hv means of a cheek raised from

gold

Co..

Monday.

leaving for their homes.

What is home without
season ?

Twenty seven tribes of Indians in Montana have
been deprived of ammunition and forbidden to
leave their reservations.

seven

are

The lirst ember of the

The late Chaimey Rose of Terre Haute, left a
fortune of £">,000,000. He has no nearer relative
than a second cousin.

off the wife and

election occurs next

State

Sea side visitors

Sell. Wm. Washington is on Perkins tS Walkerbeach, on the east side, where sin- w ill be sheath
ed upon the outside

ssoo

David Stevens,
years of age. employed in the
Gardiner paper mills, tot caught in a belt and re
ceived injuries which necessitated the amputation
of a leg.
'.50

A man living in the suburbs, last Sunday, m older to attend the funeral of his grand child, sto|.
a horse from a neighbor.

A letter has been discovered which shows that
Daniel Webster endorsed Charles Sumner, when a
lad of fifteen years, as qualified to be a cadet at
West Point.

A cross walk from Cross street to the store
F. B. Swift, on Main street, lias been ordered lu
by the city government.

A malignant type of intermitting fever has
broken out in Fcrnandiiia. Fla., ami a strict quar
antim* has been established. Several deaths have
already occurred.

Several Belfast vessels have gone into

quarters at the bridge, which looks
coasting business was dull.

The great Corliss engine in Machinerv Hull, has
been taken down and packed reach* for removal to
Providence, R. I. Seventy railroad cars will b<
needed to carry it.

as

wu.t-

though

1

The aldermen will be in session on TIiui-m....
of this wceK to revise t:

Friday and Saturday
check lists and add

m-w voter.-v

The negroes comprise only about one fourth of
the population of Memphis., and yet of the I *-'»d
deaths in that city last year. fd<>. or nearly one
half, were negroes

Sell. Rio. owned v. Thoi:il» A Osl-orm*.
Perkins, that has outlived her usefulness, wi
stripped for old irou. junk. A c.

Orioles, blue birds, cat birds, wrens and swal
lows, hitherto not known in the neighborhood of
Virginia, Nevada, have made their appearance
there this summer.

Sherit! W alls of lleltast. and .lohn 1. Watts
Brooks, have purchased bus at the ramp gpu:
ami will build cottages next season.

President Hayes
turnout

was so

.\
are going out of ,>ty !e
will there he hoisted a pair ot syinnmtru
barber poles when a girl falls out of a swing.

more

One of the city committee ou sidewalks recent,
dark night, and w
encountered a defect on
-wre. with 1
seriously hurt. Cot hoisted, as

much pleased with the

for him at Pennington that lie
Geo F. French of Woodstock,

provided

commissioned Mr.
purchase for him

to

a

ui.

Striped stockings

The Pennsylvania Railroad will rebuild no
than absolutely necessary in Pittsburg, hut
will go away from mobs with its shops. It will be
a heavy blow to Pittsburg.
more

span of Vermont horses.

petard.

own

The Bangor base bail club that visited BeltV
an* good
players and thorough gentlemen
which last particular they materially differ fr*i.
ul>.
the Portland

Elder Evans, the head of the Shaker church, was
robbed in Pittsfield, Mass.. ofaSlddo Kansas Par
tie bond.
A young mail lately in employ of tinfan :'v is missing, and is suspected of the theft.

-•

The losses

by the Pittsburg riots to tin* railroad
companies, including freights destroyed, have been
finally figured down by railway otlh-ials in Phila
delphiu to >*,*,.>011.00(1. And no insurance at that.

The brig Beuj. Carve: from Bangor t.. New
York, with lumber, carried away : -t jib boom an
head gear, off tie* Bluff, last week, and put ini-

Arrangements are making for placing a superior
ami much needed fog horn on \\ hales Rack lighthouse. at the mouth of Portsmouth harbor. N. 11
the engine and machinery for which have arrived

Belfast for

repairs.

The shoe factory in ibis city continues to be iking a fair business, their shipments being abo
•J00 eases per week. They have commenced on -i

They launched ships in olden tinn-s in Liberty
square. Poston, and they arc removing portions of
an old wharf to make room for the new building
which is to be erected on the site where A. A \
Lawrence’s warehouse oure stood.

order for base ball shoes.
Kh.-n L. Fletcher, a hoy twelve years of age. was
knocked down by a team on Church street la.-?
week, and quite severely hurt. Two wheels
the carriage passed over his breast

On Sundav last some vandals broke into Untom!) of Gov. Lincoln, at Augusta, on the state
grounds. They broke the lock ami removed the
door, exposing the contents of the tomb, win r
the remains of several persons besides Gov. Lincoln are deposited.

K'.-v Mr. Preble of Ballgof lost oil the can
ground his pocket hook, containing moiiev a
valuable papers. It was found by Miles Smart
Searsport. who c*t't it at this otlice for the <*ww

Fred WestholV died suddenly in New York
A post mortem examination disclos
ed a piece <d black walnut, an inch long and halt'
an inch wide near his heart.
It was probably
forced into his body sixteen years ago. when he
met with an accident.

Wednesday.

Strainer Cambridge is doing a line busim-She took fifty passenger- on Thursday ust fr-m
the Lewiston at Boeklaud. about twenty liv.- >r
that city, and was pretty well tilled before she
to that landing.

Newel! Dow. Jr. of Srabrook. N II
about n
years of age. committed suicide by hanging him
self m the woods, about a mile from t he depot, lie
was poor, had a wife and four children. «;i> uu
able to obtain work, and probably discouragement
drove him to take his life.

The strain mud digger has at last arrr.o.l
every vessel captain feels like shouting
Dig. brothers, dig with cair.
Dig with the natent steam diggair!
Three fei t ileep for the little stentuair.
And six feet deep for the big steaniair.
With ehaimcls wide for the black coliyair
Dig. brothers, big with cair.
Ami give us jdenty of deep watair!

Simeon (iarnett, negro, committed an outrage.>nupon .Mrs. Deny kinglcy. wife of a farmer
near Oxford. Ohio. Saturday evening and was nr
rested and jailed. Sunday a number of infuriated
men broke open the jail and shot (iarnett through
tile body but not fatally.

assault

poet says that
doing this never
Speaking of Mr. Emery’s arraignment
productions.
“Of all the sad words of tongue or peu.
by recruiting the ranks of the party
of Gov. Williams for his interpretation of
The saddest are those, 11might have Leon.'"
W ashington is a city of whitewashing,
through the natural increase of the race;
the second resolution of the platform, Mr.
But while we look mournfully and reas well as of magnilieent distances. W hen
second, by converts from the Republican
Driseo, of the Maehias I’nion, wlm was a
gretfully into the past, and not Without
Congress is not in session tin- citizens member of the Committee on Resolutions
party. The tirst would be a slow' process.
into
the
as
future—beholding
misgiving
whitewash to prepare for its assembling,
Boys are not born twenty-one years of we do our brother of the
says—
Commercial,
and when tlie session opens the M. C.’s
age, and if they were, the party might
It is precisely tlu* interpretation given it hy Mr.
like the angel of tho Apocalypse, with
wield the brush. .Inst now the Washing- Mulligan. Mr. Robinson. Mr. Lyfuril anil other well
engage in begetting with all the zeal of one foot on the
known
Maine Demoerats who were Committee on
“principle” of the sacredtonians are busy in anticipation of the Resolves in the Democratic State Convention. The
the patriarchs of the Old Testament, and
ness of platforms, and the other planted
as
are

Alvin Phillips, 71 years old. a well known citizen
of Saco, fell down stairs and broke his thigh.

City and County.

of the

News

-■•-

art;

Democrat who will not do so,
and do not believe there is one of the
growling and dissenting class in Waldo
County. The Portland Argus says

chusetts into the Democratic fold. What
might have been accomplished if the Re-

adds—

he entered it, and that his property all
told does not exceed £2,00(1 per annum.'’
To these statements a weekly journal,

going to
support Mr. Williams at the polls next
Monday, as a party, the Bangor Commercial to the contrary notwithstanding. We

private

The Baltimore Bulletin reminds the
Herald that it will have to reckon with
Mr. Blaine in regard to this matter, and

in liis checks.” It is

Tilt!

very
dwelt

terests.

papers which tell us that “the ex-Fresiilent ([iiitted the White House as poor as

.Now who will vouch for the veracity of

Hon. E. E. l’illsa

a

extended Euro-

Truth '!

unjustly assailed and de-

Bangor neighbor—in

an

pean tour at his own expense— which, by
rlie way, must lie a novel experience to
him—would put hint out of the category

that

presented

name was

making

Cer-

that his lirst idea of government was to
keep a very keen eye on his own individual interAs to the notion of his again being put up
ests.
tor the Presidency, it is as absurd as it would be to
propose M. Rouherforthe Klysee.”

starboard is port and that port is starboard.
We well remember the nomination of
Gen. Roberts.

fortune.

private

opinion

safe and

swears

to the amount of ex-

"We met the other ilnv three Americans—re

proper course by a compass that reverses
itself so suddenly, and controlled by a
wheelsman who

as

speetively from Huston, New York, ami Philadelphia, who agreed in estimating the General's for
iunr about £*2,000,000, ami. although they had all
voted for Grant, they wore now of the decided

honest Democracy will he at a loss to
understand this sort of navigation of the
Democratic

discussion

called Truth,

The

incomprehensible.

a

retinue, lie is

candidate

one

Certain London journals are evidently
a loss for
subjects, as they have start-

tainly the fact that, with

uiion the sacred
over—or, in the

of doubt to be told that

to the resolutions of the National

tion laws

fol-

:

Shall the Constitution of the State of
Maine be amended as proposed by re-

Republican;
nomination, and at an auspicious time.
secondly, that be has given a construc- The country was still feeling the ground
tion to the platform unwarranted by its swell from the great political tornado
text.
To bis personal character, his which gave a Democratic majority of
abilties,

Conven-

—

rather too far in approval, and was voted
down ; but this ‘‘little one for a cent” crept

and

the fairness of his nomina-

Republican
President

Hon. N. A. Farwell introduced a resolution which the convention thought went

at the

ported

gives

warm

Board of Trade in favor of “free trade” in
ships. The Herald says that it would he

The

Commercial,

by

life, his brilliant military record, his great
personal popularity. It was an excellent

or

we now sit with folded hands
for the third destruction, when

Ki.ectoks. No persons shall vote at an election
in this State unless he has paid a poll tax within
And when we search our Bangor neigh- two years preceding tile election in which ho proposes to vote; provided said tax has been legally
bor. wo find a remarkable discrepancy assessed
upon him.
Xo city or town
Jlrsieir.u, Ixukutkiixkss.
between the treatment accorded to the
shall hereafter create any debt or liability, which
1877.
The
candidates of 1875 and
plat- singly or in the aggregate with previous debts or
form of the present year is held to be a i liabilities, shall exceed live por centum of the last
regular valuation of said city or town: provided,
thing so sacred that Mr. Williams is not however, that the adoption of this article shall not
be constructed as applying to any hind received
permitted even to construe its obscurity in trust by said city or town, nor
to any loan for
the
purpose of renewing existing loans, or for war.
from
its
or attempt to evolve
vagueness or to
loans to lie paid out of money
the most probable construction, under raised temporary
In- taxation during the year in which they
are made.
folof attack
the

Democratic presses of the State, ostensibly for two reasons—first, that be lias

recently

in

case

heroes

cause,
seenieth right,” says Solomon, “hut his
neighbor cometh and searcheth him.”

without exaggeration upon the many excellent qualities of the candidate
his

a

the

the accounts will say, “There were two
tire companies who worked like

own

The nomination of Hon. Joseph 11.
Williams by the Democrats of Maine has
been severely denounced by one of the

been too

Friday.

good

platform, and made it
and obey the wrong beaded faction that
language of the Commay by chance or cunning get possession mercial, “supplied the deficiency of the
of the party assmblages—without being platform,”—-not only without rebuke, but
bound to endorse a dishonest knave who actually deserving and receiving its praise!
may get a nomination from a packed con- It involves the reader in terrible mazes
vention.

This has twice been

waiting

Wo dislike very much to consider the pot icy of a
course of conduct where a grave principle is involved. We hold that “honesty is the best policy"
in politics as well as in all other affairs of life, and
that it is policy to follow where principle leads or
points the way.
Take, then" a politic view of the ease. Two
years ago the Democratic State Convention at Augusta. under the advice of the Chairman of the
State Committee and those of his views on the
liquor question, failed to condemn the Prohibitory
Law. The resolutions ignored it entirely, (fen.
Roberts, the nominee of the Convention for Governor, comprehended the sentiments of the people
or Maine on that subject far better than those who
moulded the platform. In his speech in this city
on the evening of his nomination, he supplied the
deficiency of the platform, and in the most em
phatie language denounced the Prohibitory sham.
Policy men raised their hands in holy horror.
They shook their heads, and told of the enormous
losses the Democratic ticket would sustain in con
sequence of that most injudicious condemnation
of Prohibition by Gen. Roberts. Kvery Republican paper in the State took the hint from the Democratic policy lamentations, and paraded that paragraph or the" Generals speech in llaming capitals.
What was the result ?
There was not a campaign speech made, or a
dollar expended, on the Democratic side during the
canvass.
On the other hand Blaine flooded the
State with circulars and perambulated it in person,
making speeches from Boulton to Saco. And yet.
when the vote of the State was declared, although
it was an “oil year" in politics, it was found that
Gen. Roberts had received a larger vote Inj thoamndx than had ever before been given to any
Democratic nominee for Governor in the history
of Maine, save in the exciting Presidential campaigns of I8ti8 and 1872, and that the Republican
majority was the smallest that it had been for
twenty years. More than that: the bold and manly
declaration ot (Jen. Roberts in his speech carried
into cither branch of the Legislature that year
more Democratic members than had sat there for
twenty years before.
mat

on

Belfast, and

article it said—

“lie

fire

al-

was

It is the same old story of want of preparation for such an emergency. The despatches say “There was only one fire engine in town and the water soon gave

condemning the prohibitory liquor law

course

Missouri,

totally destroyed by

most

was

In

approval

Generalities.
a

measure

The town of Paris,

Maine, in which the Commercial took a
difterent course? .lust before the recent
State Convention, while the question of

such condemnation.

The New York Herald

says further-Many of the ships of the German and French
lines are of British construction, and if our merchants were as free to buy iron steamships built on
will not have any serious results. Our the Clyde as are the merchants of Germany the
profits of navigating them would be an important
friends in Waldo County are reminded of addition to
the resources of our countrymen.
It would take no business away from American
the importance of attending polls, and
shipbuilders, for they do not build these ships now,
will be out in force.
and there is no reason why they should oppose a

While the subject of Democratic candidates, their relations to the platforms, and
their claims upon the support of the press,
is before us, will Brother Emery pardon
us

Ship Building.

American

g. m. Lady
Bean’s b. g. Morrill

JOSEPH

THE FIRST RACK.

Fair Ground,

DESCRIBED.

top story.
.spectators report that considerable time

England Pair.

The New EngPortland, Sept. 3.
land Fair opened at one o'clock this afternoon.
In the morning their was great
activity on the grounds and in the City

■

The I’list’s third edition says Hall's factory is the same one that fell when built
six vents ago, killing a number of persons.
The cause of the fire to-day is unknown. A workman from the top floor
said the alarm was first given by a man
who looked out of the window and said
ti:e smoke issued from windows below.
There were 31 workmen on that floor.
The lire and smoke drove them back from
the stairway, but there were fire ladders
and chain escapes at the end of the buildLewis Smith's house was burned
ing.
while he was at work. He was unable to
tinil his four years old daughter, and
fears she was burned to death. The occupants of houses in 34th street assert
that they could see the factory workmen
making efforts to escape from the roof
ain't upper stories and hear shrieks for assistance.
The Commercial reports 350
families rendered penniless.
The lire originated in the sounding
board of the drying-room on the third
Moor where a stove was used for heating,
tiie steam apparatus not having yet been
put ill. A spark from the stove is supposed to have ignited some of the dry
material dose at hand, and almost instantly that part of the building was in
dames. The factory was eight stories
high, and although it is said the means
of escape were sufficient, yet a number of
lives have been lost, perhaps 30. There
were 105 men in the
building at the
time. The tiames spread so rapidly that
tlte employe's, who were above the drying-room. were cut off from the staircases.
They ran to the roof and to
the windows and some dropped to the
ground. There was a scarcity of water
in the neighborhood, consequently there
was some delay before the engines
played
on the tire. Several alarms were sent and
in haste. Finally the water was obtained
from the sth avenue and the river. Meanu bile the lire extended and the
piano factory was a mass of tiames and the walls
began falling. Some liremon say that at
this time on 3i!th street at least fourteen
men were clinging to the windows of the
upper stories and were buried in the failing debris. They could not he reached
by ladders and the tiames drove back the
tiremen. One man dropped before the
walls fell and was picked up dead. < tthers
were only injured and taken to the llelle\ ite Hospital.
The inmates of tenements
5D5. 507 and 500, west 3tith street, generally escaped. One woman died front
fright and a little girl, Annie Smith, was
suffocated. The wife and three other
children of Loins Smith, the father, are
missing. The tiames spread to adjacent
buildings in tin- block, and with Hall’s
establishment, Hraham's silk factory,
\Valkins' charcoal factory and Connelly's
barrel factory and a number of tenement
bouses and saloons were destroy ed. The
buildings of this block fronting on loth
avenue were gutted and the rear
portion,
a saloon and a small
store, were burned,
also three tenements in the middle of that
block. No lives were lost there.
inc w noic loss oi
property win reach
IJ\ 11 o’clock the lire was en•"'Billi.uiin.
tirely under control ami the streams of
water were turned on the ikitli street
side.
Ii is feared that a number of bodies will lie found on the
spot. The fire
Commissioners are of the opinion that
none except the employes were
burned,
and su, the reports oi the loss of life
have been exaggerated.
\i:w \ okk. .Sept. 4. The morning papers devote much space to the report of
yesterday's lire. No reliable list of the
lost can he given. Theodore Staetzel,
aged is, employed on the top floor of the
piano factory, says the men rail to the
stairs to escape, but found them on lire.
The ladder escape was too near the lire
to lie available and the men tried the
chain escape, hut the wheel would not
turn and tile men had to go down hand
over hand.
The staircase in the corner
of the building was locked and could not
be opened.
A workman on the second floor says
probably ten or twelve on the top floor
were burned in the ruins as he saw several fall back from the windows overcome
by the heat and smoke. Foreman Kartell
has nearly a complete list of workmen
seen since the lire, and is positive
only
four or live were unable to escape.
A man living opposite the factory
says
the workmen had time to pass from the
old building where the lire broke out into the new building through connection
doors on each floor. He says the flames
swept through the old building in a minute, iiut did not extend to the new building until all had time to escape. The
foreman gives the number of workmen
in the factory when the' lire started as
seventy or eighty.
l ine man who escaped from the sixth
story, told the foreman he descended by
a wall rope and left six men behind, not
one of whom followed him down.
A mason who escaped to the roof and
thence down the chain escape, says fifty
men were on the roof and thinks
forty
perished. The workmen who escaped
from the drawing room floor where the
lire started, thinks no one else escaped
tiitm that floor, nor from any except the

New

The

Eleotion Day.
Humphrey third, the operation of the act creating the elecBoy fourth. Time toral commission—an act that in terms
Our annual election occurs next Mon2.36$, 2.40, 2.40, 2.35L
for appeal to the courts, and day. It will be a very
quiet one. NothThere was a crowd of over 7,000 at the provided
thus
races this afternoon. The Portland hotels
preserved the legal rights of all con- ing has been done by either party in the
are crowded, and incoming trains are
cerned. He will stay there until his term usual line of campaign rallying of their
packed.
ends, or until proceedings shall he taken forces, that can be perceived on tho surin the courts, resulting in giving that high face—and probably there has been no
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL place to the contestant. The practical secret organization. The Democrats are
portion of the second resolution is that rather more awake than the Republicans
BELFAST, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER b, 1877. such reversal of the verdict of the
people throughout the state, and we judge will
“must not he repeated." So says Mr. generally turn out. Tho defection led by
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY
Mr. Emery of the Bangor Commercial,
W ILLIAM
II
SI M P SON. Williams—so say we all.

phrey’s

frauds were recognized
belonging to the rascals
who made up the Counting Hoards of Louisiana.
Florida and other states. There was no disposition
to challenge the titlf of (Jen. Hayes to the Prcsi
deney. Hail Mr. Finery introduced a resolve, or
any other member of the < 'ommittee, it would have
been voted out S to 1 ill Committee and ■> to 1 in
the Convention, if it had declared the President’s
title illegal or fraudulent.
Mr. Williams standspreciselv where nine tenths,
at least, of the Democracy of Maine stands. What
more can bo asked or expected !
Hr. Finery talks about a ‘’shock" —blit Penobscot
rather than Kennebec occasions it!
Lotta

at

Capo

May.

A little figure in a black dress, and
with bright, copper-colored bail1, which
the sunset lights to a tlamo as its last
gleam lingers on her bead. That is Lotta.
Sitting all alone in a camp chair on the
sands, with the bands we have watched
in their graceful flutter and twirls on the
stage, folded demurely on her knees ; and
the big eyes which we have seen sparkle
behind the footlights, fixed solemnly far
No little nun could be
over the ocean.
more demure than Lotta by the sea. She
puts on her black bonnet and shawl, and
She walks
goes regularly to church.
much alone by the seaside. She arrays
her tin.v form in a doll-babv bathing robe,
and plunges into the surf and comes out
with her bright hair all dripping; from
the bathroom to the hotel she walks in a
loose white wrapper and fairy slippers;
sits on the veranda and lets the wind and
sun dry her sunny bead; from her bath
and nap reappears at dinner in the plainest of clothes, and with the least artificial
color and fixings.
Here is a conundrum which we do not
remember to have seen in print: Why
is a pig looking out of a second-story
window like the moon t Because be looks
round. If anybody triumphantly retorts
that tile moon does not always look round,
you can reply that the pig doesn’t either.
[Lowell Courier.
A Syracuse man left home “on business”
for a few days and now bis wife is trying
to solve the problem how ins night shirt
grew a foot longer and became so nicely
embroidered.

who travel.

MeAloon who made an assault on one John B
Hoyt of St. John. N B.. last December, and at
tempted to rob him. and was eonviet- d at t.e
February term of the supreme judicial court, tincase being appealed and the exceptions overruled

sentenced

at

Bangor to imprisonment

apt Andrews warns ill vessels in passing
and out of the harbor to give him a wide bert:
while lie i> moored at the ledge off Lane's whar!
He has a sloop loaded with a powerful •xplosiv

for life

family consisting of father, mother and son
the former being sixty four years of age. were
brought Indore the Fall River police court last
week and sentenced to jail, 1.- save what remain
ed of a comfortable property.
The use ot' rum
was ruining till.
The fattier has squandered m non

called dualiti. which a violent concussion, suas wouUl result from a vessel coming in eoutm
would explode and send all hands sk;.
with Iter,
high. He is a m-tghhor to he uvoi.h-.l

A

within

a

;
1

,\..w draweth near the days in which tin urn
drives his fat cattle to the fair : when the yellow
pumpkins, the golden corn, the huge apples ai

few weeks.

Portland lias increased ill real estate >:i.»S.70t» in
year. There has been a decrease in personal es
SUn.Jiu. making however, a net increase
in valuation of sJJJ. I'JM from last year. The per
cent age of taxation is SJAB on >Ibii, tin- same as
last year, and two cents less on the ^lmi than tinIncrease in polls.
average forthe last ten years.
p.m;.
Tuesday while the laborers were employed in
digging on the new postotlirc extension in Boston,

and mealy potatoes
tempting array for exhibition:

gathered

a

tie* smooth

tate of

the go
housewife is anxious about h**r specimen 'dices
and delicious butter, when tie* family team wi
1m- harnessed to take tin* tamilv to the <* unity fa.And a most pleasant and enjoyable season it will \»-

at the southwest

they unearthed

corner
a

vcr\

of the old

quaint

Brigham

and old

The Masonic fraternity of this city, with the
ladies, have bom invited by Hisiug Virtue Lodge
of Bangor, to participate with them in their ma:\

estate.

looking

following

moth elam hake at

Xorthport. on Thursday Sept
The occasion is the seventy ti ft it aniwrsar
of that Lodge, and among the gtie.-ts will i-<- s,-v
eral lodges which have sprung d.n-i-tly from
Among the attractions will 1m* an historical t«Ui■
delivered by h\ W Bro Charles I Collainor-*

Departed

I'd.

Additional indictments have been found by tinSouth Carolina grand jury against 1. ( as- t arpeii
late (‘olleetor of I ut.-rnal Revenue, for forgery,
and one against WoodruiY and .Jones, clerk- of tin
Senate and House, the principals of tic* Rcpuldi
'-an Printing Co., for fraudulently raising a bill Imprinting. by which they obtained ovei *JlU»0n.
ter.

Bangor. Dept. (Irand Muster of Maim*, ami an oi
mil poem by W. Bro. (Jcorge W. Snow. Kvr:
thing will bo conducted in the square and a go..
time may he expected.

The Whig says that some Bangor gentlemen
found some fishermen, at Naskeag Point, who had
lip and were trying out a huge sea turtle that
they had captured. It was eight feet long and
eleven feet across, from point to point of :he Hip
per.s. and is estimated to have weighed *00 pounds.
The turtle was blind, having been wounded in tile
head by a charge of buckshot, and its ey*-.- put out.
This accounts for its having strayed so tar from tin
usual haunts of its species.

Some very amusing petitions and req icsts to.
their way. now and then, to the city government
At the meeting on Monday owning last tin* t'<
lowing from a very worthy eiti/.oii of Ward Fiv-

cut

Brigham Young’s
Nkw

Yokk,

Aug.

HI.

A

presented

Bolfast. \ug do. is;;
The People of District No Id Hegm-st the eit
ofers to Point a Porioase to .••op the peas on tie
salmtli dav :iu• 1 to keep the ID fens from Strain;.
Corn and lidding tire- on the shop* and llai.seii C
1 >evel

Salt Lake I

says that

tabernacle, lie left a will, but it is unoThe <|ucstion of succession is
another cause of speculation. The vacancy will not probably he tilled before
the t tetober conference.
The most authentic account places the
number of widow s left hy Young at twenty-three and the mini her sealed to him
brings the total up to fifty-two. In ism;
he had twenty-nine regular wives. Most
of them lived in a large building called
the “Lion House,” and had rooms like
boarders in a hotel. Tile first wife had a
house to herself, however, and for the
favorite, Amelia Folsom, who usually accompanied Brigham to the theatre and in
his drives, a handsome bouse was built,
with a private passage leading to the
President’s oilier. In his later life Brigham established homes in a number of
the smaller towns of the Territory which
he had occasion now and then to visit.
(>ne of his wives, about the twentieth in
order —Eliza Snow was a woman of some
intellectual ability and a writer of poetry.
Brigham practiced entire impartiality in
the allotment of affection and worldly comforts among plural wives ; but in practice,
like Eastern Sultans, he was usually
ruled hy a favorite. As to the prophet's
children, their name is legion, lie provided carefully lor their education. Some
of his sons exhibit good business talent,
one of them being the President of the
Salt Lake Railroad. Many of the daughters grew up beautiful and accomplished
women.
Tiro father instilled his religious
fanaticism into their minds and gave them
as they came of age, in polygamous marriage to his prominent supporters. Two of
them married the same man and at the
same time, it is said.
The lifteenth, or
according to some reckonings, the nineteenth wife was Ann Eli/.a, whom ho married in IStlri, and who lias recently earned
celebrity by lecturing on the horrors of
Mormonism and suing the Prophet for a
divorce.

pened.

was

Successor.

Brigham Young's
funeral will he held Sunday noon in the

City special

are

when

\

gravestone with the
in.-enp’iou upon it
Here lietli lmried ve body ot Jivliua Hcw->. aged
dti years.
this life ve Jtith dav of Jauu

ary, 177J.'

:

The steamer Lewiston of the Portland and M
chia* line is very popular with the travelling p..
lie. and is doing a line business, even in this du!
year
C.ipt. Dceriug. CU-rk Freeman and Stewur
Warner are hard to heal as favorites with, tlios.

raising has been on the decline in Maine
during the last lew years, and there are probably
Jo per cent, less apple trees in bearing condition
than there were three years ago.
The crop this
year is almost a total failure, which is attributed
to the ravages of caterpillars two years age.
Fruit

was

t.

on

the sabatli

day.

Tin? Solons of the Board, after wrestling wit;
i the petition for some time. endni'M-d tie* follow
ou the hack
Bead, and voted that so much of the petition a
,
relates to "Baiseu the Dove! on the saluth dathe petitioner haw leave f.. withdraw, and tlu
the* halaneo he referred to F -lii -ma’.i <!oV',ie

!

have he tore meht’n •lint that au appropr;.
the l ttiteil Stales ot >>.000 was mud

We

111>n from

for the purpose of removing obstructions fr«»i
Belfast liarhor, ami that the contract was aw»ir :
cilto.I. M Andrews of Biddeford. On Saturday
»

Andrews with the steamer Aid and all

apt

t..

appliances, arrived from Newburyport. Mass an
is now at work on the ledge off Lane's wharf,
preliminaiy survey of the ledge was made )>;•
divers on Saturday.
They report it to he a eoi.
eal shaped rock, small at the apex nearly one linn
dred feet square at the base. The mode of opera
tion will he to drill the rock, steel steam drills bo

ing used for the purpose, and charged with an
plosive called dunlin. After it is blown up
will he hoisted out of the channel.

pieces

captain thinks that
move

c\

t:

sAOOO is

not

Tin
sufficient to r>*

the whole of the ledge.

Ui:< ki.kss Suoonso. fJco. L.. son of (ieorge H
Met.'rillis living upon the east side, was shot throne;
the wrist oil Sunday afternoon by a man who wa>
recklessly shooting a ritle pistol from the steamer
lying at the railroad wharf The hov was standing
upon the piazza of the house, facing across tin
river, with his hands resting upon the railing di
rectly in front ot his body. The hand was wrapped
in a cloth from a previous wound. The ball passed
through the wrist, hut its force was spent, and
dropped ami was caught in the folds of the clot!.
Had his hand been away from its position in front
of his person the bullet must have entered hi>
body. The man claimed that he was shooting at
a dolphin or buoy in the river, and that his bullet
struck the water and glanced across the river. The
bullet is perfect in shape aud could not have struck
any substance until it hit the boy's wrist. The
man’s name is Andrews of Biddeford, and is :i
brother to flu* captain who is hero removing ob
struetions from the harbor. As the captain mam
tests
man

a

disposition

to

make the matter right, the

has not been arrested.

You can
1

cat

now

will

Frost

clams and oysters.
bo around, looking for vines

soon

nip.
There is
\_-htcd

that the street

complaint

lamps are

not

dark nights.

on

Davis has a large lot of the nicest peaches
i pears that ever came into this market.

Immediately after each blast
•wharf, the water for

some

the ledge off
distance is strewn
at

with dead tish.
last Saturday. Mr. Parker had collected
paid to the treasurer *14.000 of the city taxc
the present year.

I p

to

:.11
•r

Castle will use the debris that comes from the
•dge off Lane's wharf, for the construction of a
liarf

his foundry.

at

Abbot of WiUtcrport. sends to this office
tine specimens of broom corn and Hungarian
diet. of his own raising.
Dr.

a

»■

About thirty tons of rock
harbor ledge on Tuesday
:

:

••

.:•

removed from

is estimated that

D

will be taken away

400 tons

•ut

wore

crowd has been transferred from the ila
block to Lime's wharf, where the operations
divers idler extra attraction-

itfer-.

May Queen, with about forty pas
including the Pastime Base Ball t.’lub.

L.n

excursion

steamer

: :.r

i

an

!.'•

-.<•

and

boat

Bangor

to

on

that

canoe race-

Saturday
w *re a

side show

Bangor excursion to this city last week.
mnuteivstimr and hardly worth chronicling.
casting machinery for two grist mills,
nmiidry one 1.-t for Lulus Achorn of Wal

i-tb.

'loro,
a

1-

and

Bidlield Plummer of West

for

one

iuterport.
«ommittec on roads ml bridges are author
d to make the necessary repairs upon Belfast's
r'.i m of Little Liver bridge.
It will undoubted
rebuilt of stone.
! ill-

■"

i•■

building the sewer from the
•emanation of tin- new brick one. at tie* corner of
contract for

11.eh

and

Spring

a

distal:*

iM'n

the
of ds rod.*,

streets
*•

to

Biggs'
awarded to

one

near

was

i’iah Shaw for Sid .>0 per rod.

r

W

"ikmeii

block have been at a
id *r!i lat*-ly tbr th.• want of face brick.
Tlie
tV'-ni Philadelphia. and a small
>ut
arrived o;. Tuesday p-w sehr. Empire. A
now on its wav and is daily expected.
rgo
i*

the Masonic

on

time tin* partridges get crazy and do
Last work, while the Belfast

through a piece of woods, one
Hew against the smoke stack, and

aiming

Hancock County Democratic Convention.

The potato crop along the line of the Belfast
railroad is reported to be rotting badly, and the
prospect is that it will be a small one.
AN

hen the divers, who

are

at

The Democrats of Hancock County met in Convention by delegates, at Ellsworth, oil Wednesday.

August 2‘j.

work in the harbor,

motion of Hamilton Joy. Chairman of the
get ready to aseend to the surface, they generally County Committee, Erastus Redman,
Esq., of Ells
take a lobster in eaeh hand.
worth, was chosen Temporary Chairman of the
They report them Convention.
Levi
B.
of
■
Wyman,* Esq., Ellsworth,
piite numerous about the ledge.
was chosen
Secretary.
Ou motion of Hamilton Joy. all Democrats presNotwithstanding the hard times, travel in Belfast has been unusually good this season. Air. ent. together with the regularly chosen delegates
from Ellsworth, be regarded as members of this
Tucker reports 1C 1 arrivals at the American House
|
Convention, and invited to act in the same.
for the month of August, the largest month’s regis- |
This motion was opposed by Mr. Knowles of
ter since he has kept the house.
j Eden.
On motion of Monroe Young of Ellsworth, the
As will be seen in another column, the annual ! motion of Mr.
Joy was amended by appointing
tail* of the Waldo county agricultural society | the ( ounty < ommittee a Committee on Credentials]
While the Committee were out. J. B. Redman,
commences on Thursday, the *-27th.
The premiwas invited to address the Convention.
Mr.
j Esq.,
liins are greatly
enlarged and should bring out a R. responded.
Tin*
Committee
or
ti’.li exhib.t.
Credentials
As is usual the horse trotting will
reported the
whole number of delegates. 70.
b«* the main feature for which
purses of s.'»00 arc
on motion of A. A. Bartlett of
the
Ellsworth,
"lb-red.—Mrs. Kichardsand Miss South worth have I temporary organization was made
permanent.
On
of
motion
Mr.
Knowles
tlicir
of
Eden,
all
would
towns
establishment
and
reopened
millinery
like to see their lady customers.—Tenement to let having Democrats present be permitted to act bv
them in this Convention.
A Committee
by M. F. Carter.
consisting of Messrs. Martin of
Franklin. Homer of Bucksport and Tibbetts of
Fn:r.
The barn of William Pottle, on NorthBrooklin, was raised to receive, sort and count
port avenue, just below the city, was totally de- the votes tor Clerk of Courts.
On motion of Mr. 11. Joy, a Committee on Resotire
about
two
o'clock
AVednesdav
stroyed by
lutions was raised,
consisting of Messrs Jov of
morning. The barn was close to the house, but Ellsworth.
Hopkins of Urland and Heath of Tie
by great exertion the dwelling was saved. There luont.
The (’ommittee to receive votes for Clerk of
is little or uo water in the vicinity, and the enCourts, reported
gine's were comparatively useless.
The barn conWhole number of votes
42
tained some wood, tools, etc. and was insured.
all of which were for Levi B Wvmauof EllsThe origin of the tire is unknown, but is.supposed worth.
A Committee to receive, sort and count votes
1" la* incendian
<
apt. Coombs, who lives in the lbr a Senator for the Eastern
District, consisting
as
lie
was returning home the even
of .Messrs. Young of Ellsworth. Parker of Bucks
vicinity, says
ing before he was followed by a person whose port and Means of Surry, was raised.
The above Committee reported
footsteps he could plainly hear, lie stopped near
Whole number of votes
40
the house of Mr. Pottle and saw tin* man turn in
John B. Redman of Ellsworth, bad
A3
and enter the barn. The captain supposed it to be and was nominated.
Mr. Redman declined the nomination, and John
some one belonging about the premises and
thought Moore of Gouldsboro was nominated
by acclamano more of tin* matter until the lire was discovered.
tion in his stead.
On
motion
of
A.
A.
Bartlett
of
Ellsworth.
Messrs.
l.iM'oi.w inLi
Tin? house, two barns and out
Bartlett of Ellsworth. Gregg of Amherst and Cousbuildings of Finery A. Parker, near Lincolnville ins of Urland. were chosen a Committee to receive,
Centre, were totally destroyed by lire Monday sort and count the votes tor a candidate for Senator for the Western District.
evening. Fifty tons of hay and fanning tools
The above ('ommittee reported.
were burned.
insured with Cox A
Loss.
W hole number of votes.
A:»
All of which were for Isaac Partridge, of Urland.
Field for £1,000.
A ('ommittee consisting of Messrs. Chase of
Bluehill. Thomas of Eden, and Heath of Tremont.
Lincoln County Democratic Convention. wen* chosen to receive, sort and count the votes
for a candidate for Sheri ft’.
At the Lincoln County Democratic
The < ’ommittee reported
Whole number of votes
4A
< onvciition. held ;tr Newcastle, on iJHth
Rufus 11. Young had
23
of
Hon.
Alfred
Lennox,
inst.,
Wiscasset.
Beni. A. Keyes had
I I
L. B Wyman had
1
was unanimously renominated for SenaThe following Committee was raised to receive,
The sort and count the votes for a candidate for Registor, by acclamation, but declined.
ter of Deeds.
following nominations were then made
Messrs. Dver of Sullivan. Hiller of Otis, and Tol
On

by ballot.

man

of Deer Isle.

The above (.’ommittee reported.
up
t°P
For Senator, I riah \V. Woodward, of
Whole number of votes
4(1
a-, i: broken.
11. H. Harden had
23
Damariscotta ; for (’lerk of Courts, (’has.
X. 11. Higgins, Jr., had
IP
the n il of accounts for August, amount
J. B. Redman had
1
Weeks, of Newcastle ; for County Coms:i*.:tii. befon* the city government meetL. J. Thomas had
2
Nickerson, of BoothV
Xo choice.
lay Light. the Mayor objected to a bill of missioner, .Joseph
The result of the second ballot was as follows:
,!
for carriage hire mi Decoration De.v.
:.
lie hay: for Register of Deeds, Albert \V.
Whole number of votes
As
ds that tile city has no right to pay the bill,
Hall, of Wiscasset: for County Treasurer,
H. H Harden of Ellsworth had
22
mat it shail coin*- from in* own packet rather
X. H. Higgins, jr.
If.
William 1*. Lennox, of Wiscasset.
and II. 11. Harden was declared the nominee.
m Tom tin* city treasury
Hon. E. AN'. Farley then presented and
A Committee consisting of Messrs. Cleaves of
M "V dames M. Andrews. 1 lie contractor for re
read the following resolutions which were Gouldsboro Knowles of Edeu and-Seam
mous of Franklin, were chosen to receive, sort and
obstructions ill Belfast harbor, lias been
with great applause and unani- count the votes for a candidate for County Treas
received
nnatod for tin* legislature by the Republicans
urer.
The Committee reported
Biddrford. There is a large obstruction in tlie mously adopted.
Whole number of votes
12
Li
The Federal and State (loveruuient.s were all of which were for B. A. Keyes of Urland.
i to tin- State House, m the shape of Deni
all
in
the
and
A
Committee
was
raised
to
receive
votes
for
organized
republican
principle,
upon
itic niajoritie*. and the Major has gone home to
democratic idea that the popular will is always to (’ounty ('ommissioner.
w hat can he done m the wav of removal.
he respected and carried out; and this Convention
Messrs. Moore of Gouldsboro. Keyes of Urland
»f llie Democracy of Lincoln ('minty avails itself and Johnson of Sullivan, were the Committee.
here are chaps who make a practice of stealing
of its lirst opportunity, since the linding of the so
The < ’ommittee reported
carriages in the street*. Recently, ('apt. called electoral commission, to express the opinion
Whole number of votes
Al
Edwin W. Cleaves had
IP
durdnian found that his whip had been taken. tiiat Samuel .1 Tilden and nut Rutherford It.
was in truth and right elected President of
and
was nominated.
Hayes.
L U getting a
description of tile fellow who did it. the, t’liited States.
The Committie on Resolutions reported as fol
took deputy slieriH' Norton and went in pursuit.
■Jud. The adoption hy the present administration
lows:
of
the
constitutional
ami
of
Resolved—That this Convention adopt the Reso
He proved to be a mail named Holmes, living near
pucitie policy
self-government in the States of the South, by the removal
lutions passed at the late Democratic State ConM sr«m*. and was overtak<‘ii just as lie was enter
of the army of the 1’uited States, a measure which
vention at Portland, and we heartily endorse its
•_r ids dooryard. He was brought ba<*k. taken be
had long been advocated by the Democratic party condemnation of the fraudulent induction of R.
and opposed by the Republican party, has brought
B. Hayes into the ollice of President of the Cnited
Justice Waiuw. tilled ST alld departed feel
peace and harmony to that section of the I'nion. States.
luueh as though the stolen whip had been laid
and-stands out betorc the whole world a confession
Resolved—That the purpose to reform the civil
vei* !iis own shoulders.
that it was right in itself, while its wisdom is beservice which lias been proclaimed by the present
vindicated
its
success.
Administration
is. like its adopted
ing
Southern
through
daily
The Bepuhlieans »f Jackson got into a nice little
Md. All existing laws of the I’nited States passed Policy." a confession of the failure of Radicalism,
row at their caucus on
Monday evening, to under the pretense «»f maintaining purity in State and a just tribute to the Democracy, which has
minute a candidate for tin* Legislature. In the elections which allow the sending of hireling long and earnestly demanded the overthrow and
troops and armed vessels to interfere with and punishment of corrupt officials.
nisi of a ballot, and before the result wa* known,
overawe the authorities of the several Stales in
Resolved—That the Government fully rename
adjourned tin- caucus to Wednesday evening. conducting their Congressional elections, are a lize silver.
were three candidates, the most prominent
Resolved—That we recommend the nominees of
standing menace to the States which were established to be
written constitutions and this Convention, to the undivided and hearty sup
t whom was Jesse look. The other two
objected laws made ingoverned by thereof and not
pursuance
by the port of the Democracy of Hancock County.
!*• ballot on the ground that a number of Deni
sword and cannon of the Federal government.
All tin* resolutions after some discussion were
«rat* w.*re participating and voting for Cook
It
Itli.
It is the duty of Congress, through such
adopted, with the exception of the one relating to
I he remonetization of silver.
a,g:.
remarked that was only a fair oil'set for processes as are to be found in tin* wisest expen
cnee of the past, to bring the currency of the
Hamilton Joy. Esq offered the following addi
'■
Hesse gave for the .sucees*ful candidat** in
country into such a condition that a gold and a tional Resolutions, and moved their oeeeptanee.
Den-... ratie Congressional eon vent ion at Ells
Resolved—That we are in favor of Silver and
paper dollar will be worth alike, and thus remove
w
the great evils which result from a circulating Cnited States Treasure Notes, popularly culled
Aii in I si li.
medium »>f tluetmiting values as it is also its duty Greenbacks, being made full equal legal tenders
i'l." !’• Aland \rgus mi vs that Riley W. Mathew.*
to adjust the tarilf on the progressive principle of
with gold, and demand that said Greenbacks be
: B*-:i:i.*t. arrived in Portland with his two ehil
free trade, so that federal taxation may be imposed
substituted for the National Bank currency, ami
as
and
as
its
that
while
all hanks of issue be abolished.
burdens,
e<|iia!!\
possible,
lightly
.i girl
and a i•<»\. tin girl. Lettie Louise, be
if any there be. shall fall upon those who are best
Resolved -That we are in favor of taxing Cnited
'‘light vears old and the bo\ somewhat voting
abb* to bear t hem.
State- bonds, and of paying the redeemable bonds
»ui.
jus conventnni login iis \vii ii mucu appre
in legal tender money, equivalent to their market
hey were .*t*»ppi!ig *>n (-oiigr*‘s.s St. Shortly
to
hension
an
a;m*udment
t
lit?
const
it
value in gold, and that Congress authorize and
a
'".-i-S o'clock. P. M the children were out doors.
proposed
tioii of Maine l»y tin- Republican legislature at its
require the Cnited States Treasurer to purchase
"i a
> "iitig man of short stature, llorid face, and session in January last, to be voted upon at the said bonds in open market, and for that purpose
an shaven, came along and took the
is
A'..
election,
which
as
follows
e.<i>„
authorize the issue of the necessarv legal tender
wo ehil
coming
[>*
sin,/
notes, to be convertible into Cnited States bonds,
mil/ i'It rt 'mu in this Shit.- unless hr has
i. telling them he wanted them to
go down to
/ninl ii L.nll tii.i n ith n< tti.'u i/riirs /i, in* limit thri he bearing interest not greater than lour per cent,
H Mon's
store, on ( hostnut street.
h h> jii njinSt'S tn
Beaching /mil
'I'h
</<
if
III
t'l.i’
per annum.
jn'inn/t so
and not going in. tin* 1 >o\- became frightened,
/"is
ssnl iijn>/i hint."
-Mr. Young doubted the expediency of passing
We Wolldel'
Irijall;l
that so objectionable a proposition lias been over- these. Resolutions at this time.
i1 a
the man told him to go back, and grabbing
Mr. Tolman of Deer Isle moved that they be
looked by the democratic press, as it also was by
dtle girl in his a n:*, ran down through Stone
the recent Democratic Slate convention. We con
laid on the table. John D. Richards. Esq., advo
't towards tin*
Portland A Rochester depot. siiler it our duty to denounce it as uncalled lor. cated the motion to lay on the table oil the ground,
that he had lived too long to advocate at this late
m
little fellow rail home and gave the alarm. and as calculated, if not designed, to make an invidious distinction between citizens, and as the day. the repudiation of public faith, and he hoped
*'■
fatln r went immediately to the station, and
tirst attempt since the adoption of the constitution and believed the Democratic party would agree
bve otlieeis started in pursuit. The fellow
ol Maine, to charge it so as to require .something with him.
Mr. .toy advocated the resolutions.
like a property qualification, in order to exercise the
in with the little girl over
beyond the depot,
The motion to lay on the table was lost.
privilege of voting. We ask all who desire to ad
b’*n it is supposed, tiuding himself bard
pressed. Imre to the political principles which made the old
The resolutions were then adopted.
The present County Committee were made the
District of Maine a sovereign State of the I nion.
dropped the cliild and made his escape.
to strenuously oppose this proposed amendmentof
Committee of the ensuing year.
Bam: Bali.
Tin* base ball game last W.-dncs
her fundamental law. and to rally as one mail, and
The Convention then adjourned.
vote down a scheme, the adoption of which would
i.
-0th ult.. ij• m w -i* a eidlege nine hailing from
tend in create a class to control our political allairs
ted
f«»r its o\\ 11 special advantage and aggrandizement.
The Dos Moines Railroad Disaster.
gaum, and ‘-veil though it resulted :n a defeat for
tiili
The high rate of taxation which prevails
lb** aouie dim. eoiilit not but be <atisfaetorv to
m tm- many cities and towns of Maine,
having the
The accident on the Kock Island railthe spectator*. T he playing of tin- Pastimes was effect tu keep out and drive out population, and road was caused
by the rain undermining
depress the value nf property, especially real es
a.»t up to their usual standard of exeellence. which
talc, can be relieved in part, it is believed, by the
very strong culverts. A large bridge a
of
'■ act. when added to tin* line holding of the
the causes of that evil, thought
mile further west, was also washed out.
isitors. removal of one
by many In be careless State legislation, authoriz- Mad the train crossed the culvert, it would
a<•!.•<Hints for their gaining
only six runs to their ing
large municipal expenditures or loans, for have been wrecked at the
'•poiieiits eleven. On Satunlay I *t inst., a second measures nf doubtful expediency
bridge, and
resulting in
At six o'clock,
which, in many instances, none would have escaped.
one between tlie two uilies was
played in Ban heavy indebtedness,
can only hi* discharged by onerous assessments.
17 bodies had been taken from the wreck
A* several severe shower.* had
previously
7th. In the private and public character of Jos
fourteen men, two women and one
Made the grounds wet. miuldv and
disaltogether
eph H. Williams, the Democratic candidate for gov
igreeable. the. game was loosely played and was as ernor. we have ample assurance, that if elected, he child. ()ne of the wounded- Baker, one
of Barnum's men -has died, making is
will discharge the duties of that responsible posi
minteresting as it possibly could lx*. Errors were lion with
dead in all. Two more bodies are known
ability, integrity and fairness.
at her a rule than the exception. Mr. A. U.
Kelley
•Sth.
That this convention cordially and unan- to be in the
wreck, and there may he
! Belfast, acted as
tile
recommends
for
of
to
the
umpire, very satisfactorily
imously
support
people others.
of
at
the
Lincoln
election.
’b sides.
county
The game closed about dusk, leaving
approaching
The bridge was over the Little Four
Lrinh W. Woodward of Damanscotta as candidate
Bangoreans again victorious by tin* score of dd tor State Senator ; of Charles Weeks of Newcastle, Mile creek, nine miles east of Des Moines.
IN The treatment accorded to the Pastimes as candidate for Clerk of the Courts; of
Joseph It is a small stream, generally quiet, and
Nickerson of Bootlibuy. as a candidate for County
their hosts was both courteous and generous.
never before known to he so high as at
Commissioner; Albert W. Hall of Wiscasset. as a
making the visit a very agreeable one. despite the candidate for Register of Deeds; of William R. present. The channel of lie stream was
father
Lennox of Wiscasset. as a candidate for County
1(1 or 50 feet wide, and the banks about
There will lx* a game on Saturday between tin* Treasurer- being citizens well fitted to discharge •~!0 feet
high. The locomotive landed at
the duties of the offices for which they have been
ar Bovs of Boston and the Pastimes of this city.
respectively nominated, and entitled to their suf- the foot of the western side, and half
The Our Boys have an excellent reputation hav
buried itself in the earth. Barnum’s car
frages.
ig previously beaten the best clubs in this state,
lion. Allred Lennox ol' Wiscasset, be- was next, and dropped into the channel.
including tin* famous Dirigoes of Portland.
called
addressed the convention The baggage and mail car followed. The
the forward
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Nominations

Lkuisuati iik.
The fob
>wing additional nominations have been made,
which nearly comprises the list with the exception
*»t Belfast
Por the class composed of Lincnlnville.
Nortbport and Islcshoro the Democrats have nom
mated Alphcus A Knight, and the Republicans.
Ellis Freeman, both of Lineolnville.
For the
class of Swanville. Knox. Waldo. Brooks. Belmont
and Morrill the Democrat* have nominated
T lornas Storer of Morrill, and the Republican.*.
to

run

Isaac Jackson, of Knox. For the class of Jack
'ii
Monroe. Troy and Prospect, the Democrats
Have nominated
Nathan P. Davis, of Troy.
The Republicans nominated Wednesday, probably
Hesse Cook, of Jackson. For the class of Scars
port and Stockton the Republicans have nominat
u (’apt. James (i. Pendleton of
Scarsport. 'The
Democrats of the same class will nominate Daniel
N
Simpson, of the same place. For the class of
Frankfort and Winterport, the Democrats have
lemiuated the lion. John T. Rowe, of Frankfort,
and the Republicans George 11. Fisher of Winter
port. The

of Belfast will undoubtedly
W oods to-night. The Demovrats-

Republicans

renominate Win.

have not settled upon

a

candidate.

Skarkcort. With the other novelties of the
season, the split ticket man now puts in his ap
pearance with us.\ good engine-house is now
in process of erection on Reservoir Street.
t. B. Ferguesou is building a dwelling house for
himself, nearly opposite the Congregational Parsonage.An extension to the Messrs. Merrill's
Spool Manufactory gives good shop room for the
Cabinet works of 1>. S. Simpson.V party ot four
of our prominent sea captains has been spending
some days ‘‘down among the islands," ostensible
engaged in fishing, but report says they caught a

very limited number of j,hUh, but enjoyed a huge
amount of phun.Some went to the camp meeting
to

get religion, probably, and probably

tor

some

went

deviltry. Undoubtedly

for the latter purpose
those went there who cut some boats adrift on
Friday night. For picking lip and taking care of one
of the boats so cut adrift, Flwin Richardsand Hud
son
one

A. El well of North port
of

our

citizens, and

were
a

complained of by

warrant

was

issued

against them for the crime of larceny of a boat.
But the testimony before the magistrate showed
that one of these young men quietly passed the
night in honest slumber in his own bed at home,
while the other spent the night at a social dance
at Lincolnvillo. The
public can only look upon
these young men as good and honest citizens.
/..

ing
upon,
upon the issues of the campaign, being
frequently interrupted by applause anil
cheers.
The

Turco-Kussian

men

were

car

escaped alive, and the
put out. The first

not even

Events

in

Aroostook.

Brighton

Portland Press ]

<il

most highly respected young
had deliberately committed suicide,
l'hc circumstances which led to the firs!
arc about as follows:
Flic family of Deputy SherilV.loscph !..
Hall (blacksmith) consisted of himself
and wife, a daughter, aged about l">, and
the boy Zenus, aged li. Mrs. Hall has
twice been at the Insane Hospital at
Augusta, but for some few years has been
at liome, showing only occasional
symptoms of insanity.
In her rational moods
she lias requested friends and neighbors to
see that she did not do harm to her children, to whom she was ever a kind mother, when sane. Heronly symptom of insanity was lnanifcstedin her determination to
kill her hoy and girl. She has made many
unsuccessful attempts to procure poison.
At one time she attempted to drown her
hoy by holding him in a hogshead of water which she had tilled for this
purpose.
Che boy overpowered her this time and
escaped. At another time she gave both
children bed-bug poison, and another
blue \ itriol. Recently she gathered all the
poisoned fly paper she could procure, and
steeping it, bid it away till the desired
opportunity should otter itself. Some
two weeks since Zenus was taken sick
Irom the (‘fleets ot eating green
apples,
etc., and passed into typhoid fever and
congestion of tile brain, with other symptoms which the attending physician could
not comprehend.
After the boy’s death,
poison being hinted at, a council of physicians assembled the morning of the funeral to make a post mortem examination.
Not the slightest suspicion bad entered
the father mind up to this time. The
mother, finding her secret would lie obtained, went to a neighbor and confessed
the deed.
'File funeral occurred in the afternoon,
largely attended, after which the mother
was taken a few miles away to the home
of a friend, and will probably soon he returned to the hospital. Her only regret
is that her attempt at the same time to
poison the girl did not succeed.
At early noon Tuesday, .Marshal Powers, son of Addison Powers, deliberately
went across the yard into his father's
workshop, and with a gun shot himself
through the forehead. Ilis age was 22.
He had been suttering from a sore foot,
from effects of scarlet fever, and was
probably discouraged. He had recently
been studying medicine, and was a very
promising and upright young man.

Suleiman l’aslia has retired from his
attack on Sliipka Pass, after having- lost
7(1110 men in the attempt, and is now reoganizinghis forces. The Russian losses
arc heavy, lint the garrison has been reinforced. A few Egyptian troops still
occupy the Turkish position near the
Pass.
London. Sept. 4.
The Daily News’
special from Horny Studeni, says the Emperor will present Hen. Radetsky a sword
set with diamonds, for the defence of
Sliipka. The next week promises to lie
a bloody one.
Summer is going, and decisive results become every day of more
importance, for there arc indications, financial, political and social, which point
against the probability of continuance of
war into another campaign.
The Times \ ienna despatch says the
report of Suleiman I’asha acting under
imperative orders from Constantinople in
pressing his attack upon the Russians in
Shipka Pass, is emphatically denied. He
receives full credit tor his earlier operations, hut in renewing the attack over
and over again he is deemed to have not
only made a useless sacrifice of excellent
troops, which were that operations on
that side were to be at least in the first
instance merely a demonstration on a
large scale to attack the Russian forces.
An order has been sent to Suleiman Pasha
to desist his attempts for the present and
follow in future more closely the instructions received from Mchemet Ali Pasha.
Niav \ iirk, Sept. 4. Cable dispatches
say the triends of Russia in high quarters
in England are using their influence in
favor of peace. It is thought under present circumstances that Russia will not
repel the good oiler of other powers in
favor of peace, and Turkey will not require concessions.

prices.
Sheep

Swine—No-Store Pigs

ing this day Aug. 30th,

Hogs b,40u;

Corn

6ba“0
70
1.50
1.25
75
50

It ye Meal
live

Turkey

Chicken
Fowl
Barley
Oats
Geese
Beans
$2.25:1.3.00 Duck
2.5 Hay
Potatoes, New
2Oa50 Straw
Apples
Dried Apples
6a7 Washed Wool
Butter
22u25 U nwashed
Cheese
14al.. Hides
15 (Jail Skins
Eggs

Round Hog
Backs
kanl

12 Hard Wood
14al5 Soft
balO Sliorts per ct.
6a7 Lime
5a6 Butter Salt
3 Piaster

Beef
Veal

Cod
Dry
i;
Poiiock

Also,

wish

2o

one

25!

Don’t

$1.05!

*

In

Belfast, Aug, 29th, by Rev. George Pratt, John
F. Vickery and Miss Annie L. Storer, both of
Morrill,
In Belmont, Aug. 29th, by G. Richards,
Esq., Mr.
Daniel S. Hart of Searsmont, and Miss Maggie B.
iilkey of Belmont.
I11 Sharon. Wis., Aug. 13th, Mr. Geo. W. llersev,
formerly of Belfast, Me., and Miss Anna E. Geruw,

:

specialty

s.

Tver

Buildings,

constantly

on

Aye \

TIES

WHOl.KSAI

K

We give below a list of
that can always he

Picture Frames. Picture Cord and Knobs,
Bracket.-,

IN

7'

(

Curtains and Fixtu.es. Ta>-eK

'olh'S, S'/'/O'

S,

Flower Pots, Lap-boards.

Kaisia*, Pn'iw*, IP-.

Children's Carriages.

Full Line Choice

Spices.

Bed and Table Casters,

Upholstery Goods. &c..

Canned (ioods of all Kinds.

Fruits,

.1 KI.l.l KS OF KVKJiV

DKSf’Iill’TlON.

KXTKACTS

OF

ALL

MAN IT-’ U1

A T

Kill;

Ferguson & Littlefield’s

St. 22

MISSES

Oil!

Safety

Linen Glace Starch Polish !

FurnishingGoods
Which lie offers lbr Sale at

Prices that Can't be Beat!
Those frisbing to

(iitt'jrr.

Prrsirird

Apph‘,

Thankful for past patronage 1 hope for a continue of t In
satin.
These (ioods constant lv on hand.
F IL SW11- r, Wadlin’s Block,
"7 .Main Street, Belfast, Me.
lyl

um

French Kid Newport Ties!
At Critchet & Francis.

Siicffs^ in

Eyes for the Blind.

FAIR

ANINUAL
-OF

WALDO

A N I)

COUNTY

ealua in the bladder. Uriel; Dust Deposits, ineon
tiueuce of Trine, and Diabetes. Hunt's Kk.mkkv
cures all
Diseases of the Kidneys, bladder, and

Urinary Organs.
Clarkk's Tooth Ann: Duel's

Pills,
Ask

Potions

and

car.

e.cV,n/y.

September 27th,

1877.

/>',

/'•"-/

ee

t If'

/Vo i;.<-

<

1*1.1 H.
$50, $4<*. $g().
$75, $4.. $.‘10.

Tlie above purses are to be trotted for under the
in 5, to harness- mile beats.
National Rules; best
Four or more to enter, three or more* to start.
A horse distancing tlie held will lx* entitled to first
Entrance fee ten per cent., of which
money only.
live* percent, must accompany nominations in all
cases, and he paid to the Secretary of the Society;
the remaining live per cent, must be paid to the Secretary, before starting in tin- race. Entries close
Monday Sept. 17th.
The track is in excellent condition. Trotting to
commence at -'o’clock 1’. M.
Admitance, 50 cents.
I’er Order,
Carriages and seats free.
EM FRY BOA ROMAN, See’y.
10

lie.

RICHARDS,
A

N

1»—

S0UTHW011TII

MISS

Having RE-ol’ENEI) their Rooms, have nowon
hand a FI LL ASSORTMENT of the
Leading Styles in

Fall

Millinery

11 Main Street, Belfast.
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CLOSING OUT!
LADIES’

A

Hartford. Sept. 2. A tragedy occurred at the Connecticut State Prison at
Wethersfield last night which resulted in
the death of Shipman, night watchman.
A convict, Henry Hamlin, became possessed of several tools and a skeleton key
and getting out secreted himself until the
prison hall was quiet and at the first opBOSTON MARKET.
portunity moved the sliding bar on the
Monday, Sept. :t.
Butter—We
quote fancy creameries at 25u20c;
tier where a cell occupied by Win. Allen
choice New York and Vermont at 2Ja25c; fair to
was located and opened Allen’s door. The good do at lUa20c; choice Western dairy packed at
watchman heard them and faced them, 21a24c: Western mill butter ranges from 14al.Sc per
lb.
commanding them to halt and then fired
Cheese—We quote line New York and Vermont
cheese
Hamlin professed to be
ut 11 l-2c ; line Western do at 11c; fair to good
two pistol shots.
cheese at lOalO l-2c; common at Uail l-2c
per lb.
shot and by this feint was able to get near
Kucis-We quote eastern at 10al7c perdoz. North
the watchman, when both overpowered ern at 15al7c, and P E 1 at laalOc.
Beans—We <|uote Yellow eyes at $2 .‘17 l-2u2 45
and gagged him and put hand-cuffs on
per bush; Mediums at $2 C»5a2 75, with occasional
his wrists. The watchman removed the sales at a higher price. Choice pea beans are scarce,
gag and shouted. Hamlin took his re- and the market is firm at $-1 12 l-2aJ 25 per hush.
POTATOES—The market is a little firmer for choice
volver and shot him near the heart, caus- Potatoes,
and we quote Early Rose at 40a48c per
ing a wound which produced death at Iff bush, the latter price for choice stock.
and Straw—We quote at $20a21 per ton for
Hay
o’clock to-day. Hamlin and Allen were
prime coarse hay; $18 tor medium do, and $17 per
soon captured and returned to their cell.
ton for prime. Straw at $10al7 per ton.

am

here

myself, at No 54
forget it.

Main St. Don't you

C. W. HANEY
Belfast. Api il 2~>, I -77.

I

A

1)1

IB

Id rs

Critchett & Francis.

At

Stencil Plates!
Figures

Letters,

on

Plain

French Kid Boots

lb the Couuty Commissioners ot tie- Countv ot
Waldo.
I'M IE undersigned, the .Selectmen of the town ot
A. Frankfort, in the County of Waldo, on behalf
of said town, respectfully represent that that part
of toe old County Koad leading from Prospect to
Frankfort Village, commencing at the northerlv
line of the town of Prospect and running in a northerly direction to the southerly line of Patrick Haley’s
land, is of no use or convenience to the public, and
ought to be discontinued.
Wherefore they pray that the same may be disJAS. HA1.FY.
continued.
J. K. KINCSBL BY.
Selectmen of Frankfort.

GAUZE VESTS

At

judge

proper.

And

it is

Mrs. B. F. WELLS’.
CIRCASSIAN LILY
1 oi: l.Ml’iiov iso

This preparation C the same used
bv the Ladies of “Circassia.” whose
complexions are world-lamed. it will not injure
the skin, but change the most swarthy to lily whiteness.
Prepar' d from the (Paginal Kecipie bv MISS
MIKA \V r.XTWOK Ilf, Portland. Price Fifty Cts.
Sold in Belfast by K. Moody, \V. <>. Poor and Kose
Sheldon & Co., and by druggists generally.

Steel Barbed Wire

SIKEFORTII of

FOR

Waldo,

ss.

A. D. 1877.

formation free.

B.

F. WELLS’.
F O W E E

S

Pile & Humor Cure.
One Hattie war ranted a perfect Cl' HE for all hi nds
of PILES.
'Pico to four Hatties in the worst case*
SCROFULA, SALT RHEUM,
RHEUMATISM, KIDXEYS, DYSPEPSIA, CA
'TARRJl, and all diseases of the SKIX and HLOOV.
Intermit and External use. Entirely Vegetable.
Money returned in all eases of failure; none for Is
years. $1 a Bottle. Sold everywhere. Send for

of LEPROSY,

ramphlct.
H. D. FOWLE & CO., Montreal and Boston.
limeowUt

Journal,

tield an t Burnham Cheese Co. The same Having
been lost. Date ot notes, April d, 1S7;>.
<>. S. Mt A1JSTKK,
dwU*
Treasurer for said Company.
Burnham, Aug. Jd, 1877.

Mount Desert.
Steamer MAY QUEEN,
('apt. E. A. dll,MOliE%
Makes close connections with
steamer May field at Castine for South West and
Bar Harbors, leaving Belfast Saturdays at 0 A. M.
Keturning, leave Bar Harbor Monday at a A. M.

1*77.

Fare

a

2.00

So. West Harbor.

•*

W. B. SWA'.

:i\v7

New.

CATARRH REMEDY,

Catarrh or Cold in the Head. 25 cents per Box.
Agents wanted in all parts of the country. Address
for circular J. J. PEAYEY, Washington, Me.
3m51*
W. O. POOR & SON, Ats., Belfast.
cures

in the

>

S

Slippers

Critchett & Francis.

RID

Agent-

Travelling Agent

Wanted.

CLOVES !
LARGEST AND

THE

CHEAPEST STOCK
IN THE CITY
-At T-

F. WELLS’.

SOMETHIN** MEW!
GEO. G. WELLS’
1ST E W

Variety

Store!

Is the place where von will 1 i11«t everything for K.\
(T KM< >NS ami PlCN l< S, consisting *'t

Boston Baked Beans, Smoked Dried
Beef, Canned Ham, Tongue

&.

Beef,

Pickled Toii«.Bolope Sansago.Sardiiies
Olives, J*iel:ted /.lines,
Tamarinnds, Evaporated Apples.

not afraid of work,
smart, intelligot man,
Bond’s Boston Bread
in Maine. To tin* right perV to do canvassiug
IN KYF.KY ST\ I K.
will be given. Any
desirone

one
good employment
ing to apply, may write, stating qualifications, ex
references.
Address,
perionce, &c.., and naming
"Advertiser,” Box <i, Belfast. No personal inter-

son,

newspaper published at Belfast,

Something
HAWAIIAN

$2.50 for round trip to Bar Harbor.

OF

the last publication to be fourteen
days at least before the next term of Court, to be
holden at Belfast within and for the County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of October next, that he
may then and there appear and show cause, if any
he have, why the prayer of the libellant should not
W. (i. FRY B, Clerk.
be granted.
Attest,
A true copy of Libel and Order thereon.
3wl0
W.
Attest,
FRYE, Clerk.

At

and in-

NOTICE.

MAINE*
Supreme Judicial Court, April Term,

County,

Sample

\ I.L persons are hereby notified and warned not
to purchase any notes in favor of South Pitts-

the foregoing libel, it is Ordered, That said
libellant cause notice of the pendency of her
libel to be given to said Llewellyn Sukeforth, bypublishing an attested copy of said libel, with this
Order thereon, three weeks successively in the Re-

publican
in said

Store.

Jewelry

Critchett & Francis.

Russett

B.

ON

VERY CHEAP AT

FKNCKS.

Neat, cheap, ornamental, durable.

Eliza Sukeforth and made
the truth of the foregoing statement by her
before me.
JOHN (1REELY,
Justice of the Peace.

STATE

HERVEY'S

Hdsit/rss

il (U shin'* K>>!n'\

Complexion !

The

Personally appeared

signed,

nits fit

B O Y

marriage, has treated her with extreme cruelty, has
often kicked her and thrown things at her and abused
her iu divers ways and treated her with shameful
and indecent language, and has threatened her life
and made her life miserable, and put her in such fear
she had to leave him and he refuses to furnish her
with any support for her or their child, and she has
always had to support herself and child lor more
than three years, and he has fre iiiently accused her
of illicit intercourse with other persons, which is
utterly false and untrue; and in 1*70 he left the
State of Maine, and the does not know where innow is, although she has made diligent inquiry to
ascertain.
Wherefore she prays that she may be divorced
from the bonds of matrimony existing between her
and her said husband, and she avers that such divorce would be reasonable and proper, conducive to
domestic harmony, and consistent with the peace
and morality of society.
ELIZA SI.lvEF<>K I'll.
to

At

further

Liberty, in the County
of Waldo, respectfully libels and gives this
Honorable Court to be informed that on the 20th day
of March, 1808, at Washington, in the County ol
Knox, she was lawfully married to Llewellyn Sakeforth, and that she has had by him two children, one
now deceased, the other, Herbert, born May tirst,
1872, now living; and she has always behaved her
self towards her husband as a devoted and faithful
wife, yet the said Llewellyn Sukeforth, regardless of
his marriage vows and duty since their said inter-

oath

liilili/ts,

ShftH/iS. J)(

At

To the Honorable Justices of tin* Supreme Judicial
Court next to be holden at Belfast on the third
Tuesday of April, inst.

April 11th,

f/il/ts,

T-

-Av

State of Maine.

ss.

lh)UV

o :

FALL HATS! Boot & Shoe Line

think proper.

Waldo,

Clothing, Trunks, Barrels. Boxes,&c.

Every thing

W.
Attest,
FBYF., Clerk.
Copy of petition and Order of Co irt.
W. fi. 1 BYF, Clerk.
Attest,

IjILIZA

1877.

IV E5 "W

Ordered, that notice of the time, place and purposes
of the Commissioners’ meeting aforesaid, be given
to all persons and Corporations interested, bv serv
ing an attested Copy of said Petition with this Order
thereon, upon the Clerk of the town of Frankfort,
and by posting up the same in three public places in
said town, and by publishing the same in the Bepublican .Journal, a public newspaper published in said
County; said publication anil each of the other
notice’s to be thirty days before the time appointed
for said view, that ail may appear and be heard if

they

Ornamental,
M A i;hi n«,

ol;

CRITCHETT & FRANCIS.

1877.

ON

missioners shall

and

-C-'

STATE OF MAINE.
Waldo, ss. County Commissioners’ Court, August
Term, A. I>. 1N77.
the foregoing petition, Ordered, That the
County Commissioners meet at the dwellinghouse of J. B. Kingsbury, in Frankfort, on Thursday the eleventh day of October next at ten o’clock
A. M., and them e proceed to view the route set
forth in the petition, immediately after which at
some convenient place in the vicinity, u heating of
the parties and their witnesses will be had, and such
further measures taken in the premises, as tin-Com

Hats, Bonnets,

*.*

25 cent bottle will convince you of its merits.
Don’t delay another hour after reading this, but go
and get a bottle, and your relief is as certain as you
live. Will you do it, or will you continue to suf
fer ( Think for yourself.
Professor Parker’s Pleasant Worm Syrup is per
fectly safe and extremely palatable. No physic ret f ID*.
quired. Costs 25 cents. Try it.

M IKK! II,

r

$500 IN TROTTING PREMIUMS.

Questions,

Are you a despondent sufferer from Sick Headache
Habitual Costiveness. Palpitation of tin*
Heart' Have ton Dizziness of the Head.' Is
Does your
Nervous
your
System depressed
Have you a < migh
Blood circulate badly
Low
Coming up of the food after eating Ac..
Spirits
Ac.
All of these and much more are tin* directresults of Dyspepsia. Liver Complaint and Indi
gestion. (ikeens Arr;i:sT Flo aver is now ac
knowlodged by all Druggists to bo a positive cun*.
2,100.000 bottles Avere given UAvny in the C. S.
through Druggists to the people as a trial. Two
doses Avill satisfy any person of its Avondcrful quality in curing all forms ot Indigestion. Sample
bottles 10 ets. Regular size 7Acts. Sold positive
by all first class Druggists in L. S.
Sold by R. 11. Moody. Belfast ; kittridge. Rock
laud ; Fletcher. Camden : Smith A’ Sons. Searsport :
Robinson, Thomaston : also to be found in Waldo
boro and Bucksport.

\

Searsport, Maine.

"it

Hervey’s Jewelry Store.

Pungencies.

Yourself These

buy

cannot fail to be suited at

No. 1. l’urse of $-’0o for‘J.40 class. $00,
No. '1. l’urse of $.500, open to all. $150,
So thoroughly does Hunt's It km coy brace
up
amt strengthen the constitution that Kidney,
bladder and Urinary Diseases, are promptly cur
ed. Ill:NT'S Rkmkoy eures (iravel. Stone or fa!

Pure Scotch Pebbles !
T

lelinc

ing elsewhere.

last Attained.

Hinit't-mitking at

III FUN NOW I N I SK.
SIMPSON

Adapted to all ages and conditions of the ey«

to call and examine his Stock

I

purchased the Patent Wight to uinnii|I f~AVlN<J
1. fact nr*- and sell the above (hum in Waldo,
Knox, Lincoln mil Sagadahoc t'ounties, \ve take
pleasure in ottering it to I >airynn u, in lull con tide nee
ihut it has no rival and is lllMONI.A PFKFFd "I

Concave, Convex, Perriscopic,
Bifocal and Tinted Glasses

THE-

t

ill

CJI I1IR JNT! FRENCH KID WALKING SHOES

mi

A terrible railroad accident happened
Wednesday. A steamboat
excursion arrived at the wharf, and as the
Lowell special train was backing down
Pennsylvania pier, insufficiently attended ami without any headlight, it ran into
the crowd, instantly killing Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Swazey of Salem, residing at No.
•‘ill St. Peter street, mangling their bodies
in a terrible manner. Wilbur P. Swazey,
their son, aged IS years, had a shoulder dislocated, and Miss Rachel Gilford,
a sister of Mrs. Swazey. was sn terribly
injured that she died at midnight.

1

THE EUREKA!
I III ONLY PMIIFi

purchase goods

this kind will find it for their advantage

I

Notice.
B. B. BRYANT'S Singing School,

CAPS

-A N L>-

Sftrt‘i! Jhr'il

Proposals

received 1 is Spring Stock of

HALTS,

Prosit Toomrinds, put up in. Sm/ ir, hie
ptv Ih.'jh'sli Pirklrd Ln>tr<. X> tr York

Atctsta, Sept. I. The onh political
for Sewer.
demonstration ol the present campaign
will In- received at the Cit y Clerk’s
took place in this city to-night, it
being
office until Saturday, Sept. 1st, at 1J M., for
PROPOSALS
the visit of the Zoiun e companies of Portbuilding the sewer from the end of the new liriek
j Sewer on Spring street to the Sewer on lront street.
land and Brunswick to extend a compliSAILED.
Plans and Specilications may be seen at the City
mentary serenade to I Ion. Joseph II. Wil(H'.n.B. FFBdSii.N,
Aug. Unth, sehrs. Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, i Clerk’s office.
liams, Democratic candidate for Gover- Koudou!. New 3 ork; A. W. LJlis, Ferguson,
<’hairman <Don. on Boad
Brook
1S'.*7.
lw’.'
Belfast, Aug.
nor.
A street parade and torchlight pro- lyn, New York; Nathan Clifford, Holmes from
St. John, N. B., Ned Sumpter, Warren,
Bangor
cession was had. after which the Zouaves Koeklnnd; Allegro,
Maynard, Macliias.
inarched to the residence of Mr. Williams
Aug. Ulst, bark Homeward Bound, Pendleton,
who greeted them with a speech of wel- < liariestou, S. C.. schr. S. J. Gilmore, Sylvester,
Northport, to haul up.
come and a banquet.
The speech was
Sept, .‘id, brig. Benj. Carver, Dodge, for New York.
Sept. Uth, schr. Amazon, Bobbins, Bangor.
mainly devoted to a defense of his interAt the Baptist Vestry, commences .Tfloiiilav Kv<*
pretation of the second plank in the Demfiept. I«. 1*33, at 7 1-T o’clock, and will continue
ocratic platform, which he claims does
twenty evenings. Those wishing to take private
Tenement to Let.
lessons in vocal culture, will please consult Mr.
not mean that President Haves holds his
Bryant.
lower portion of tin new j
office by any fraud on the part of the
:’.w"
Belfast, Aug. \M, 1S77.
-Pj'MIK
house lately moved and rebuilt
Electoral Commission. S. <’. Andrews of u\ uu- nii.miihui, A
can .'mti.
r.\ er yi mug new,
Portland responded.
The Zouaves re- clean ami convenient. Applv to
MILTON F. CARTER.
turned home at midnight on a special
Belfast, S» pt. **, lS77.--i\vlO
train.

O-

The Host in lTse.

readily with Starch, hot or cold. Fiv\ outs*
“blistering" and the iron .'ticking. Saves two:
t;. live percent of labor and starch.

At Critchett & Francis.

o

C. W. HANEY
Has just

('oral ines

Button

Look!! Look!!!
-C:

KINDS.

Brilliant White

SON.,

BELFAST.

OK

CON FECTIONERY
OK ALL

St.,

39 Main

Look!

KINDS

G.

at Salem on

J. 0. THOMPSON Jc

Citron, Sago, Chocolates, Macaroni,
Sago, Tapioca, &c.

ROUND HATS

&c,

Dried and Green.

Pepper-sauce. Ketchup, Horseradish, j

Eddy, Kyder, Salem ; Banner, 31 at hows, do A!
nomak, Clark, New York; Lillian, Kyan. Boston;
Malabar, Holloway, Portsmouth, N. 11.; brig Benj.
Carver, Dodge, Bangor for New York.
Sept. 1st, schr. Hattie, Gilehrest, New York.
Sept. 4th, schr. Empire, Kyan, Boston.
Sept. 5th, schr. Jachin, Ge’tchell, Kondout, N. Y.

Ware,

sum AS

-A.1N) ID

Newport

at our

Wooden Ware. Feathers,

Fancy Groceries,

BONNETS

High

other goods

bought

Iilass Preserve Jars.

-I N-

22

some

China and Glass

Crockery.

linttir, /»;.•/■//>*. ,(v.

Vt., .Sept. :!.
A most affecting scene occurred last night at about
• i o’clock, on a
place owned by I lean " days.
Walker ami occupied by Dana Boyd, hail'
In Appleton, Aug. g'Gth, Sarah .Mabel, daughter of
Deo. 11. and Josephine A. Seavers, of Lawrence,
a mile south of liarstaml Three Corners.
aged lu months.
While the neighbors were attending a 3Iass.,
In (Appleton, Aug. goth, Mary, relict ol the late
in
the seliooihouse, two children Wm. Finnekin, aged 7> vears.
meeting
In Brooklyn, N. Y., Aug. J 7111, suddenly of disease !
ot Mr. Boyd. aged 5 and 7
years, were of the brain, Mr. William N.
of Kockland,
let! at the house, 'taking some matches aged gl years and 1 month. Armitage,
In Searsinont, Aug. Gist, Nancy, widow of the
they went to the barn, accidentally late
Thomas J. Craig, aged 71 years, 4 mo. and 14
dropped a match on the hay, and in a days.
In Portland, Aug. Dili, Addie L., daughter of
few moments ii was all a blaze. The
oldest hoy escaped and run for help, but Eerdenand and Fida P. Dodge aged 10 years, n mo. |
--———————
|
before succor could be obtained it was
SHIP MEWS.
impossible to enter the burning building.
The father frantically clung to his eldest
PORT OF BELFAST.
boy, while the mother was almost crazed
AKKIYED.
with grief, and their child perished in the
Aug. Until, schrs. 1). K. Arey, Pattershall, Boston;
Haines before 1 heir eyes.
Cameo, Stover, do; Earl, Pattershall, do;
lvro.
Hart, do; Trade Wind, Gray, New York; Orion,
Patterson, do.
Governor Williams Serenaded.
Aug. Ulst, schrs. Amazon, Bobbins, Boston; Wm.

Assortment

Store at LOW PKK'LS.

DLALKK IX

ALSO DKALKli

i

Complete

our

FURNITURE, CASKETS SC,

CIGAR MANUFACTURER

We have all the Late Novelties

.,

Six Floors. Itavinu nearly

floor-room:

In addition to

At Critchett 6c Francis.

AGAIN

or

of

22 CHOICE PLUG TOBACCO!

22

in Belfast.

set'll

r>ltf

SCOTCH

AND

OF

EIGHT THOUSAND SQUARE FEET

hand.

BOY’S

CHEAP COUNTER

STOCK

We now occupy the whole of Two Larue

of

FRED. W.POTE.

the

not, call

FURNITURE!

the dull times, I shall endeavor to
such, that all may be able to pur-

Belfast, June •.'<), is??.

A. D. CHASE’S.

DIED.

In Searsport, July gGth, Mrs. June, wile of ilie
late Wheelright Stevens, a_-ed Go years.
In Searsport, Aug. Gist, William Stapl es, aged Sr,
years, U months and
days.
In Ellsworth, Aug. gist, Mary A., wife of (i. W.
T. Higlit, aged 05 years.
In Kockland, Aug. goth, Thomas II son of Thomas
II. and Harriet Diilant, aged J months.
In Kockland, Aug. g(ith, George F., sou of Henry
ami Corinda Nichols, aged 4 months.
In Kockland, Aug. goth, Lewis 31. aged U months,
17 days, and Aug. g71h, Lulu May, aged J months, Is
da\ s, twin children of D. L. and'Orbine Johnson.
In Kockland, Aug. J7th, Stephen Frost, aged GU
years, 1 month and gl days.
in Kockland, Aug. g7th, Tlmmas 3rcKe»ney, aged
U7 years.
In Kockland, Aug. ggd, 3Iary E., daughter of Tim
otliy and Virginia Callahan, aged g months.
In Kockland, Aug. glth, .Maud 31., daughter of
Charles and Emma Haskell, aged 1 year, u months
and g day s.
In Soutn Thomaston, Aug. g(>th, .Mary C., wife of
Capt. llenj. L. Haskell, aged .".0 years, 0 months and

AXD

OE

make iny prices
chase.
I shall be at my SALOON myself, and shall be
pleased to see iny friends and the P»bl ic at all times.

may the next

forget

LINE

F. B. SWIFT

of Sharon.
In Rockland, Aug. 27th, Mr. AJvah Clark and Miss
Nellie E Fleming, both of Rockland.

obit nary notires, beyond the Date Xu me, and
must be paid for. J

day.you

shall make

Remembering

whether

one.

or

found in the city.

A full line of each

a

purchase

LARGEST STORE!

Cigars, Tobacco & Smokers Artcles

If you can’t find what you

$4.50a5.00
$3.00a3.50
$1.25

BEST

THE

to

and examine the
Styles.

>rder in all

<

CONFECTIONERS !
1

READY SALE!

40
:;o
4u5
lu
75a 1.00

M A RRI F. F>

(

Exchange.

that will insure

season

Ice Creams, Cake, Lemonade, Pop
and Spruce Beers.

On this Counter will be placed GOODS of various kinds,

$6.00a7.0t>

Lamb

o

Pork

at

to be

2u0n
oaO
loull
14alN
15uis
10al5
OoaOO
OOaOO
$ 12.00a 15.00

Mut on
Lamb

wishing

OYSTERS

FANCV

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for the Journal
ByC. H. Sargent,No bMainStreet.
Flour
$2.5Gall.50 Corned Beef
Corn Meal

all kinds in their

Street,

Would like to have every

BERRIES

Served to

The Ladies’

39 Main

Nuts, Raisins and Figs.

O-

Of

4 l-2a6 l-2c per lb.

prices 6 l-4c per lb.

:o:

Fruits, Foreign & Domestic,

A New Institution commenc-

and Lambs—None offered in market for

■.VhiteVlllieat/C’ yV7>X0at
Barley Foodk^jV7e;7

|

-O

sale, those from the West and Maine being taken dito the Abattoir to be slaughtered.
Northern
Sheep and Lambs sold dull at prices rangiug from
Fat

thoroughly,

A. D. CHASE’S

rect

in market.

would give notice that I have leased the SALOON
PI LUCK’S BLOCK, and having refitted it
in an attractive manner, shall keep constantly on’ hand

I in

them has been dull. We have not noticed any sales.
Store Cuttle—Not much call for Stores, most of
the small Cattle that are in a fair condition
being
bought up to slaughter. We quote yearlings $lla
16; two year olds $18u27; three year olds $25a45 per
head.
Milch Cows—Extra $55a25; ordinary at $25u50.
Most of the Cows offered in market for sale are of a
common grade. Good Cows usually sell quick at fair

BREAKFASTCEREALS

Speaking

Havin,r completed the additions and improvements to their

-O-O-

Brighton Hides 7 l-2aSo per lb; Brighton Tallow
6c per lb.
Country Hides 7a? l-2c per lb; Country
fallow 5c per lb. Call skins llalOc per lb; sheared
Sheep Skins 60a?5c; Lamb Skins 60a?5c each.
Working Oxen—The supply of Working Oxen
brought into market for several weeks past has been
larger than the demand requires, and the trade for

men

Windsor.

UBiraisa,
New
Saloon!
CHEAP COUNTER

a4 75.

our

Fatal Result of Playing with Matches.

Market.

Wednesday, August 20.
Arrivals of stock at market—Cattle
3163; Sheep
and Lambs 1640; Swine
7030; number Western
Cattle 2512; Eastern Cattle 326; Milch Cows and
Northern Cattle 225.
Prices of Beef Cattle per 100 lbs, live weight—Extra quality $6 75a? 50; lirst
quality $6 25ad 02 1-2;
second quality $5 ?5a0 12 1-2; third quality 84 75a5 62
1-2; poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bull.-*, &c., $3 50

Fokt Faikkielu, Aug. 27, 1877. Our
little village has during the past week
been called upon to record two very sad
and latal casualties. Tuesday night, 21st
inst., a bright and intelligent lad of eleven
years died after a brief illness, and with
symptoms that indicated foul play. Close
upon this sad event came the report that
one

Cattle

passenger car pitched into the channel
—I X—
where the water was 15 feet deep. The
next car was plunged under this, telescoping with it, and the next telescoping half
through both. The sleeping car did not
AND all the NOVELTIES of the SEASON.
go into the wreck, and its occupants escaped. Most of the killed were in the car
in front of the sleeping car.
The scene at the time of the accident is
AMERICAN
described as terrific. The rain fell in torThe New town Hall at Aver. This elegant
rents, accompanied by wind, lightning
structure is now complete.
In beauty of design it
and violent thunder; the lights were exsurpasses anything of the kind in the State. Con
and
the
scene of terror ensustructed of brick and dark marble, it is as nerma
tinguished,
Meal.
ing can hardly he imagined. The men lie at as it is charming. Tile English architects
who were not injured and could get out, have adorned it in subdued colors, Avhicli please
Maizelia.
without tiring tin* eye.
Dr. J. C. Ayer built and
went to work at once to rescue the living
gave it to the town in acknowledgement of the
Yerv tlesiruble for FA U 1 I. i l-.S.! 5 J JTE LS. 11 OSand wounded. They had to go a mile to distinction tliev conferred upon him in taking his imtAls. a S Y i. J VS
io;is for ehil
it
i.
While Wheat
1 i.* d*i*^
Iren, and al! Sii I !*}’! V<;.
name. Although it is a generous gift, still the hearty
to
them
hut
axes
get
out,
they
chop
Barl.-v Food uu : <.i! n
v t»»u s ui ri I iouts the
worked heroically, and by daylight, hail good Avishes of a Avhole people are of greater value, Wosi EuhU> iH •!!•.' 1 Mi.d V,! lalnble. the
and the generous donor has doubtless secured
thoroughly eooked
ll(H Eeoiioini ■:;
rescued most of the wounded. There them,
t, >-deated, will
by our paten' sie-on pr«
[tiroton (Mass.) Journal.
hi
prepared for tn«
till
rhinute-.
keep
were many pitiful scenes.
One mother
I or sale by all lirsttable In t wenty minutes i■oiiiu,
class grocers and t.> 1 lie trad** •
was killed between two children who esThink for Yourself.
caped unhurt. The dead were brought
Thousands lead miserable lives, sullbring from Tbe Cereals Manufacturing Co.^
here on a train at 11 o’clock. Some of the dyspepsia, a disordered stomach and liver, produe
18 COLLEliE 1*1.ACE, N. Y.__
wounded came with them. The officers ing biliousness, heartburn, eostiveness, Avcakness.
of the road were at the wreck all day, irregular appetite, low spirits, raising food after
eating and often ending in fatal attacks of fever.
caring for the dead and wounded. About They know they aresick. vet get little svnipathv.
The unfailing remedy, Avliich is yearly restoring
forty persons were injured.
thousands, is DaCosta s Radical Cure sold by W. D.
A. J. Jordan,
Poor A- Son. sole agents for Belfast..
Tragedy in the State Prison.
agent for Bucksport.

War.

of the sentiment, “The hand
that rocks the cradle, rocks the world,” a
Southern paper says: “In this section
that hand belongs to a colored girl, and
we don’t believe that sentiment.”

in that

lamps

Sad

[Correspondence

j

view can be hail until the
tied that the applicant is

employer has become satis,
likely to meet the require

nients.

Belfast, Aug. 15, 1*77.

7tf

PICKLES—all brands,JARS PICKLES
Fresh for 10 Cents.

White Corn Flour.
A

Shawl, Lace, Bar

CUFF PINS!
Gold Plated and Celluloid Coral.
NEW

STYLES.

PRICES
At HERVEY’S

LOW!
Jowolry Store.

Large Assortment of

Groeories, Wooden & Papor Ware,
Fruits and Confectionery.
A Gooil Trade in

Coffees and Teas!
ALL KINDS FISH TACKLE.

HOURS, LINKS,

uc„

-AT-

Geo. G. Well’s New
No. 13 High St.,

Variety Store,

BELFAST, ME.

A

Mere* M$rniii&s.

Few

The bkeiaioa in the Shaft

M AiiY CI.EMME& AMES.

! V

lew more mornings,
yet a. few more mornings.
V* e 11 watch the light's low
dull and gray;
A few more mornings, and we’ll
murmur
rI o those who love us, Tis our latest
1- mm veai v brows will fall the life-worn mask,
v

dawning
faintly
day.’

i

tired hands will

rom

drop

the half-done task.

A tew more
mornings, but a few more mornings
O'hi-rs
y ill take the work that we laid down :
^ ill lift it where we left in the shadows:
i1 '• bear its cross, perchance will wear the crown

sighed fur. toiled for. all our fleeting hours—
The crown of crowns, that never could be ours.

A_

more mornings ! Amid distant
They who come after us will
say
W here now the labor of those
before
tew

dawnings.

softly

gone
The recompense of all their burdened
day !
1
hey are not missed where thev were* always
All life moves on as if
had
not
been.'
they

us.

seen.

\ few more
mornings! Still will be forever
The heart that thrills
with love's dear pain.
Its
done. All done the long endeavor.
1 lie far-out
of the
brain.

today

sullering

yearning

lofty

Micro 11 he in the low house where we lie down
uo love, no hate, no
dreaming of renown.

A few more morns!
>o sweet, so brief
W hv cry for love

Twill all be told, our story
war with changeless fate \
H'hv spend our strength for

Why

glory!

^ by
pray t<> God with prayer importunate
IM' centuries go: we stiii must come aud
pass
l>ui as the shadows on the summer

grass.

A few more morns!
1 he earth will wear

Again, again in beauty
the splendor of her springs.
While we within the universe of spirits
Will wander somewhere among viewless things.
Where'er it be, in all the heaven of air.
We still must see our human home is fair
^ ondrous must God's
gift to compensate
1 r all \v»* miss within our human fate.

Jewels of

Thought

:

and Devotion.

One of the saddest mysteries brought to light
for years was almost literally unearthed in Crawford county, Michigan, a few* days ago. and in the
most singular manner possible. Win. 11. French,
a
Pittsburg dry goods clerk, and Fairweather Mar
tin of Chicago*, old schoolmates, were hunting and
exploring through that part of the state, and tak
ing a vacation. On the evening of the 7tli iust..
French shot a turkey which came near their camp.
The bird was wounded, and could not liy away,
but half flew and half ran along on the ground be
fore him. He had not followed it over 200 feet
from the camp when he found himself going down
into the bowels of the earth. In the uncertain
light of evening he had fallen into an old shaft or
pit. having a mouth only three or four feet across,
and almost concealed l\\ weeds and hushes, and
being, as was afterwards ascertained by tape line
measurement, twenty seven feet deep.
When
French went down he bumped from side to side,
and landed all in a heap at the bottom, elbow
skinned, knees battered, and the rest of his bodv
pretty well shaken up. The bottom <>f the j.i't
was much larger than the mouth,
being almost ten
feet from side to side. It had been dug out as if
men had sunk a shaft down that far. and then
started out to dig drifts. The soil was verv hard,
and in some places the shaft had been cut through
rock.
It may be imagined that the clerk was not loin:
in raising an alarm, but the depth of the pit so
muzzled his voice that his
companion, had a long
seach to locate him.
While this hunt was going
on. French discovered that he had
company down
then*. It was so dark that he could see nothing,
and lie was prevented from knowing the size of
the pit. After finding that he had no broken
bones, lie felt about him a little, and laid his hand
on what he scon knew to be a human skeleton,
and a musty odor at once tilled his nostrils. II is
yells for assistance were no doubt considerably increased by this discovery, and when assisted* out
of the pit by means of the strong line carried with
the camp equipage, lie was in no mood for joking.
It was decided to make an examination of the
place by daylight, and. when morning came. .Martin was lowered down the shaft. The bushes wen
cut away from the mouth to give him light, and
enough liltered down to enable him ti» see everv

thing.
m*re was a sKeieton

So many loud tics hold us
here,
So much hath earth to
give.
W '• often say with thankful hearts.

Tis sweet to live.
many are the treasures lost
Heaven only can restore.
\\ e sometimes think't were better far
*
To live; no more.

So

Tw«» lives are ours : tin* earthly
way
Is with the
heavenly blent
Between two worlds that share our love
<

Se

fur

days

Sdent deeds

Hop.'

are

by

better than

unprofitable
memory

words.
its twi

people are like eggs—too full of themselves
bol l anything else.

A go id
>peak ill

nothing.
1 la
mm-li.

word is

easy obligation, hut not to
requires only our silence, which com
an

who does nothing don't amount t »
It makes but little difference whether he
.1 millionaire or
pauper, lie is only a stagnant
pool- without energy enough to start a ripple.
man

be heart that is fullest of good words hath n
at least
room lor Satan's
temptation. Everv
promise in the Bible is thine to strengthen, quick
•n and encourage
thy heart. [ Bunyun.
1

easy in the world to live after the world's
it is easy in solitude to live after
your
own
but the great man. is he who in the midst
of the crowd, keeps with perfect sweetness the in
dependence of solitude. [Emerson.
It

is

"pinion:

Philosophy is

a bully that talks
very loud when
damrer is at a distance, but the moment she is
hard pressed by the enemy she is not t.. lw* found
at her post, but leaves the brunt of her battle l"
b»- borne by her humbler, but steadier comrade,

the

religion.

[Poitou.

It was prettily devised of
vKsop. the tly sat upon
the axle tree ot'the eliarioT wheels, and said. “What
a dust do I raise!''
So are there some vain per
sons, that whatsoever goeth alone or moveth
upon
"eater means, it they had never so little hand in
it. they think it is they that carry it. [Bacon.

Is there any joy greater than that which is exone person when he
helps another
There are some men so low down that
person
it is said
cannot
bear to have tlie smell oi
they
Heir clover go into the hiiruway tor fear that other
folks will get something that
belong to them with
out paying lbr it : there are some men who are
'aid to begrudge bees the honey which thev take
trom their (lowers without leaving
anything be
hind: hut that is doubtless imaginary. A man
vhos** heart does not
respond to an act of dointr
good or giving happiness is no longer a man. He
has passed the line of manhood, and should be
ranked among beasts.

perienced by

a^spiders

Hid you ever see an insect light on
w.-b and watch the
process of his imprisoment l
Mie thread is thrown over him here and another
there. He is caught, but he can yet use his wines
ami for the most
his feet." But the
•

part

spider

runs down and with his
long legs strikes one
thread across him on this side and another on
that and if you stand and watch you will lind
that his limbs are bound. And by*and by he is
wrapped up so that he cannot stir. And then the
stroke i' given which infuses poison into him. and
that kills him.
Lite is a great web; and if a man rushes
upon
it. and breaks right and left, and is careless of
Hu* harm that lie does to others, the retribution
of Providence follows him: and those whom he
has otfended turn against him: and one throws a
thread over him here and another there, and he
laughs at them: but let him not ridicule them,
for enough of them will hold a giant.
And a man
who has a contemptuous indifference to his fellow
mmi. a supremo disregard for their
rights, for years
’•11 years and years, begins to find that the wheels
! iiis allairs grow
heavy. Nobody trusts him.
■•verybody hinders him: and he sits down and
I have found out that this is a
Miys.
depraved
world.’
Yes. but tin* world found out that vou
wen* a depraved man lirst.
"1 have found "out
that
nobody will help a man who is not pros
porous." Yes. but when you were in prosperity
I find that a man
; «ui did not help anybody.
may have friends it he only has money." Yes.
mi’ when you had
money you wen? not a friend
nanybody who had it not. If you want friends
'-i'll must be
friendly. This sellish disregard of
''tilers' rights and others' welfare is that at which
Hu* whole force of the denunciations of the
go*
Indifference to everybody 'but
pel an* aimed.
themselves is one reason why men do not succeed
oi practical life.
By that indifference thev bring
tie* prejudices anil dislikes of The comniunitv upon t!lelll.
<'ii the other hand, a man who
keeps about him
ce*ar atinosphi-re of benevolence, and lives in
Hie true spirit of the
which
g««pel.
says, "Look
n-'i
every man on his own tilings, but every man
H'o on the things of others." and is concerned for
ie
prosperity of those who are around about him.
and is m.t swallowed up in his own
prosperit.v—
ie- is gradually i cing
prepared for prosperity and
Mtccess in life.
| Beecher.

Who

is

Osman

iter

arms

Pasha

over

the

washboard, she

‘‘This is the third time that John Henry’s
played this tiling on me. This means lie’ll
be home by ten to-night ;is drunk as a
lord. None of your sympathy here.” And
tins committee heat a retreat at the end
of a broomstick.

Great

pull-backs.”

Granite

BELFAST,

GOLLSNS VOLTAIC PLASTER

Guht rie spoke of a shipbuilder who
paid him the greatest compliment by
saying: “During the preaching of most
ministers, be they short >>r long, generally contrive in my own mind to lay
the keel and build the ship from stem
to stern, hut during your sermon I cannot

[>r.

Jay

a

single plank.”

I'ATKNTKI),

ACTI

MANl

Middletown

MAINE.

fcpring*,

Vt.

Parties who wish to purchase machines that have
proved to be superior to all others, will do well to
send for circular and descriptive price list, which will
be forwarded upon application, free.

BEN HAZELTINE.
Belfast, Dec. 22, 187G.—28tf

DRUG STORE!
Of all kinds.

large

A

O. F.
Land

Agent,

IT

market.

In the

R., OMAHA,

cure
man

See. For

it is also

a

ROOFING SLATE.
A. WK LIB I'll Ac CO., Mate Wharves,
5SO Commercial *»., KoMon, Sole
Agents
lor Merrill’s Celebrated Brownville Unlading Slate.
Strongest, and best made; less repairs than others;
received the highest Centennial award, a medal ana
diploma. Sold by the square or cargo at Bangor or
Boston. Also all other kinds of slate and roofing
materials. Address A. W. & Co., Boston, or If. A.
Merrill, Bangor, Me.

$4.00.

At

kept

can

in

a

first-class

Drug Store

be found at

R. H. MOODY’S.

JUST RECEIVED
OF

A FULL LINE

PURE SPICES!
Strictly

Warranted

Pure and to
faction.

give entire satis-

DR. R. MOODY'hS Vegetable Bitters the best in
the market.

Reader's German Catarrh Snuff.
The only reliable Catarrh Remedy.
A full Stock of Wax Flower Material. Physician’s
Prescription and Family Receipts carefully com-

pounded.

PR. PI.

MOODY,

ly28

of Main and High Sts.

Corner

Corn! Corn!!
6,500

Prime

Bushels

Corn!

Yellow

.lust received and for sale Low at Lane’s Wharf.

A. M. CARTER.
miss i: s

Croquet Slippers
At CJUTCJIFTT <!'• FBAKCJS.

VESTS!
receiving large quantities
of large vests, which
I and quantities
have made
am

now

speedily

as

as

possible.

VE*T-HAK EH*
at

good prices at my store.

Belfast,

June

Critchet&Francis.

PROBATE
Sponges, &c., &e.

obtain work

GEO. A. QUIMBY.
51tf

20, 1877.

Do Not

can

of VESTS,
I wish to

Your

Buy

Until you have Called

CR1TCHETT &

on

FRANCIS,

(Ilayford Block,)

Goods

are

Selling

ever

offered,

Lowest
JUST

the Best
and at

Prices!

T

the Honorable
of Waldo.

o

T.AKG K

LOT

IT'

same.

CANNED

GOODS!

INCLUDINO

Peaches, Pears, Quinces, Pine
FREES. BOSTON BA BED 11EA NS.
FRESH A FREES. ,1C.

Fresh

TA M A BINDS put up in

B.

SWIFT,

37 Main Street.

tff

MEN'S

FineGoatSlippers
CRITCHETT & FRANCIS

Notice.
ALBION DRAKE,
Center

June

25, 1877.

Lineolnville.

52

o.a.pilT1*. A. CILOOK EK, has sold his interest in
the drug lusiness at Augusta, Me., and resumes his practice at Searsmout Village, where he
will be pleased to meet old friends and patients in
that part of the country.
2

NOTICE.
persons indebted to the firm of Ron kins &
Klowkks will save cost
set tling before Sept.
15th next, as all accounts will be left with an attorney after that date. All accounts can bo set tied with
Emerson Robbins at the store of E. Sc L. L. Robbins.
ROBBINS Sc FLOWERS.
Belfast, Aug. 20, 1877 —2w*8

ALI.

by

Something

CATARRH REMEDY,

Catarrh or Cold in the Head. 25 cents per Box.
Agents wanted in all parts of the country. Address
or circular J. J. PEAVEY, Washington, Me.
3ro51*
W. O. POOR & SON, Ats., Belfast.

HAWAIIAN

cures

Resilience, flisircli St.

MAINE

-_-

X. B.—Particular attention given to Surgery and
Female Diseases of long standing.
4fr#’lfe may be found in his office every Friday
and Saturday of each week.
Other
devoted
to Surgical operations and visiting patients residing
in the country, etc.
Iy34

EMERY

BOARDMAN,
AND

Notary Public,

No. 23 Main Street,
April 4, 1877.

BELFAST. ME.

F.

A. GREER,
Attorney & Counsellor at Law.
Xo.

AT

Main Street, (overt II. S;t:yeiit’- store.I
0m4
BELFAST, MAINE.

It'

E

('

at

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
th<* County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
August, A. D. 1877.

Attorney

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered. That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy of said petition, with this or.hr thereon, to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal,

No. ll> Main

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday ol
August, A. L)., 187 7.
LI A < 1 LK LA Administ ratrix of the estate of
Robert <’. Gilkey, late of Searsport, in said
County of Wahlo, <1.-ceased, having presented her
first and linul account of Administration for allow-

G.

S' h'derod, *1 hat lie said Administratrix give noticeto
all persons inf.-rested by causing a copy of this order
to

be

published

f hree weeks

successively

in the Re.

publican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tm-Mlav
of September next, at ten of the clock before noon',
and shew cause, if any they have, why the same
should not he allowed.
PHILO III RSLY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. I*. Fiki.d, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
August, A. I). 1877.
L BRIDGE G. BUR RILL, named Executor in a
J certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Anisha W. Burrill, late of
U aldo, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
presented said will for Probate.
Ordered, That the said Elbridge give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order
to be published three weeks successively ii the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that thev may
appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday
of September next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
PHILO UERSEY, Judge.
A true copy, AttestB. P. Fiklh, Register.

ITT

TITHE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
JL concerned that lie lias been duly appointed and
taken upon himsell the trust of Administrator of
the estate of

PENDLETON,late of Lincoluvillc,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, bv giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all
persons

who arc indebted to said deceased's estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any de
mauds thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
ROBERT AY. PERRY.
r

E.

Non-Resident Taxes.

Non-Resident Taxes.
the town of Prospect, County of Waldo, for the
year 1*70. The following list of taxes on real estate ot non-resident owners in the town of Prospect for tl e year 1870, in bills committed to Win. II.
< linn, coll -ctor of said town, on the 12th
day ol May,
1*70, has oeeii returned hy him to me as renwiining
unpaid on the 8th day of May, 1*77, l»y bis certiticate
of that date, and now remain unpaid, and notice is
hereby given that if tin- said taxes and interest and
charges are not paid into the treasury of said town,
within eighteen months from tin- date of the commitment of said hill, so much of the said real estate
taxed, as will be sufficient, to pay the amount due
therefor, including interest and charges, will without further notice, he sold at public auction, at
tin- store of Mudgett. & Libby, in said town, on the
•jnth day of November, 1*77, at two-o’clock in tinafternoon. N. B. Here follows tin-list, it
being tinsame made hy the collector to the treasurer:
Value,
Tax.
Waldo Co. Crunite Co. No.
of Acres Lund 25,
$1,000
Waldo Co. (iranite Co. No.
of Houses 1,
.25
Waldo Co. (Iranito Co. No.
of Shops 1,.
.50
Waldo Co. (iranite Co. No.
of Wharf 1,
.50 $1125
$10.25
Boston & Maine (iranito Co.
No.of Acres of Lund 12 1-2,
175
2.01
Theo. Batchelder. No. of
Acres of Land 7,
.42
Theo. Batchelder. No. of
Houses 1,
200
Theo. Batchelder. No. of
Barns 1,.
.40
282
4.82
•John Moore. No. of Acres
of Land 8,.
.22
.55
Wm. S. Peabody, or unknown. No. of Acres of
Land 7 1-2,
-40
.09
JOHN F. LIBBY, Treasurer of Prospect.
August 14, 1877.—2 w8

IN

him

FOR WIT.

2ti.

27.
28.
2b.
30.
31.
32
33.
34.
35.

Nervous Debility. Vital Weakner-s, l on
Sore Mouth, Canker,.50
I riuary \\ oak ness, wetting tie- bed, 50
5Painful Periods, or with Spa-ms,
<>
Disease of Heart, palpitations, e».\
Epilepsey, Spasms. St. Vilu-' Dance, 1 no
50
Diphtheria, ulcerated si te throat,
Chronic Congest ions and Eruptions, 5o

TWO

I Me Steamer

everv
Iue-.in\ ami I:
or oil rh-arri'\ ai of : m
?.oo o'clock Pullman Train for P.oston over
Ka-tern Kail Koad for Kocklami, < astiim.
JS. dgwick, Soutl»we-t and liar
Harbor-, Mi ! <• ri
Millbridge, .loin sport and Maeliiaspori.
Ketttr ting— Leave Ma
ThursdayMornings at d :t*»o'clock ton
gas
arriv iug in Portiand saint
ig
Micctinp
Pullman Train am! carl\ morning i-aia-ioi f
and lb- West.
•'
For further particular' in• 411:r■
Clin. !.. !> A' (ieii. Titket Agt.
Kuilroad Whart
1. Cl SIUM,, .Vssi.'tant Manager.
-.

Siitlney-Diseasc, Gravel,.r»«-

..

Belfast. Castino, Brooksviilc & fslesboro.
M.W

r.tj
"in

ilPK

>

11’

and the well known and

PAC IFIC

Lawyer

1 have bought my goods for CASH at a very LOW
figure, and will be enabled to give my customers
better bargains than heretofore.
A saving of from TKN to FIFTKKX per cent can
be made by buying your good at the NLW STORK.
I
nothing in t his paper, but what I can
fulfill at my store at

promise

Belfast, Me.

Patent Vulcanized

Rubber Coated Pipe.
21

perfectly

pure anil

WATER

or Place,
or Case,

leachers,
Popular Preacher.-,

Cooks,
Books;
To ilire

or

!

Basement,
First Floor,
Casement.
To Purchase

Horse,
Mare,
Monkey

or

Pet—

Bear,

Bloodhound or Spit/,
Free from Fits.
To Hire a Hall,
A Tender of Bars,
A Driver of Cars,
An Llegant Carriage,
An Opulent Marriage,
Play, Concert or Ball,

Skates,
Plates;

to gay creatures
Diamonds,
Pearls,
Bings,
Curls,

To sell

healthy article for

PIPES.

By using this piping all risks of s toppage of supply
by rust or poisouing by lead is remoucd. For sale
A. D. FRENCH.
by
40tf
Belfast, April :i, 1877.

Pantaloons,

Hats,

Resplendent

( rav

at-,

Beef;
Financial
t,
Stocks,
Clocks,
Locks,
Socks,
Mutton

or

Rein

Portmanteau

Opening Days

1

or Flounce,
Disease,

A

Cure for

A

handy Valise,

Muslin

Chemise,

Cheese,
leas,
Bees,
Peas ;
prone
To make known
^ our Store,

< >r are

Belfast

Hostelry,
Dry (ioods,
I pholstery,
Picnic.-,
excursion.-.

Knick-Knack-,
Diversion-.
Clothes re nte nude
Inert ase of Trade
Coals, Coke and Wood,
Pictures.

~

Lectures,

Take the advice
Written below

World-Wide Publicity,
Mags,
Bags,
Bags,
Nags,
Dm---Shirts or Collars,
Almighty iKdlars,

<

Houses to Bent,

Russian Turkish War
This trrnml

1

Scent,

new

work

Travel in all thy

'•

Cement,

Bead the advice
Far beyond price
Written below—

Excursions.

Steamer MAY QUEEN leaves
Sunforil Wharf fora trip across the
m. at J.au, aim rriaay a. m.,
nay every mommy
at *.» o’clock, returning the same day, thus alfording
a delightful sail.
W. B. SWAN, Agent.
61tf
Belfast, June JO 1877.

1r the result of Tteeent find "Pvtontries mimed.
It is u lin and

emu

timely hook- the om v one on the sir j.wt—»ml the fust
-tsdliUK one ever published. One A;-< nt Hold 20 copies
<’ lir*t '/mi; an Pier, I (Is in
Ir,
another, 21*. in
'"ir hnrii.s/ini.
Agents, don't mis* this the very liKST chance
fn
,ke m,.n< y
in thr lust fh
in urn.
Now i- ..nr
S. m! r. .r o».r I'vtra Terms to Agents, and n full
tone.
'hi- THtwn: k nnd judirc foi ourselves. Address
v*’11 l*i 'on
A. 1>. Won tiiinuton at Co.. Publishers, Hartford. (Amu.

I io

ADVERTISE IN THE JOURNAL

Bay

ItcontaiiiH full descrii rions ot Southern KuM-lft.Ti.rUey,
!.
;v|0, Urcwr, \«t,« Minor, The Holy l.ami.
llln-tnitcd w ith Vl.'iO line Ku -rivini's This i- the unit/
complete 11 is lory published oi ihe countries involved in Die

store, Tenement,

l ent.
Roman

Savings Bank.

AVK UI.MON 1 IMotli. ir new Banking Boom
in Custom House S.juarc, are prepared to re
reive deposits, placing tlie same on interest on the
lirst days of dune, .July, August and September, and
December, January. Lehrnary and Man'll. Interest
being computed on same, t be first Mondays of Jinn
and IHcember.
Deposits received daily, except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays, f rom *.» to 1J A. M., ami to 4 I*. M
Saturdays Hank doses at 1 J, noon.
AW PA INC L, Brest.
John if. ijrm iiy. Treas.
Belfast June 8th 187-1.
tf

Cash to be Lent.
(’ash to be Spent,

Box,
Pig, Sheep or Ox,
< >r even a Beau,
Then in a trice
or

St.,opposite Kilby St.,Boston

<

wash for their feat arcs.All kind- <d Food
'\ <>rks on I
To huv any odd thing
lieologv,
(>r sell any odd thing ;
Magic, A-troIogy,
Wealth <t Felicitv,
Cats,

Bats,
Mats,
Flats,
Bats,

..t
on

n srim.iniai

To announce;
I louses or Acres,
Butchers or Baker-,

A
a

parka.by mail

“I rt-ourd Mr. i-'..ldy a on.-of t !p
.er,,
sni
ssnil practitiom r- with whom I have had oth
( llAs. MASON,
rial intercom-e.
( oiumissioner of Patents."
“Inv.-ntors cannot employ a person mor>- tru-t
wot hy or more capaldeot -o curing for them an eat h
and favorable «•.nii.1.■ r at ion at th. Patent «»!la
K l >M l N D lil K l\ I late Com. of PatentP.«»> Ion, b-toher ft*, 1>>.
KI»I > N
\..n pro.-ar. d t.. r
IP II
I b-ar sir
I.--.'
mv
tir-t
me, in |x-|o,
patent, stun- tin n v.»u ban
aeteil for and ad\ ise.l un- a an ad r• d of ea -e-. nut
procured many patent-, rei»m and e\t<-n-p n-. 1
iiave oe. a-ionally employ d tin- best a^cnric- in New
York, i'liila 1. Iphiu an t \\ ashiu*'ton, but 1 -id! giv*
nir line,
you almost tin- whole of m\ bu.-iues.-, in
and advi-e other- to cmplov vou.
^ our- truly,
CKOlU.l. 1‘KAl'Kli.
P.oston, .lan'y 1, 1 -T7 lyr‘,’7.

To !.«• Bought,
Silver or < odd.
.Merchandise Sold,
(ioods to Appraise,

Boats,
Votes,
Dress, Skirt

Let,

-| .-r
S< ut

■

Aught

Musical

..f
-.

Patents in tie- l nit.-il state-; ,t|-, ,n .,•« .it
l»rif a in, I-'ranee a ml 111
a
» opiei,;cu n; n>
of the claim-of air Patent I'm i.i-b.-1 by remitting
one dollar.
Xs-i^iuneiits recorded a’ Wa-hiu^ton
So l(/i nri/ in th> I ni/ni Statvs possi
su/nrit
uir ;/ f‘att ntt- i■/ osc. rt-'iiii/nj th/hit- ati:hit11a <•/' ia 11 ill i->ns.
li 11. 1-. 1 >1) Y, Solicitor of I‘atents,

YOU WANT

Servants

pow.b

Secures

I.Mf

Boarders,
Agents,
Orders,

-.-.I tw.-nty y.-ars w it
Sold by .baler-

--

No. 76 State

Block, Main Street.

Customers,

a

IR. Di. EDDY,

tin* c.>u

HAZELTIME & CO.,
IF

u

PATEWTS.

For Sale in Belta.-t hv

Wadliu

$l.no per
vials ami .■*■-.«><» vitil of

e

X PA UP t;r. I /,*.! A TEUP

April lit, 1ST7.

Jim

by thou-nml-.
siti^rle ial, or s

ipt »f pri.:.-. A blr.
HUMPHREYS’HOMEOPATHlC MEDICINE COMPANY
100 l- l l.l ON > r, NKW *ni!K.
lyjs
For Sale in Belfast by W.O, Poor & Sou
and R. H. Moody.

I>

to

man.

r.-c

Or

OIL CLOTHS & STRAW MATTINGS.

4 rtf

ST A

success

Price.
th

We claim for it the (ireatest Item-tit
from the smallest outlaw

Stock of

Brussells and Tapestries, Extra
Super and Super. Also

No. 78 Main St.,

nates tin- entire

perfect

Ql ALI’n
MODERATE.

Offices,

of

1

sunier

No. 78 Main Street,

Consisting

~

i I It. 11 F.ST

\ l.IH

(Jl'A UT)X I

re-opened

CARPETINGS !

DEBILITY.

Vi131 weakness or depression : < "• O- ,-x
huilstrd IW-lill^, n rllrruy or COIlra^r ; tin- r«-Slllt !■'
mental over-work. Indesorelions or rxces.11..
lira in upon tin system is always eur
ses, or
I
HUMPHREYS HOMEOPA i HIC SPEC>'
I"U.
ti
IFIC No. 28.
y
tem, dispel- tie- ol'HMii ami -1
i...-i 1. ncy, impart
strength ami energy, 'tops the drain and r-;u\<

ACTIVE, & RELIABLE
years’succe-<ful use ha- shown it to be
PRICE

to

patterns,

NERVOUS

GUANO.

IT

Arnold Harris,
many thanks for past favors, begs leave
his friends and the public generally
WITHinform
that he has returned auil
the store

and

\

PROMPT,

the Field!

line and elegant line of choice
well-Kiiown makes of

j

FERTILIZER.

It. K1TTK1DGE.

FurnishingGoods

popular

A No. 1

Tkn

CAPS,

COLLEGE.

MAINE

Srhoid
,ir "diiiiiii iii"
•*;
ScholurCiyu-t
admiited at an\ lino up to .Ink kt, tollowiny. Ihi-*
i >t r i« 11 al'i-iat-- school, tin reputat i*m,
popular
i’v and increased patronaye ol which has reiiderei'
it m et "ary to remos e t.) m-sv and more conimodiona -comniodat ion
lie-t rooms in tin- State. All tin
1-i‘yli'li hranehe-* T any lit in connect ion \\ if.li husim--*
coiiro
Mend for circular containiny Tull particular
Ad.lre."
1* M. w A I I I Crim i| a
*’vvo
Auyusta, Mr.
<

SOLUBLE

OF 'HI K

-A N D-

AUGUSTA,

■

And will continue t*> sell for Thirty !>.i\s longer
TKAS at former price’s, being cargo prices, vi/.
Best .Japan Teas, -to and 50 cents ; a good .1 apan 'l ea,
3 pounds for $1.00, or 55 cents single* pound, only
pounds to one person; u very good .Japan lea, 1
pounels for $l.oo, only 1 pemnds to one- pe rson ; Knglisli Breakfast Teas, -to, 5o ami docents per pound,
only 1 pounel at e>ne’ .-ale-, Best equality Oolong Tea,
tor 35 ce nts, former price to ami 50 cent s.
<Ji> *Tlie above* l eas all warranted ge>oel. No Teas
sold at wholesale.
tt'4N

HATS,

BUSINESS

DIRIGO

i*iin«l Promeu.iile <our«‘ rl et t* ry
SUevesA Oleliiaifil
niiig by B>.
&
11 IS.iikI of B*rovi«l«‘iiici*.
Freight traiiii leave at 2 :tO P. ^B
Yo
iiMi*riii«‘iliat«*
I ;• ml u» »
hetneen
! Proviilence and \en York.
p. m.
Freight trains leave at
Tickets ami State 1 Looms ran la* secured at < on,
1
pany’s ollice, ,'11 Washington, corner Male -iie. t,
and at Poston A Providence Uailroad Statimi
.1. W. UK’11 AUL>Si )\. Agent, 1 »* »~t« »n.
A A. FOLSOM, Sup’t. U. & P. U. U.

Agent for tin-

Mens’ and Boy’s Clothing,

».

STEAMER RHODE ISLAND.

HAMPTON TEA COMPANY.

CLOTHS!

imrudike

c- as-. Ihlf'a.Ht
..I
p.m., Crook*. \
LIT i nil v, ...tin, arris iny at I'urn ham at
::•» n m.
Uetnniine Lease Curnham at v.Y**
m
I nir
I horndike, !» >, Crooks, 1 *». I .. arris my at IP !
fa-*t at 10. ;V» a.m.
Lease liurnliam at
Id ji.m., I n i: \,
1 j. 1'iori.
dike, p. j;, Crooks, d.ofi, nrriviuy at CeliaM ;.:.u p.m
T11ex* Train*. Connect at Curnham wit!. Cortland.
lt"-ton and Canyor Trains,
lit la-.'. .June I, is:;.

\ork,

arriving in N. vv York at 7 A. M. This is the .nib
line allording a d. iightful sail (lirotigh \4n.1.
giiniett Bfc.iv by daylight.

Day, Monday, May 28th,

entire New

iun us to
l.oaw- Holiast at
lirooks 7 .i", Tliorndik'

■a.in.,

STEAMER MASSACHUSETTS.

Goods!

an

Arrangement.
aiidal'ti .Monday, dan*

|lows

ONLY 42 MILES OF RAIL.

L O W 2

IS is

Summer

Steamboat Kxpres- Train will leave U.ision ami
Providence Uailroad Station, daily Sunday except
cd) at tl P. M. Connect at Fox Point wharf, Provi
deuce, with the B7ntir**lav .^«*** anit TJ.i-uili

be purchased elsewhere.
Thankful for past
favors and would still solicit patronage.
Please call
and take a look at the Old Place so well known.

r|TH

Maine Central Railroad.

the «JOl, UNA 1. UFI- H’l., l'.l.U AM.

At

>

Machinery.

or Anl i Fri : i<m
M.-tal, made
l ype Metal, and tor sale in .planti
Machinists, Millmen and other-

FaroS4. New York & Return S7.

as can

a

~

Itahhitt,

Now Route to Now

To the Store formerly occupied by P. W. Burkett in
llavford Black, and invites all of his forme- patron.and friends to give him a call. Mv Prices will be as

Also,

11 a -1.
1
at
a A
M

>

KITTRIDCE

With

>

lit.;•»

has removed his stock of

Again in

(;n,Moi;i

SanfoPl Wharf, tor H"..ok-vilhI'. M.
\\ ctkn s«la\, knife ami >a
touching at < astino uml'l-h -hoi..
tin-Meame; will make a rouml trip, k a\
N. >1
i"- Belfast at
returning tin -aim- -la..
I’asseiieci connect with Boston Hunts g
\\
Momlav ami I hursdas.
a
Kast VVcdm
l'i
Ua> ami Saturila
Meann-r !«■.:.«
Salifoni Wharf W etl ne-.fi
1 in
day ami ami Sat linin', it A. Mnia> hr nerimi
1" A
Al., or kite an i, al ol I*.
or H
u
i
tl'-.l
W Al. It. S\V AN, A- I.:

Hotel.

Bread!!

also

\.

turn;-.
on A!•
7 1 ami

ON1!, trains will

REMOVAL!

am

lurtln

will receive

TH L undersigned begs leave to inform theeiti/ens
L of Belfast that on ami after .Monday, June 11th,
I shall commence making white bread
every afternoon, Sundays excepted.
I earn will run as usual,
'thankful for past favors, would still solicit paA. F. R ICR IS,
tronage.
Bakery, Cross Street.
Belfast, June «i, 1x77.
loti

I

until

QUEEN

I Ki:i>

RETURNING.
I'-ave I

.Murnla;.
unla;
Kriila;.

t1II(ot the best
ties to suit

Belfast, Sept. 23,1875.—tfl3

This

n.ii

t.

.»i:..
| ,a\
Brooksvilk* for Holla-t
..in\ ami Iliursilay
7 o’clock A M ,fast itie
Isk-I.oroat ..’.-lock
a!-'■ -M'uultr. at I :»n !' M.
'a-'im at
!’ M.
In >ieane
AI«< • i.
will make a roiilni imp. It
iti« Hrook- ilit- at 7 "‘clock A. M., and Hella a;
I'. M., touching at fastim* ami l>k-*hi
each u

T H 1111. AS,

For

Coaches to convey passengers to and from t lie cars
and boats.
Sample Rooms free to guests.
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with the
House.

Dry

Sl’KAMKK

MAY

Babbitt Metal,

Main Street, Belfast, Me.
J. D TUCKER, Proprietor.

R.

IMTO\.(a,,i lleerint

PROVIDENCE LINE.

Bread!

WEEK

-.

at Law!

American

PER

will leave Kuilroad Whart.
day Fvenings at ; 1 o'clock,

in\ wile Mr-. Olive M. ( miningluun
has lel't my bed ami board without just cause,
ami :i 11 persons are hereby forbidden liarboring or
trusting lu r on my account, as I shall not pay any
bills of her contracting after this date
(II.Am K. (I A MM ,11 AM.
Plantation No. 1, Aug. 17, 1^77.

\I

WALLACE,

entrusted to him

TRIPS

-T

IIABADKN HIM. Belfast, Sk
#«-*All business
rompt attention.

DESERT & IVIACHIAS.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

.NOTICE.

will receive
f.mlic

at Law!

Attorney

[THE

the town of Prospect, in the County of Waldo,
for the year l87<>. The following list of taxes on
r.-al estate of non resident owners in the town of
Prospect, in School District No. 2. for the year 187C»,
in bills committed to Win. 11. Ginn, collector of said
town on the ldth day of May, ls?i», has been returned
by him to me, as remaining unpaid on the 8th day of
May, 1877, by his certificate of that date, and now
remain unpaid, and notice is Jierehy given that if
said taxes and interest and charges are not paid in
to the Treasury of said town within eighteen months
from the date of tin commitment of said bills, so
much of the real estate taxed, as will he sufficient to
pay the amount due therefor, including interest and
charges, will without further notice, be sold at puttlie auction at the store of Messrs, Mudgett & Libby,
in said town, on the 2oth day of November, A. D.
1>77, at two o’clock iu the afternoon :
Total
To whom taxed.
Value. Value.
Tax.
Waldo Granite Co. No. of
Acres 5,.
$700
Waldo Granite Co. No. of
Wharf 1,
,75 $775
$8.20
.John Moore. No. of Acres 8,
,:i2
.:>2
l
Win. 8. lVabody. No. of
Acres 7 1-2,-.40
.40
A.l
.JOHN E. LIBBY, Treasurer of
Prospect.
August H, 1877.—JwS

2.5

■

JOHNSON,

GEO. E.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
_1l concerned, that she has been duly appointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
of the estate of
GEORGE F. H UNT, late of Belmont,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs, .she therefore
requests all per
sons who an- indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have anv
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
toher.
MARTHA E. Ill NT.

2
25

St., Belfast, Me.
to

■

porthin

25
"5

Klim mat is 1(1, itheumat i«- Pains.
2‘
5n
Fever anil Ague, Chill Fever, Agues,
blind
or
Files,
bleeding'.5u
5o
Oplifhaliny, and Sore or Weak lives,
5
Catarrh, acute or chronic. Imltienza,
5c
AV'hooping-Cough, violent,coughs,
50
A si h Uia, oppressed Breathing,
5Ear Discharges, impaired hearing,
50
Scrofula, enlarged glands, Swellings,
5n
!■ moral Debility, Physical Weakness,
Dropsy and scanty Secretions.5u
5<
Sea-^iekuess, sickness from riiiin:*,

Law,

WEST.

N’. B.—
'ity of Richmond" al-o connect r- u it h t
Portland \ Boston Meaniers. which ban
at seven o’clock P. M.
Passenger* l ieket.-dti nuig:
Tare, .*l.(*<i I. ss than b\ Boat and Rail.
< ’t R( >
PATTLKSU.N, Agent tor Bella-!
Belfast. .June 1 1. >7;.

1 v 38

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by Hon. Nehemiah Abbott.

Jl

ance.

GOING

2.
25
25

fV

a

paper printed at Belfast, that
tin ;, may appear at a Probate Court to be In Id at the
Probate Olfiee in Belfast, aforesaid, on tin second
Tuesday of September next, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and shew cause, it any they have, \\by tinsame should not be granted.
PHILO HKRSKY, Judge.
A true copy, Attest.—B. 1*. FlKLl), Register.

x'-Maa

For Sal© in Belfast by W. O. Poor & Son
and. R. H. Moody.

.JOHNSON,

Attorney

-.

FAMILY ( ASKS.
Case. "Morocco, with above :tr» large vials and
Manual of directions,.810.00
0.00
Case Morocco, of 20 large vials and Book,
These remedies are sent b> the rase
single box or vial, lo any part of the
country, free of charge, on receipt of
Address
price.
Humphreys’ liomeonat hie Medicine C o.
New York.
Office an dDepot,
For Sale by all Druggists.

4Ctf

OFFICE

o.',Meeting

....

21.
22.
2 5.
21.
25.

KILBY, Masti.k,

leave
i.angor >\< ry .Momlav, W ednesduv ;.
Friday mornings at a.:;<* o’clock ; touching at all t h•
usual handings on the River and Uuv, arriving n
Portland at about -1 .::n o’clock P. M <
win
both the 1 astern and Boston \ M:i no Railroad" hie!i leave I’lHITI.A M * ;.i
to P. Al.. and arriv
ill BOSI'(»\ about o. o P. M., in
a
to cumi-c*
with the Shore I in. Railroad, w hich b aves Boston
at Hi o'clock P. .W. for \ \\ Y( pp
Passengers Ticket, d tbrough to Bo-ion atnl New
York.
Returning--Leave- Railroad. W harf, loot ot Man
Street, Portland, sunn* evening, at lu o’clock, or o
arrival of F.xpress Train over tin- Bo,-t..n
Railroad, which leave- Bo-:.»n at -i\ o'clock P. M
♦^-Passengers can take any ot the earlier Iran,
from Boston over either of the above Railroad-.

25
Headaches. Sirk lleadaeh*'. Vertigo,
Dyspepsia. Biliou- Stomach.-25
or
Painful
Suppressed,
periods,
Whites- too Profuse Periods,
2.5
25
Croup. Cough, Difficult Breathing,
Salt ICheuui, Erysipelas. Eruptions.
25

2 '.

days”

-fc.L All business entrusted
prompt attention.

-----

New.

Examii*. m.

HOMER, M. I).

Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey the whole of
the real estate of said deceased,
(including the rey- rsion of the Widow’s dower thereon,) as will satisiy his debts and incidental charges, and charges of
Administration, at public sale or at private sahxwit hout further notice.
EL1A8 8EAYEA

IN

OP

Belfast, Me.

....

Richmond

ot

C.

Tliey are just what
people oiitH, saving time, money.
sickness and sntrc>*iiig.
Every single
specific the well tried prescription 01
an eminent physician.
Nos.
Cures.
Cents.

Fevers, Congestion, inflammations,
Worms, Worm Fe\ er. Worm Coi ir,
Crying-Colic, or Teething of Infants,.
Diarrliira, of Children or Adults,
Dysentery, Griping. Bilious Colic,
Cholera-Morbus, Vomiting,
Coughs, ('olds, Bronchitis,
Neuralgia, Toothache. Eacearhe,

1877.

MONDAY. June Ilth,
s r 1: a m k i:

City

the

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
b.
7.
8.
!i.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
1.5.
1«.
17.
18.
l‘t.

ARRANGEMENT.

On and after

medicine*. Known.

DENTIST.

Office honrs, 8 to 12 A. m., l.:io to a i*. y[.
nations and Consultations, 1.2.0 to 2..‘50

SUMMER

ine.

prove i tin* iiiom s. U l-:,
si.MPlJkM OVonnH and l.l I ICICS 7

G. W. SI0DD1HD. DD.S.

E 1 N E

and Boston & M line Railroad' and
arriving ii.
Boston at h."o o’clock P. M
in season to cornua
with the Shore Line Railroad lor New York, who-'
leaves Boston at lu o’clock P. M.

general1 »;for f wcnty years.

Keen in

LOMBARD,

BELFAST,

HY

Everywhere

Block.

I) E

Bangor Portland, Portsmouth, Salem, J.vnn
Lowell, Lawrence, Haverhill. Boston & New York
-making close nmurctions with Both the Fast.-n.

HUMPHREYS’
HOMEOPATHIC SPECIFICS

42 tf

Office 58 Slain St.

1877.

CURES

'•/• Ch"yeh <(• Sov St*.. H KL F. I N 7’
44tf

Hayford

1 N S I

(7/(>/■: 77.1/a: /,/•/ i r/.w, haxgoii

THE MILD'POWER

St.. HI ('KSI‘n/n\ ME.

3.65

Belfast, June it, 1>77.

CO., Lowell, Mass.,

Practical and Analytical Chemists.
by all Druggists and Dealers in Medi

Sol.I

DE3KTTIST

.Judge ol' l’robate for the County

LIAS SKAVKY, Administrator of the estate of
-J Nathaniel Seavey, late of Trov, iu said Countv,
deceased, respectfully represents’that the goods,
ehattle.' and credits of said deceased are not sufficient
to answer Ins just debts and
charges of Administration, by the sum of twelve hundred dollars. That
the sale of am portion of tin real estate of said de
eased would greatly depreciate the residue of the

RECEIVED.

A

PREPARED

S2.50

York, baggage checked tbrough6.50
All freight must be accompanied by Bills of I.ad
ing in duplicate. All freight bills mu«t be paid on
I). l.A.XK, Agent.
delivery of goods.
New

from inti runt ulceration and urinedis.

C. AYER &

Dr. J.

KATAHDIN.
Capt. Wm. R. Roix,

Fare to Boston,
Lowell,

these humors from the blood.

Dropsy, Dyspepsia, F/naeiation and lorn rat
Debility. With their departure health returns.

DENTIST,

•,

arising

rlurn

EAMES, D.D.S..

P.

internal

eases.

Lgood

Emery lU'k. Elm

>ome

expels
When they are gone, the disorders they produce dissuch
as
Lacerations of the Liver, Stomach,
appear,
Kidneys, Lunas, Eruptions and Eruptive Diseases
of the Skin, St. Anthony's Fin Lose or Erysipelas,
Pimples, Pustules, Ji/ofches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter
and Salt Jlheum, Scald Head, Ringirorm, Cleers and
Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Pain in the Pones,
Side and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility. Leuchor

two

oiler for stile the very desirable small farm on which I
b now live. It is most pleasantly sit
■ uaied, contains thirty acres, is under
cultivation and is well fenced
*und watered, and in all respects eonvement.
it has upon it first class buildings m thorough repair, and an engrafted orchard of bearing
fruit trees. Call at office LM, Main Street, or on the
premises at the intersection of tvhe Lineolnville and
Little River roads in the south part of this city.
I. M. BOA RDM AN.
Belfast. April 12, 1877.
41tf

NOTICES.

ATIIERTOX W.

Boots & Shoes

Sarsaparilla

hereby

I

humors to

>ame

UAhrIBKIuGE.
Capt. J. P. Johnson,

Y\ ill leave Belfast for Boston every Mondav, Wed
nestlay, fliursdav and Saturday, at J o’clock P M
lieturning, will lea\e Boston overv Mondav, Tue.
day, Thursday and Friday at r».:u> o’clock P. M.

organ, or organs, whose action they derange, and
whose substance they disease and destroy. Avi u’s

Farm for Sale.

Combs,

and
in fact

Strap Shoes,

Former Price $3.50.

termination of these

stories high, and finished
throughout, is suitable for two small
•families. The local ion. nfimmundincr a
view ol the harbor unci bay cannot be surpassed in
the city. In the summer season »its clo^e proximitv
to the salt water, renders it cool and comfortable.
The lot attached is suitable for a city garden. ApIt.
l>^ kr.
ply at this office.
Belfast, April 24, 1877.—T.’.tf

For One-half the usual Price.

lfair Brushes

Everything

FormerJPrice $4.75.

the surface of humors that should be expelled
from the blood. Internal derangements are tile de-

75 Prs. Men’s & Women’s Shoes, COUNSELLOR at LAW
Slightly Damaged,

Tooth Brushes,
Face Powder.

NEB.

any
Lameness. Jit KM KM It F It WE CLAIM IT
WIX.E REMOVE THE EYLAROEMEAT
WITHOUT
HUHTERIIC1.
Sold by dealers throughout the country, or sent to
address
on receipt of price, $1.
Send for a cir
any
cular giving proof of above statements. 1J. J. KENDALL, M. D., Prop., Enosburgh Falls, Vt.

Marked Down!

Pomades,

keep constantly on hand EXTRAS for
the
SPRAGUE MOWER.

or

CLARK.

are

out tin* lurking numors in mo system, tnnt
undermine health and settle into troublesome dis
orders. Eruptions of the skin are the appearance

acre

JOHN

Bulk

and Bottled,

Ilair Oils,

At

King-bone,
complete remedy for Corns,

Hoi/s and Childrens' Shoes of all hinds.

$3.00.

KENDALL’S SPAVIN CURE DR.
will
Spavin, Splint, Callous, Curb,
Chilblains, Frost-bite, Felon, Kruise, Cut,

].allies’ Seri/e Hutton and Coni/ress.
Good Line in Men's Low Cut Shoes.

Men’s Fine Calf

Perfumery in

DAVIS,

U. P. R.

Ladies' French Kid Hoots, all Grades.
Ladies' American. Kid Hoots, fall Jane.

series of

a

purges

THE
of land
dwelling house and 1-s
Li
View Street. The house is three

<Wo

Men’s Fine Calf Button Boot,

Fancy Goods,
Knives,

near

NO W.

Our Prices Can't be Beat !

FOUR TRIPS PER WEEK.

prevalent and afllicting. It purities the blood.

on

ay
years old,

the Route.

on

very

subscriber offers for sale his

RECEIVING

GOODS

of

cure

complaints which

House for Sale.

C.

great variety of

Stock aud

tual

for the Season of 1877.

Two Steamers

most effec-

a

LOWELL.

AND

Arrangements

on

Every day of the LATEST STYLES, and REST
RH ALI I'Y. All we ask is lo call and see us.

Shoulder Braces

of

free, address

NEW

The best and most durable

A FARM FOR $200 WILL
in cast/ payments with low rates
interest.
Full information sent

WE ARE

BOSTON
of the

Iron, makes

GO*

-FOR—-

compound
vegetable alteratives,Sarsaparilla, Dock, Millingia
and Mandrake with th
Iodides of l’otash and

house and land on Waldo
Avenue recently occupied by
Mrs. James A. Kuss. The lot contains about 10 acres of land and a
lino privilege for water.
House
louaieu on mgu
iaHii wiui a commanding
view of the village ami bay. For terms apply to
\V. G. CROSBY.
4w0
Belfast, Aug. 1, 1877.

CEO. F.

TRUSbES!

l-ACIFC ItAII.ROAI).

S K C II H E

To No. 3 Phenix Row.

Genuine Patent Medicines

prevented by the use of Tarrant's EfkkuProcurable at all

CHEAT I'M OX

Shoes

and Chemicals !

Drugs

Those Terrible1! Headaches Generated
by obstructed secretions, and to which Indies are especially subject, can always be relieved, and their re-

the

&

JAS, W.
Pure

Wadlin Block,
Belfast, July 25, 1877.

FOR AN ACRE!

Has removed his Stock of

KEEN.

N. E.

MOODTTS

F.

Of the BEET Lttfll in AimilCA,

Critchett & Francis.

Boots

This

For Sale.

location, and examine

iTas. W. Clark

and all goods usually kept in a lirst-class Grocery
Store, at wholesale and retail, at as reasonable rates
as can be had at any store in the city.
Our Stock is purchased for Cash, and by strict integrity and fair dealing we hope to merit a fair share
of patronage.
49~Give us a call.

Sugar In/

Dollars

new

convenou perstory,
barn room will be

furnished. Also all the land that may be required
a garden.
L. J. HOA<i.
Inquire of
2w9*
Belfast, Aug. .10, 1877.

_

Also

Only Five

wishing

SANFORD STEAMSHIP

Purifying the Biood.

newly finished and very

earned to me second
to keep a horse, pood

Sarsaparilla,

tor

satisfaction.

,,

PRICES LOW!

vkscisxt Srltzku Ai-krient.
drug stores.

At

well selected stock of

-I

currence

such universal

Fine Goat Ties

FAMILY GROCERIES !
Corn, Flour and Meal,
Pork, Beef,
Kerosene Oil,
Lard, Hams,
Tea, Coffee,
Tobacco,
and Spices,

ltKl) AND SOU) BY

A. W. CRAY’S SONS

to.

IHEIXT^S

leased the store on Main street, formerly occupied by J. B. Wadlin, are now prepared to offer

LATEST SM PROVED^ For they

MACHINES FOR SAWING WOOD, AND
THRESHING AND CLEANING GRAIN.

am

faithfully attended
sole Agent for the

R^H,APri1!<i,^rRANK,fflARK-

And

New York.

Horse Powers.

hand.

W O B IK

Come and look at my
my store.

Hazeltine & Co..

COLLINS’ VOLTAIC PLASTER

Ich) JtJbcrtiscmcnts.

on

WARE

and

That

PT1HE UNDERSIGNED having formed a eo-purtX nership in business under the name and style

a

icmf wuter
sou

Winthrop
Furnace,
gives

NEW FIRM!

SAMPLES FREE.

CENTS.

I

Block,

4»tf

GINGER,

MILLION,

Constantly

STORE,

RESTORATIVE STIMULANT

ELECTRICITY

STOVES & TIN

FITTED

jAyer’s
For

to a

rjlHK

Best of

The

FURNITURE
70

Shop

would like to rent,

family, the upper portion of his
dwelling-house on Miller street, west of Con-

To No. 9 High Street,
The Store lately occupied by George F. White, w here
1 will be pleased to welcome
my old customers.

Promptly

PAINS

SANFORD'S JAMAICA

REMOVED MY STOCK OF

JOB-

[Ex.

SANFORD’S
JAMAICA
GINGER.

TO

NEWLY

subscriber
rpUi;
suitable

gress. It is
I HAVE

A. B. MATHEWS’

were

and broke out thus : “In this land of noble
achievement and undying glory, why is
it that women do not come more to the
front and climb the ladder of fame ?” “1
suppose," said she. tying knots in her
handkerchief “it's on account of their

Bargains

GO

Tenement to Let.

REMOVAL!
Stoves smd Tin

DYSPEPSIA,

put

did, and looked 'em straight in the face.

F OR

sitting together and he was
arduously thinking what to say, when
finally he grew confident in his manner

They

ICE WATER

lying

must he her husband’s. She

akimbo

“Is this the place,” she asked, as she
wandered down the barren sands,“where
a young lady—a beautiful young lady—
fell into the water last season, and was
rescued by a gallant young man, whom
she afterward married!” He looked at
her carefully, estimated her at a square
forty-seven with false teeth, and said :
“Yes, ma'am. But 1 don’t know how to
swim.” [Puck.

enough, and :i
sight it must have presented in the gloom down
there.
The liguro of a man sat with his hack to
the wall, one knee drawn up. and the other leg ex
tended. The hands rested oil the ground on either I
This elegant preparation is prepared from the I
side, and the head had fallen over the left should- 'i iii K Jamaica
(linger, combined with choice aror.
it was not a corpse, not a skeleton, but a mummatics and genuine French brandy, and is vastly suMost of the hair had fallen off the skull, perior to every other Extract
my.
or Essence of Linger
ami the clothing had molded until a breath would before the public—all of which are prepared with
alcohol by the old process.
blow it to dust. There was a boot on the right
foot, the other one lying on the ground some dis
lance away.
Tin* soles could be torn oil' as eashv
as one tears a blotting
pad. Tin* llesli on bod'v Cramps, Pains, Diarrhma, and Dysentery are instantand limbs had greatly decayed, leaving knees, ly relieved by it. It will render an attack of Cholera
elbows and other joints entirely bare, but where Morbus imposMble, if taken when the symptoms of
this dangerous complaint first manifest themselves.
any iicsh remained it had shriveled down and
turned the color of sheet-iron. Martin and his
AND
liiend were, of course considerably excited over
the discovery, hut they took all pains and precauwhether produced by the indigestion, improper food,
tions to find a clew to the* mystery. On the ground change of water or diet, too tree indulgence in ice
was a small heap of dust which had once been a
water, exposure to sudden changes of temperature,
hat. Against tie* wall, and within reach of the are immediately relieved by it. One ounce added to
a
a
gallon of
was
bundle of clothing.
mummy,
\\ bile Alartia was making these discovrics below. French was scouting around the mouth of the
forms a mixture which, as a cooling,
shaft
Lying almost at the edge of it were the and sweetened,
healthy, and refreshing Summer Beverage, has no
rusted barrel of a title and the head of a light axe.
Barrels
of ice water,
prepared in this wav,
The stock had rotted from the gun. and the handle equal.
may bejdrank without the slightest injury; and hapdecayed from tin* axe, while* the metal itself was py is the man who finds in this a substitute for spirnearly eaten with rust. When the unfortunate ituous liquors. Its value to the Farmer, the Mehunter or explorer, fell into the jut. as ho doubt- chanic, and Laborer cannot be over-estimated. It
less did. he might have been
is so cheap as to be within the reach of all; so finely
carrying these arti
as to be enjoyed by lovers of the choicest
ele.N in his hands, or tin* sudden* tumble
might llavored
liquors.
have dislodged them from his pack: or still further,
lie might hare hung to tin* bushes at tin* edge of
the jut for a few seconds before falling, and sought
to lighten his load.
There was no evidence of a
Flatulency, sluggish Digestion, want of Tone and
activity in the Stomach and Bowels, Oppression
eamj> lire near by. though the lone man might
after Eating, are sure to be relieved by a single dose
have had one then*.
taken after each meal. A great want exists for a
1 ruling quite certain that a clew to ’.lie
mystery !
would be found in the pack or about the skeleton,
j
Martin proceeded very carefully ii: hi- search. !
The clothing over the bundle of hones pulled to ; free from serious objections, yet palatable, even inviting to the sensitive palate,' which will create no
pieces as soon as handled. There was a large j morbid
appetite for itself, and operate as an assistKussia leather wallet lying between the shriveled !
ant to digestion, as well as perform the functions of
left arm and the hare ribs, and this was solar gone a stimulant.
Such wc confidently believe is to be
that it required the most delicate handling. Some found in
portions "| it were lost before it reached sunlight
above, and the odor from it was almost -uilibeating'
In the mass of dust and hones Martin made a still
an elegant combination of the True Jamaica
Linger
more important discovery.
II" found a memoran
with the Choicest Aromatics. It i> beyond all comdum hook, having an almanac in it. and thedawparison the most healthy, invigorating tonic and
of tin* week printed on alternate page.-. The book stimulant before the public. It is
earnestly recomwas well hound, and. owing to its thickness, had
mended to the weak and nervous, to those’recoverMood the ravages of time much better than even
ing from debilitating diseases, and to the aged, to
whom it imparts warmth and vigor.
the thick soled boots. The almanac was for the
year 1 Stiii. and must he taken as proof that the
stranger fell into the pit in that year. He could
not., of course, have ail almanac later than the
W
V REWARD will be paid for a bottle ot
O
""
f any other Extract or Essence of Jayear in which lie lived, and would not he lilo-lv to
maica Linger if found to equal it in line flavor,
of
carry one over a year old at the most
purity
Many
and prompt medicinal effect.
Largest, Cheapest,
the leaves fell out and crumbled away, and por
tions of many others were lost, hut enough nviv and Best. Take no other until you have given it a
trial. Sold by all Wholesale and Retail Druggists,
left, and enough of the writing could also he made
Lrocers, and Dealers in Medicines, l’rice, 50 cents.
out to form one of the saddest chapters in the
Dealers should purchase original packages of one
history of the wild forests of .Michigan. Written dozen to obtain the trial bottles for free distribution.
in ink were the following words, found here and
WEEKS & POTTER, Leneral Agents and Whole
there throughout the book: “Thence west." ••ship- sale Druggists, Boston.
ment." acre tract." ••government." trade for
••shall have lor—••Themv* by lake to
‘•(.Jrand Haven is for
••John M. A
.' -ale
maud lbr about—
“No. -lob South <
1 he above parts ol sentences were gleaned from
perhaps the lirst twenty leaves in the hook. The
THE
AN
rest seemed to have been tilled with writing-in
pencil, and in one or two instances with red lead
ELECTRIC BATTERY
ncncil. W ords could he made out now and then,
but the only complete sentence found reads:
FOR 25
•South-west corner marked X‘ on lone pine tree
standing on knoll; stone pile at foot of tree."
The unfortunate man had written his name on
the inside of the lirst cover of the hook, 'flupresence of The name would he faintlv seen, hut
Cures Pains and Aches.
not even a single letter could
certainly he made
It equalizes the Circulation.
out.
Martin thought the lirst name looked like
It
subdues
Inflammatory Action.
"W illiam," while French feels
quite sure that it
It cures ruptures and Strains.
was
•Charles." There was evidently an initial
It removes pain and Soreness.
for
a
middle
name, and the last name,
standing
It cures Kidney Complaint,
was short enough for ••Wood."
it strengthens the Muscles.
"Dregg." or “Drown."
As near as they could make out. there were not
It cures Khemuatism and Neuralgia.
over six letters in the name.
It relaxes Stiffened Cords.
It nires Nervous Shocks.
The bundle was lifted out with all possible eaiv.
It is invaluable in Paralysis.
and in it were found two pairs of woolen socks,
It
can s Inflammation of tlie Liver.
t*vo woolen shirts, a vest, the blade of
razor,
It removes Nervous Pains.
buttons, and hits of paper which resembled small 1
It cures Spinal Weakness.
portions of greenbacks. Not one of the articles ol
It is Grateful and Soothing.
clothing was much more than dust, and tin* slight
It. cures Epilepsy and Fits.
cst breath tore them to pieces.
No book, card or !
It is safe, Keliablo, and Economical.
j
it is prescribed b\ Physicians.
anything to furnish a clew was found in the him i
It is endorsed by electricians.
die. nor in tin* hoots, nor about the pile of black
cued bones. The skeleton was lifted out of it
long resting places in hope.- that a knife or tobacco
box might he found, hut tin search was in vain.
is warranted, on the reputation of Dr. Collins, its in
Alter hall a day s limit for a clew, the
ventor, an old physician, to be the best plaster in the
young men
world of medicine. The union of the two great medmade another discovery. The bones of the left leg
h-al
ol the skeleton were broken.
agents, viz.
That was the lirst
Electricity and Medical Gums and
Essences, fully justifies the claims, and entitles this
discovery. From the bottom of the pit. lbr ten feet remedy
to rank foremost among all curative comup. except in one place ilie sides wen* full of grit
for all external Aches and Pains.
and roi'k : in this one place, which was a stratum pounds
Price •'*;» cent**, Mold Uy all l»ruggi*l*,
of red clay, the poor man hud cut niches about a foot
and Neill OH receipt of •-»!> ceui.it for
one,
apart, hoping to reach the mouth of t in* pit by that
or
for Mix. or $4,2*1 for twelve,
means, lie iiad cut niches to within thirteen feet of
carefully w rapped and warranted lev
the surface, and in an evil moment In* had lost his
IVEEKM A POITFJt, iProprietorN.lloNbalance, fallen to the bottom, and rendered all
ton, HI a mm.
hopes vain by breaking his leg. lie could do
nothing then but wait for death, lb* might have
had a small supply of food perhaps enough to last
four or live days. Near where tin* skeleton was
found were nine plain marks on the wall, each one
standing for a figure -I." He had made them to
stand ha- days. He could tell when
day ended and n | a ain0 Magnificent $050 Rosewood Pianoes
lin‘‘ Rosewood Upright Pianoes
night came. and. sullering terrible mental and r ! A JlUd
vii1111 used) cost $«S00 only $125, must
bodily pain, lie had made a mark to indicate* the fTn n .VX ,K‘
sol<1I,;ir|o>' Organs, 2 Stops $45,
flR hflNx
passage ol time, and hoped for release in some waxUli
UHIlQ y Stops $05, $12 Stops only $75. Nearly
before In* should be called upon to make another. N«*w 4
Set Reed 12 Stop, Sul) Rass & (>ctave Coupler
Worn out at last, lie had braced his back against
Organs, cost over $350, only $55. Lowest l’ricer ever
the wall and died.
ollered sent on 15 days test trial. You ask why 1 oiler
For ten long years at least the dark pit has pre- so cheap? I reply Hard Times. Result sales over
served its secret from the world. Days and nights
1,000,000 annually. War commenced by monopolists.
and weeks and months have rolled awav. and time Reware anonymus Circulars. Write for explanation.
has shriveled the llosh and blotted out of existence Rattleraging. Full Particulars free. Address Il.m'l
F Beatty, U anliin^ton, Me» Jersey.
everything that might tell to the world who the
unfortunate victim was. [Detroit Letter to CinKxtrit Fine i?Iix«d danlA, with name,
4y
cinnati Lnquircr.
l*J lO cts., post-paid. L. JONES & CO., Nassau,
sure

While the war correspondents have
been giving biographies of Mehemot Ali,
Suleiman Pasha, and other Turkish generals. none of them seem to know anything about Osman Pasha. The Army
Read This, Young Ladies.
and XavyJournal says:
We heard a very pretty incident the
Ir is eonlideutly asserted in England
from private information that Osman other day which we cannot help relating.
Pasha is none other than that celebrated A young lady from the South, it seems
fugitive from French prisons, Marshal was woed and won by a youthful physiFrancois Ochilro Bazaine. This intelli- cian living in California. When the engence is by no means improbable.
Ba- gagement was made the doctor was rich,
zaine was always an active and stirring having been very successful at San Franman, and the circumstances of his public cisco. It had not existed six months,
trial in France were such as to shut him however, when, by an unfortunate inout from a career in any army of Chrisvestment, he, lost his entire “heap." This
tian Europe. Like most French officers event came upon him, it may be added,
of rank, lie had served in Algeria, and in just as be was about to claim his bride.
so doing acquired considerable
knowledge W hat does he do Why like an honorable
and chivalrous young fellow, as lie is, he
of Arabic and Arabs.
Besides this, ho served in the Crimean sits down and writes the lady every parwar in command of the Foreign
Legion, ticular of the unhappy turn which lias
and afterward as French Governor of Se- taken place in liis fortunes, assuring her
bastopol. During that period he naturally that, if the fact produced any change in
made many Turkish acquaintances, and her feelings towards him, she is released
therefore there is nothing more natural from every projnise she has made him.
than that he should go to Turkey in the And what does the dear, good girl do.’
hour of his need. In Turkey, where Ba- Why, she takes a lump of pure gold, which
zaine’s master was the best friend of the her lover had sent her in his prosperity as
Sultan, Bazaine would he received with a keepsake, and having it manufactured
open arms hv those of his friends, who into a ring, forwarded it to him with the
knew his value itt any capacity of trained following llible inscription engraved in
soldier. That he should have concealed distinct characters on the outside: “Enhis identity with the utmost care is equally treat me not to leave thee, or return from
natural, and had not war come it is pos- following after thee; for whither thou gusible he might have concealed it till his est will i go, and whither thou lodgest,
death, hut war with Russia, his antago- will f lodge; thy people will lie mv peonist of twenty years ago, could not fail to ple, and thy God my God; where thou
bring Osman Pasha in contact with the diest will 1 (lie, and there will 1 he buried :
people who knew General Bazaine as the Lord do so to me, and more also, if
Governor of Sebastopol. Whether the se- aught lmt death part me and thee.” The
cret leaked out through some Russian of- lover idolized his sweetheart more than
ficer prisoner in his hands, or some Eng- ever when he received this precious evilish or French attache who had served in dence of her devotion to him both in
the Crimea and recognized Osman Pasha, storm and sunshine. We may add that
is uncertain, but the character of ids fortune soon again smiled upon the young
lighting at Plevna, a stubborn, defensive physician, and that he subsequently rebattle, is curiously like the first day at turned to the North to wed the sweet girl
Gravclotte, though the difference offeree he loved, and who loved him with such
on the enemies' side led to a happier reundying affection. Reader, this is all
true.
sult.
Young ladies who read the llible
as closely as the heroine of this incident
They brought his hat and his lishiug- seems to have done, are sure to make
rod, and with tears in their eyes told her good sweethearts and better wives. [ Pittsburg Commercial.
found them
on the end of the

they’d
pier; they

with paralysis for
after she appeared at the Paris Maine
to announce her intention of marrying
her cousin. “1 beg your pardon madamo,"
says the clerk,‘‘but the law is premptory
in forbidding a widow to remarry till ten
mouths after her husband's death.” “But
those eight months of paralysis—don’t
you take them into consideration?”

CRAMPS

words: grief bv tears.

the dawn of jov. and

is

light.
to

comes

'ur

Passion evaporates

agfed husband,

had lain helpless
eight months. Soon

CHOLERA MORBUS,

spent.

are

earing, when Sleep's angel
tired lips to kiss.
If our awakening
morning he
In that, or this.
iree

<

tnoiv.

A young wife lost her.

two months ago after lie

•.

|

Dissolution of Co-Partnership.

rilll K

partnership heretofore existing between the

X- undersigned,

t.orhum is

under the firm

name

of Pitcher &

this dav dissolved by mutual

consent.

II. <
1’I Tell LB.
(i. \V. (I0BHAM.

Belfast, Aug. 1, 1877.
H. C. Pitcher will continue the business at the
old stand, llaradan’s Wharf, near depot.
Jw'J

